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Welcome to the Fresh Little Minds Learn to Teach Programme. We hope 
you enjoy this training and in it, find everything you need to begin your work 
in building resilience for the children you work with. 

We are excited to be a part of this journey with you and are here to support 
you throughout this Learn to Teach event.

Thank you for choosing Fresh Little Minds!

The Fresh Minds Education team
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For the past twenty years I have worked with children, families and educators and with them I have 
been pondering the question; what is it that enables us to flourish in this constantly changing and 
challenging world?

In my attempts to answer this question I explored many different directions. I read, met with and 
talked to scientists, philosophers, educators, artists, businesses, psychologists, spiritual leaders, 
local and global peace builders. Through my work locally here in Northern Ireland and throughout 
the world I have connected with thousands of people. I began to pull together lists of these 
conversations.  I soon began to see some patterns emerge; a series of common skills and qualities 
began to stand out.  

The next challenge was the conundrum as how to support people develop these skills and qualities. 
There are so many wonderfully effective ways to nurture the skills and qualities needed. It became 
apparent, however, that it is not so much a matter of ‘what’ we do, but more ‘how’ we do what we 
do that really makes the difference.     

The ‘super-connector’ inside of me began thinking of ways to integrate more recent learning 
alongside more ancient modalities of practice, from the many schools of thought in neuroscience, 
biology, psychology and spirituality. A programme of work began to take root. 

Encouraged by the idea that this work, could considerably impact my children and other children’s’ 
sense of empowerment, enabling them to live more fully day to day; I decided to undertake the 
task of developing an approach that would help children explore their internal world, cultivate their 
capacity to relate with others and fuel their desire to engage positively with their world. 

Fresh Little Minds was born; and the AMBER model for resilience and wellbeing emerged.  This is 
a complementary resilience programme for children which integrates a range of evidence based, 
tried and tested modalities with holistic experiential learning that children will enjoy. Our facilitators 
are key to the success of our work. The relationships they aim to nurture amongst our groups build 
little communities of kindness, of hope and of change. 

Our societies may be connected as never before technologically, but we live in often overwhelming 
times of insecurity and uncertainty, where many people experience growing isolation and 
hopelessness. Our children have opportunities to learn like never before but are often ill equipped 
to deal with daily ups and downs of life. 

Fresh Little Minds works to connect mind and body, inside and out, person to person to the world 
around us. 

It is a programme that in its most simple form helps educators connect with children and in its’ 
most complex, positively contributes to a larger shift adding to the ‘vibration’ of our planet.  

If this resonates with you, welcome to the tribe.

Aine Wallace

Founder Fresh Minds Education and Fresh Little Minds

Foreword
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1. GENERAL

• Knowledge of FME & FLM  

2. CONTEXT AND UNDERPINING THEORIES TO RESILIENCE

• Appreciation of the integrated nature of the human experience 

• Knowledge and understanding of a range of scientific theories related to resilience

• Knowledge and understanding of how these theories have informed the AMBER 
approach

• Valuing, adopting and promoting a trauma informed approach in delivering children’s 
interventions

3. FLM GROW RESILIENCE PROGRAMME DELIVERY

• Familiar with a range of evidenced based modalities used within the Fresh Little Minds 
GROW programme 

• Opportunity to experience the Fresh Little Minds GROW programme

• Practical experience of facilitating GROW 

• Knowledge of how to use the educational resources and tools required to deliver FLM 
GROW and Amber Meets the Parents

4. FLM GROW RESILIENCE PROGRAMME EVALUATION & REPORTING

• Knowledge of evaluation of FLM GROW and Amber Meets The Parents (children, 
parents, teachers/leaders)  

• Able to access and use the evaluation reporting procedures required of FLM GROW 
facilitators 

5. PERSONAL & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

• Opportunity to develop new and existing knowledge & skills 

• Self Aware of strengths and development opportunities as an FLM Facilitator

• New and renewed condifidence and skills for working with children 

• Increased value in adopting a self care practice

• Improved relationships with own family and with children at work

Learning outcomes at the 
Learn to Teach GROW Event
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6. SUPPORT & NEW NETWORKS

• Knowledge of what Post Programme Support is available and how to access it

 » Frequently Asked Questions

 » FLM Learn to Teach Network

 » Zoom calls

 » Mentoring Support Packages

 » Business Support Packages

 » Future Training & Master classes

7.   COMPLETE ADMINISTRATION & LOGISTICS

• Knowledge of how to order future resources 

• Connected in with the office - communications

• Know the trainer pathway

• Know how to order FLM resources 

• Have discussed and signed the Licence Agreement 
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Fresh Little Minds Programmes are a medium to transmit, multiply and fill the world 
around us with important positive messages, qualities and uplifting energy vital to the 
most important generation in our care.   

Fresh Little Minds Programmes work with all the senses; there is a sound, a smell, a feel, 
a look, and the experience leaves a positive taste in the mouths of all who travel through 
and connect with the programme team.

In preparation for this work Fresh Little Minds Facilitators spend time during training 
exploring the problems that face children in the world today helping us to understand the 
architecture of their experiences. Our approach challenges the pessimism and negativity 
featuring in burnt out, constraint focused environments. Our positive leadership refuses to 
attend to pessimistic outlooks and gloomy world views aiming rather to create safety for 
children allowing them to be seen, heard and valued.

The Fresh Little Minds Way is to look at the world through the lens of unabated optimism, 
outrageous joy and sheer awe and we vigorously cultivate these qualities in the spaces that 
we share with children, their parents and their educators. We are on a mission to enliven 
the hearts and minds of children and those close to them.  Our way involves eliciting the 
uniqueness, richness and strengths of the children we meet, consciously focusing on those 
strengths, fortifying them and magnifying them. The practice of identifying and fortifying 
strengths will have a lasting effect on their happiness and wellbeing.  

Regardless of the circumstances encountered, we know that all people can do things that 
will help them live a more meaningful life.  As leadership team we can help nurture others 
to become the best version of themselves possible and we do this through appreciating 
and celebrating each person’s uniqueness and developing empathy, innovation and 
human expression.    

The intention of Fresh Little Minds is to do more than to simply educate and teach skills, 
it is our ambition to harness the power and vibration of people through creativity and 
connection.  We aim to actively contribute to the global shift of consciousness and wellbeing 
that is happening all across the earth.    We know that when we nurture people, we nurture 
our world.

We are here to nurture the future, one interaction at a time

Watch your THOUGHTS; they become WORDS
Watch your WORDS; they become ACTIONS
Watch your ACTIONS; they become HABITS

Watch your HABITS; they become your CHARACTER
Watch your CHARACTER: it becomes your DESTINY

FRANK OUTLAW

The Fresh Minds Way - Mission Possible
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FRESH 
Fostering Resilience Educating for Shared Harmony

Fresh Little Minds  [ Purpose, Aims & Outcomes ]

• Can bounce back after hardship
• Sees mistakes as a chance to learn
• Willingly helps people
• Feels like they can, thinks that they can and acts like they can
• Loves the skin they are in
• Is happy and feels joy
• Recognises the power of kindness
• Will flourish and thrive throughout life 

FRESH Little Minds has been designed from an evidence base which has confirmed 
that children who have access to FRESH opportunities are:

• Healthier physically and mentally
• Happier in their relationships
• More successful in school
• Less likely to get depressed

This programme aims to

• Allow children to be seen, to be heard and to be valued
• Ensure that children know and celebrate their uniqueness
• Identify and build upon children's character and strengths
• Combat toxic stress in children
• Give children alternative choices
• Nurture in children the qualities and skills that will enable them 

to flourish.

 A FRESH Little Mind is a child who;
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The impact of taking a few moments each day can have on a child’s

social, emotional and academic well-being.

CHANGES

Children who participated in Fresh Little 
Minds pilot programmes exhibited improved 
optimism and self-confidence, learned to 
focus their attention, developed a more 
positive outlook on school and home life, and 
decreased levels of agitation, aggression 
and disruptive behaviour.

The Fresh Little Minds programme is based on AMBER 
resilience and wellbeing approach a comprehensive, 
evidence-based curriculum structured around 18 
workshops (which can be broken into chunks of 6) 
that enable children to talk about how they are 
feeling,  focus the mind, sharpen the senses, develop 
character strengths and qualities such as optimistic 
outlooks, expressing gratitude, and performing acts 
of kindness.  

The programme teaches children and parents the bio 
chemistry of their mind/body make up and children 
learn techniques that help them self regulate restoring 
wellness and equilibrium. 

Designed to be integrated into classroom and youth centre, and social life 
environments, research has shown that the Fresh Little Minds approach has had 
an integral part in developing the overall social and emotional competencies of 
children. 

Fresh Little Minds   [ The Impact ]

INCREASED 
Optimism

Self
Confidence 

Focus
Positive
Outlook

DECREASED
Aggression
Disruption
Agitation

GROW

INSPIRE

RELAX

FRESH LITTLE MINDS
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LEGACY 

Fresh Little Minds strategies can continue to be used when the programme ends, 
the legacy includes the resources left behind for children, teachers, leaders and 
parents to revise daily.  

Children have been able to  recognise that they now have tools to help them if they 
ever feel need help.   Children have spoken about how they used their breathing 
techniques to help them get ready for tests and competitions, to control anger, to 
get to sleep, to prepare for difficult hospital appointments and more.

Parents who also participated in the programme talked about their ability to have 
more open and direct conversations about emotions and feelings and that there 
was a noticeably less drama at home as a result of implementing the key learning 
and simple steps. 

Children  Say… 

The stories that have emerged are rich and personal. 

One student, who was going through a particularly difficult time, described the 
importance of Fresh Little Minds, he said “Here is the type of place where children 
like me can be not okay and leave feeling better" ( Jake aged 9yrs ) another child 
said  “I love to come here as I get it all out of my system, and I can go home feeling 
so much better about facing tomorrow again". ( Sophie aged 11yrs )

We had another child who said "when I fell and hurt myself I did my breathing and 
it helped take the pain away, I didn't panic as much" 

( Julie aged 7yrs ) who said, "when I'm worried at school I do my finger breathing 
sitting at my table and it helps me with my really hard tasks". 

Teachers Say… 

Teachers report that they witnessed greater 
levels of calm in the room, had experienced 
greater cohesiveness in groups and had seen the 
overwhelmingly responsive approach these kids had 
to practicing what they had learned through taking 
a few quiet moments a day to be together, breathe, 
move, create, share and relax. 

ANCHOR

MOVE

BREATHE

EXPRESS

RELAX
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Most of us want our children to be happy, to be emotionally 
healthy, to be independent, to have positive relationships 
and to have a sense of purpose in life. 

"Modern psychology has 
been co-opted by the disease 

model.  We've become too 
pre-occupied with repairing 

damage when our focus should 
be on building strength and 

resilience".  

Martin Seligman 
University of 

Pennsylvania 

Fresh Little Minds
reflects all five of the Five Ways to Wellbeing devised by the

New Economics Foundation Wellbeing Programme and
The Healthy Mind Platter  (Seigel and RocK)

This is what it means to be 
resilient and these qualities can 
be nurtured and developed in 
children and young people.  

GiveConnect 
with people

Be
active

Take 
notice

Keep
learning

Resilience and Strategy
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All Fresh Little Minds facilitators can avail of the Consulting Trainer Service for mentoring, 
supervision and/or support.  Please make contact with your preferred Consultant directly, this 
team are happy for you to work with more than one Consulting Trainer that suits geographical 
background and/or availability.

Types of Mentoring:

 » Video Calls: Meet with your mentor over a video call to discuss where you are at. 

 » Face to Face consultation.

 » Co Facilitation or observation 1.5 hours.

*It is possible to book your consulting trainer for multiple sessions. Please contact them to agree a 
package fee to ensure the best value for you.

** All consulting trainers are required to provide you with a working agreement. Please ensure that 
you have this in place before commencing this service.

Paddy McNicholl

Paddy is our most recent team 
leader at FLM.  Full of fun, paddy 
is a qualified counsellor with 5 yrs 
experience supporting people 
therapeutically and through play. 
She is also an experienced youth 
and community worker and is 
passionate about Fresh Little 
Minds regularly running sessions 
throughout the North West. 

Eileen Russell

An expereicned play therapist 
and Fresh Little Minds facilitator, 
using her creative energy 
Eileen has been delivering 
Little minds programmes to 
children across multiple schools, 
youth organisations and within 
community settings.  Eileen runs 
her own practice  Waymaker Child Therapy across Co Antrim 
that supports Emotional Health and Well-Being through lay 
sessions.  

Aine Wallace

Aine is available to offer specific 
support for those wanting to 
learn more about building their 
FLM business.

Siobhan Meijer McFall

Siobhan is one of the most 
experienced Fresh Little Minds 
Practitioners who has been 
involved with FLM from the early 
days.  Siobhan is fantastic at 
supporting new trainers to adapt 
the programme for different 
age groups.  She runs her own 
beautiful children’s business 
Happy Little Blue Birds. 

Stella Murray 

Stella is our Educational 
Consultant and has been 
responsible for helping us 
bring leading global research 
to you in a way that makes it 
understandable and applicable 
to delivering yoru programmes.  If 
you are looking for some guidance 
with theory and practice contact 
Stella.

Adam Wallace

Adam is a life coach who can 
really help support you with play, 
confidence and direction.  Adam 
wrote many of the games we 
use in our FLM programmes so 
can really help you connect with 
your inner child.  Adam is the lead 
trainer for the Youth Arts Degree 
NUI Maynooth. 

Consulting Trainer Service
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  AMBERThe

©

The AMBER Approach © for Resilience has been developed by 
Fresh Minds Education.  

The Innovative Approach emerged as a result of 2-years desk 
research and a further 3-yrs field testing directly with children 
and young people, their parents, teachers and youth workers in 

primary schools and in community youth work environments.
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Children are in need of interventions to heal trauma, deal 
with difficult emotional experiences and build resilience for 
the future.   
Global researchers have identified that we need many different healing traditions 
and modalities to come together to adequately meet the diversity that goes 
along with working with groups.

Fresh Little Minds programmes embed the 
AMBER Approach © for Resilience.  

The AMBER Approach © for Resilience is 
completely unique as it explicitly integrates a 
range of different modalities which support 
healing processes,  strengthen children and 
restore wellbeing.  

Like animals humans need  self correcting and self regulating mechanisms to 
rebound from overwhelming events.  Helping children to unstick themselves 
when their Fight, Flight and Freeze responses are triggered helps them develop 
greater resilience for the future, it helps to restore and balance their energy and  
connects them with a sense of aliveness.    

When children  learn these skills they experience more 
confidence, more joy and more resilience later in life.

OVERVIEW
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OUR AIM

What can I do to help
me feel better?

What can I do to help
me feel better?

MOVEMOVE
Movement, Stretching,

Games & Play,
Singing, Sound,

Clapping, Tapping

ANCHORANCHOR
Take a Moment,

Connect,
People Time,
Time for Me

BREATHEBREATHE
Belly, Nose,

Count, Laugh
EXPRESSEXPRESS

Stories,  Affirmation, 
Kindness

RELAXRELAX
Tickle, Touch,

Hugs, Massage,
Smell, Art, Gratitude,

Mindfulness, Meditate

Fresh Little Minds

www.freshlittleminds.com

GROW  INSPIRE  RELAX

Aim: To introduce the use of the AMBER Approach© for working with children

Learning Outcomes: 
1. To have been introduced to the background theory that underpins the AMBER Approach©

2. To have a basic understanding of the 5 key elements making up the AMBER Approach©  

3. To have practiced AMBER Approach© resources and techniques

4. To explore how the AMBER Approach© and resources could be used in your context (your profession & you)

5. To take away a sample of useful resources and to know how to access further resources and training

Enables 
easy recall 

of AMBER

Spirit of Amber is Playful

Gender 
neutral

Mascot

Speaking in the 3rd Person

Vessel for feelings & discussion

Helps children connect with 
AMBER

Helps 

children 

learn 
AMBER
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The AMBER Approach© is a curriculum that can be used to guide our way of organising 
conversations, interventions, workshops or entire education programmes with the intention 
of bringing about improved relationships, physical regulation, restoring equilibrium, 
strengthening emotional health and ultimately this curriculum cultivates resilience.  

It translates leading scientific and psychological research, ancient wisdom, creative 
processes and learning theory into a sophisticated but easy to follow model based on a 
number of easy to follow steps. 

In our short course we teach the AMBER curriculum and participants are invited to explore 
the different ways that they might incorporate AMBER into their professional or personal 
life arenas. 

The AMBER Approach© enables practitioners and parents to organise the many complex 
elements required when engaging with interventions that cultivate 
resilience, strengthen emotional health.  The approach is 
trauma informed and the results for many groups and 
families have included achieving a greater sense of 
contentment, wellness and improved relationships. 

What is UNIQUE about AMBER?

M
OVE

EXPRESS

ANCHOR

BREATHE

RELAX
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AMBER Curriculum 3-Core Elements
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I love the resources, they are beautiful and 
help to reinforce the AMBER curriculum.   
The music and emotion emoji cards are 

super popular with the children, although 
I love the books as they have helped 

me easily reinforce the themes and key 
messages. 
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1.   We nurture positive connections between people 

The AMBER approach prizes relationships above all other elements of the programme.  
We believe that it is the positive caring relationships and genuine connection felt between 
people that enables the brain  to engage to learn, grow or change. There is an important 
emphasis placed upon leaders and parents to focus upon:

• Attuning to one's own needs and the needs of those they support
• Becoming more emotionally and physically available 
• Cultivating heart connections through creative play & fun
• Showing genuine care 
• Showing up in the right state for learning consistently

2.  We explore themes 

Any theme can be addressed when you integrate the AMBER approach into building your 
programmes or workshops.  The approach lends itself particularly well to themes which 
are connected with improving emotional health and developing relationships.  

• Third party story telling & working with puppets.
• Developing empathy: What the theme can mean for others?
• Exploring and expressing personal feelings: What this theme means to me?

3.  We teach Self - Management techniques & strategies 

The AMBER approach enables the practitioner to support people develop self management 
techniques and strategies for: self regulation, self soothing, coping, concentration, focus 
and self awareness.  This is taught through:

• Enhancing knowledge 
• Play and creative experiences
• Mirroring and modelling
• Repetition
• Incremental assimilation 
• Sequential learning
• Muscle memory 

I have created a few mini AMBER based sessions 
to use at different times throughout our week, 

sometimes I use a session to enliven the group and 
at other times it is to relax the group and I’ve also 
got little practices to aid concentration and focus.   
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THE AMBER WORKOUT 
A regular AMBER practice makes learning possible.

Self Perception

Cognitive or 
thinking skills

Social & Relationship Skills
Social skills

Increased capacity for empathy
Relationship skills

Activities of daily living

Motor 
Skills

Emotional 
Skills

Emotional 
literacy & 
speech and 

language skills
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Self Perception:  

Increasing self confidence, self belief & self acceptance.

Cognitive or thinking skills: 
More curious, thinking, learning & solving problems.

Social & Relationship Skills 
Social skills: Eye contact, communicating with others, increased attention span and ability 
to focus and stay present. 

Increased capacity for empathy: Empathy for self and others, tolerance & celebration of 
diversity and difference, showing kindness, 

Relationship Skills: Making friends, the need to be social and the need for me time.

Activities of daily living:  Coping with an emotional life. Handling everyday tasks,  following 
patterns and rules. Developing attention span and concentration to carry out activities. 

Emotional Skills: 
Express emotions, able to feel emotions, asking for help, 

Emotional literacy & speech and language skills:
Use and understand language through developing up to 30 words to describe feelings, 
describing where feelings are felt in the body and how that feels. Listening and speaking 
in a group. 

Fine and gross motor skills: 
Use of hands and body to create, make and take part.  Holding props, colouring in, stickers, 
balance, jump, run.  Fresh Little Minds Medicine Moves. 
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THEORIES 
Some of the theories that the AMBER curriculum is based upon...

The AMBER APPROAC H

PAGE 11

1. Evolution and Genetics

Each of us is genetically unique.

Our chromosomes carry the genetic code which determines the characteristics of 
each living thing.  The genetic information passed down to us from our parents has 
been shaped by millions of years of evolution and drive us to protect ourselves from 
danger and connect socially with others

Genetic factors contribute to sensitivity and resilience when coping in 
different environments.  Factors like stress, nutrition and exposure to 
toxins all play a role in how genes are expressed.  

Humans are social species and babies and children require 
other humans to learn how to be human.

SECTION TITLE

Evolution & Genetics

Fresh Minds Education

PAGE 14

4. Executive Functions
Executive functions are cognitive processes that act as our brain’s management 
system that drives goal directed behaviours. They are the skills that help us get 
things done.

Executive capacity is a far better indicator of academic achievement that IQ. 
Difficulties with executive function are common across a range of diagnosis including 
developmental trauma, foetal alcohol, ADHD and autism.    

Executive function ability can be improved through engagement in activities such as 
games, sports, dance, art and music.

Excutive Functions

Executive
Functioning

Skills

Inhibit Impulse
Control

Think before acting

Shift Flexible

Thinking
Be flexible,

m
ake transitions

Self

Monito
rin

g

Check and evaluate

ow
n w

ork

E
m

otional
C

ontrol
R
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Task
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n
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Working
Memory

Hold information
in mind

Planning &

Prioritizing

Set goals, plan, decide,

anticipate problem
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7. Attachment

John Bowlby’s, attachment theory states that a strong emotional and physical 
attachment to at least one primary caregiver is critical to personal development. 
Human babies are entirely reliant on their caregivers for their survival and the strong 
drives to be protected from harm and connect socially drive their behaviour.

If the child is born in to a loving home and their needs are met consistently enough, 
a secure attachment develops, giving them an internal working of themselves, of 
others and of the world in general: 
Self. “I am good, wanted, worthwhile, competent, and lovable.” 
Caregivers. “They are appropriately responsive to my needs, sensitive, dependable, caring, 
trustworthy.” 
Life. “My world feels safe; life is worth living.” 

If however a child is born in to a hostile environment where for whatever reason their 
needs are not met consistently enough their attachment becomes compromised. 
Their sense of themselves, others and the world can be entirely different:
Self. “I am bad, unwanted, worthless, helpless, and unlovable.” 
Caregivers. “They are unresponsive to my needs, insensitive, hurtful, and untrustworthy.” 
Life. “My world feels unsafe; life is painful and burdensome.”

Attachment histories influence behaviours and how we perceive ourselves, those 
around us and how we engage with the world.

Attachment

Baby
has a
need

Baby
Cries

Needs
Met by

Caregiver

Trust
Develops

Baby
has a
need

Baby
Cries

Need
NOT

Met by
Caregiver

Mistrust
Develops

Fresh Minds Education
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10. Chemical Messengers
The body uses chemical messengers to communicate between the brain and 
other body tissues. 
Cortisol Adrenaline & Noradrenaline:  managing stress. Cortisol, adrenaline and noradrenalin 
helps the body respond to stress increasing blood flow to the heart, lungs and muscles and 
depending on the threat, we may fight, take flight or freeze.

Under conditions of high unrelieved stress, cortisol levels can remain high in the bloodstream 
which over time can lead to chronic inflammation damaging cells and tissues, hence the 
long term impact of adverse childhood experiences.

Oxytocin:  Oxytocin controls key aspects of human behaviour, is sometimes known as the 
‘hug hormone’ and is associated with attachment building. Oxytocin eases stress, can 
improve social skills and help crystalize emotional memories.  The cultivation of oxytocin is 
essential for creating strong bonds and improved social interactions. 

Oxytocin can be released in response to; 
• close physical touch  •    hearing words of encouragement
• listening to words or music that we enjoy  •    Meditation and prayer
• Exercise •    Being grateful
• Giving to others •    Creativity and using your talents
• Engaging with a loved pet
• Smiling and laughter particularly when shared
• Releasing your emotions  e.g. through crying

Chemical Messengers

Fresh Minds Education
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2. Integrated Anatomy

Human bodies are complicated, integrated, interconnected systems. 

We are made up of multiple systems that work together

• Nervous System •   Circulatory system

• Digestive System •   Excretory System

• Respiratory System •   Endocrine System

• Immune System •   Reproductive system

• Muscular system •   Skeletal system

• Integumentary system (skin and hair)

All these systems are working together with the brain playing an overarching role in 
all of the systems.  Your brains nervous tissue is everywhere.

Keeping these integrated systems healthy means

• Minding our physical health – what we experience, eat and do

• Minding our emotional health – what we experience, eat and do

• Minding our mental health – what we experience, eat and do 

Integrated Anatomy

The AMBER APPROAC H
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5. Early Brain Development

Early experiences significantly shape our subsequent behaviour.

When a child is born their brain is not entirely connected even though all the brain 
cells are there – the first few years of life neural pathways connect at an incredibly 
fast rates; hours in infancy are vital. 

“Hours in infancy have more power to shape us than months in middle age.” Bruce 
Perry

‘Fire it to wire it’

“Children don’t need more things. The best toy a child can have is a parent who gets 
down on the floor and plays with them.” Bruce Perry

Early Brain
Development

Fresh Minds Education
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8. The Brain

Our brains develop from the bottom up and from the inside out. In order to 
understand our behaviour it helps to understand how our brains work.  Our brains 
are evolutionarily made up of three parts;

• Our brainstem (primitive brain) is responsible for survival behaviours; our 
automatic fight, flight, freeze responses that keep us protected from harm. 

• Our mid brain which is our limbic brain or emotional brain that  is responsible for 
emotional regulation

• Our cortical brain which is is responsible for reasoning rational thinking and 
abstract thought

In order to engage our rational problem solving cortex effectively our primitive and 
limbic brains need to be regulated. If children do not feel safe and valued it affects 
their ability to engage their rational brain. Our instincts and emotions can override 
our ability to think clearly. Survival always come first.

When children are dysregulated the order in which we can help them learn to 
regulate themselves is crucial. We must first help them feel safe and values then we 
can engage their logical problem solving brains. We can teach children about this 
using the hand model of the brain

Connect to Correct       Relate to Regulate

The Brain

NEOCROTEX
Cerebral Cortex
Human Brain  
- The Reason

Limbic System
Mammalian
Brain
- Emotions

Reptilian Brain
Instincts
(Fight, Flight)
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11. Polyvagal Theory

Polyvagal theory suggested by Stephen Porges describes ‘Protection and 
Connection’ as the two fundamental driving forces already neurologically 
wired in to us at birth.  

A baby is born ready to connect to love, able to signal his need for connection and 
protection.  Babies’ drive to protect themselves from danger and to connect with 
others socially is key to understanding how they develop a sense of themselves, 
others and the world. 

When we are in safe states we can access higher brain functions like social 
engagement but when we are in unsafe states those functions turn off and the 
more primitive fight flight responses take over. 

If that system doesn’t work the nervous system goes in to a physiological 
immobilization leading to dissociative states - flop

Although the autonomic nervous system acts largely unconsciously it is possible to 
consciously influence it to improve vagal tone, significantly helping to manage stress, 
achieve balance and reduce inflammation. 

Polyvagal Theory

STOP

SLOW

GO
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3. Sensory Inputs

Our Senses help us make sense of the world

Everyone has a unique perception of the world which is based upon how they are 
themselves, how they sense and process their relationships and the world around 
them.     

They are categorised as Visual, Olfactory, Taste, Vestibular, Auditory, Tactile, 
Proprioception and each child will experience everything uniquely.  

Most inputs are multi sensory, we rarely rely on a singular sense when experiencing 
something e.g. when a child is hugged or hit they each will record that event through 
what they see, they hear,  feel,  smell etc .  

Fresh Little Minds actively incorporates a multi sensory approach through the 
integration of modalities.     

Sensory Inputs

Fresh Minds Education
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6. Trauma Informed

Developmental Trauma is caused by prolonged neglect, deprivation, loss, abuse, 
violence, upheaval or any combination of these that the child has experienced 
in his or her early childhood, fundamentally affecting the development of brain, 
body and the relationship between them. 

Developmental trauma can lead to wide reaching and long-term impacts such 
as; sensory and somatic difficulties, compromised attachments, emotional and 
behavioural regulation difficulties, self-esteem issues, cognitive problems and 
dissociation.

Increased adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) increases long term negative health 
outcomes 

“Being able to feel safe with other people is probably the single most important aspect 
of mental health; safe connections are fundamental to meaningful and satisfying 
lives.” 

“Neuroscience research shows that the only way we can change the way we feel is 
by becoming aware of our inner experience and learning to befriend what is going on 
inside ourselves.” Bessel Van der Kolk 

Trauma Informed

DO NOT CUT HERE
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9. Maintaining Balance

The autonomic nervous system is the body’s control system that acts largely 
unconsciously to maintain homeostasis regulating bodily functions such as 
the heart rate, digestion, respiratory rate, pupillary response, urination, and 
sexual arousal.

The sympathetic and parasympathetic systems, which are regulated by the 
hypothalamus in the brain, have antagonistic (opposing) effects on the internal 
organs they innervate.

Sympathetic Parasympathetic

Fight Flight Freeze Rest and Digest

Emergency system Housekeeping System

Maintaining Balance
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12. People need People

Behaviour is language, it is telling us something important about how the 
child is in themselves, or about others or how they are experiencing the world 
around them.

We learn about ourselves through how others experience us. 

We are social creatures and we are wired to connect socially with others. Mirror 
neurons are a type of brain cell that respond equally when we perform an action 
and when we witness someone else perform the same action. Mirror neurons in our 
brain light up when we see others feeling or experiencing certain things.  Sometimes 
known as empathy neurons they help us to understand the intention of others and 
support our capacity to connect socially and learn from others. 

Human beings need relationships to thrive and relationships are key at FLM. We 
must ensure that children feel safe, valued and loved through our sessions as this 
will enable them to feel safe to  explore and engage and feel safe to learn. 

People need 
People
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1. Evolution and Genetics

Each of us is genetically unique.

Our chromosomes carry the genetic code which determines the characteristics of 
each living thing.  The genetic information passed down to us from our parents has 
been shaped by millions of years of evolution and drive us to protect ourselves from 
danger and connect socially with others

Genetic factors contribute to sensitivity and resilience when coping in 
different environments.  Factors like stress, nutrition and exposure to 
toxins all play a role in how genes are expressed.  

Humans are social species and babies and children require 
other humans to learn how to be human.

THEORIES EXPLAINED

Evolution & Genetics
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2. Integrated Anatomy

Human bodies are complicated, integrated, interconnected systems. 

We are made up of multiple systems that work together

• Nervous System •   Circulatory system

• Digestive System •   Excretory System

• Respiratory System •   Endocrine System

• Immune System •   Reproductive system

• Muscular system •   Skeletal system

• Integumentary system (skin and hair)

All these systems are working together with the brain playing an overarching role in 
all of the systems.  Your brains nervous tissue is everywhere.

Keeping these integrated systems healthy means

• Minding our physical health – what we experience, eat and do

• Minding our emotional health – what we experience, eat and do

• Minding our mental health – what we experience, eat and do 

Integrated Anatomy
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3. Sensory Inputs

Our Senses help us make sense of the world

Everyone has a unique perception of the world which is based upon how they are 
themselves, how they sense and process their relationships and the world around 
them.     

They are categorised as Visual, Olfactory, Taste, Vestibular, Auditory, Tactile, 
Proprioception and each child will experience everything uniquely.  

Most inputs are multi sensory, we rarely rely on a singular sense when experiencing 
something e.g. when a child is hugged or hit they each will record that event through 
what they see, they hear,  feel,  smell etc .  

Fresh Little Minds actively incorporates a multi sensory approach through the 
integration of modalities.     

Sensory Inputs
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4. Executive Functions
Executive functions are cognitive processes that act as our brain’s management 
system that drives goal directed behaviours. They are the skills that help us get 
things done.

Executive capacity is a far better indicator of academic achievement that IQ. 
Difficulties with executive function are common across a range of diagnosis including 
developmental trauma, foetal alcohol, ADHD and autism.    

Executive function ability can be improved through engagement in activities such as 
games, sports, dance, art and music.

Excutive Functions
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5. Early Brain Development

Early experiences significantly shape our subsequent behaviour.

When a child is born their brain is not entirely connected even though all the brain 
cells are there – the first few years of life neural pathways connect at an incredibly 
fast rates; hours in infancy are vital. 

“Hours in infancy have more power to shape us than months in middle age.” Bruce 
Perry

‘Fire it to wire it’

“Children don’t need more things. The best toy a child can have is a parent who gets 
down on the floor and plays with them.” Bruce Perry

Early Brain
Development
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6. Trauma Informed

Developmental Trauma is caused by prolonged neglect, deprivation, loss, abuse, 
violence, upheaval or any combination of these that the child has experienced 
in his or her early childhood, fundamentally affecting the development of brain, 
body and the relationship between them. 

Developmental trauma can lead to wide reaching and long-term impacts such 
as; sensory and somatic difficulties, compromised attachments, emotional and 
behavioural regulation difficulties, self-esteem issues, cognitive problems and 
dissociation.

Increased adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) increases long term negative health 
outcomes 

“Being able to feel safe with other people is probably the single most important aspect 
of mental health; safe connections are fundamental to meaningful and satisfying 
lives.” 

“Neuroscience research shows that the only way we can change the way we feel is 
by becoming aware of our inner experience and learning to befriend what is going on 
inside ourselves.” Bessel Van der Kolk 

Trauma Informed

DO NOT CUT HERE
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7. Attachment

John Bowlby’s, attachment theory states that a strong emotional and physical 
attachment to at least one primary caregiver is critical to personal development. 
Human babies are entirely reliant on their caregivers for their survival and the strong 
drives to be protected from harm and connect socially drive their behaviour.

If the child is born in to a loving home and their needs are met consistently enough, 
a secure attachment develops, giving them an internal working of themselves, of 
others and of the world in general: 
Self. “I am good, wanted, worthwhile, competent, and lovable.” 
Caregivers. “They are appropriately responsive to my needs, sensitive, dependable, caring, 
trustworthy.” 
Life. “My world feels safe; life is worth living.” 

If however a child is born in to a hostile environment where for whatever reason their 
needs are not met consistently enough their attachment becomes compromised. 
Their sense of themselves, others and the world can be entirely different:
Self. “I am bad, unwanted, worthless, helpless, and unlovable.” 
Caregivers. “They are unresponsive to my needs, insensitive, hurtful, and untrustworthy.” 
Life. “My world feels unsafe; life is painful and burdensome.”

Attachment histories influence behaviours and how we perceive ourselves, those 
around us and how we engage with the world.

Attachment

Baby
has a
need

Baby
Cries

Needs
Met by

Caregiver

Trust
Develops

Baby
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need

Baby
Cries

Need
NOT

Met by
Caregiver

Mistrust
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8. The Brain

Our brains develop from the bottom up and from the inside out. In order to 
understand our behaviour it helps to understand how our brains work.  Our brains 
are evolutionarily made up of three parts;

• Our brainstem (primitive brain) is responsible for survival behaviours; our 
automatic fight, flight, freeze responses that keep us protected from harm. 

• Our mid brain which is our limbic brain or emotional brain that  is responsible for 
emotional regulation

• Our cortical brain which is is responsible for reasoning rational thinking and 
abstract thought

In order to engage our rational problem solving cortex effectively our primitive and 
limbic brains need to be regulated. If children do not feel safe and valued it affects 
their ability to engage their rational brain. Our instincts and emotions can override 
our ability to think clearly. Survival always come first.

When children are dysregulated the order in which we can help them learn to 
regulate themselves is crucial. We must first help them feel safe and values then we 
can engage their logical problem solving brains. We can teach children about this 
using the hand model of the brain

Connect to Correct       Relate to Regulate

The Brain

NEOCROTEX
Cerebral Cortex
Human Brain  
- The Reason

Limbic System
Mammalian
Brain
- Emotions

Reptilian Brain
Instincts
(Fight, Flight)
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9. Maintaining Balance

The autonomic nervous system is the body’s control system that acts largely 
unconsciously to maintain homeostasis regulating bodily functions such as 
the heart rate, digestion, respiratory rate, pupillary response, urination, and 
sexual arousal.

The sympathetic and parasympathetic systems, which are regulated by the 
hypothalamus in the brain, have antagonistic (opposing) effects on the internal 
organs they innervate.

Sympathetic Parasympathetic

Fight Flight Freeze Rest and Digest

Emergency system Housekeeping System

Maintaining Balance
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10. Chemical Messengers
The body uses chemical messengers to communicate between the brain and 
other body tissues. 
Cortisol Adrenaline & Noradrenaline:  managing stress. Cortisol, adrenaline and noradrenalin 
helps the body respond to stress increasing blood flow to the heart, lungs and muscles and 
depending on the threat, we may fight, take flight or freeze.

Under conditions of high unrelieved stress, cortisol levels can remain high in the bloodstream 
which over time can lead to chronic inflammation damaging cells and tissues, hence the 
long term impact of adverse childhood experiences.

Oxytocin:  Oxytocin controls key aspects of human behaviour, is sometimes known as the 
‘hug hormone’ and is associated with attachment building. Oxytocin eases stress, can 
improve social skills and help crystalize emotional memories.  The cultivation of oxytocin is 
essential for creating strong bonds and improved social interactions. 

Oxytocin can be released in response to; 
• close physical touch  •    hearing words of encouragement
• listening to words or music that we enjoy  •    Meditation and prayer
• Exercise •    Being grateful
• Giving to others •    Creativity and using your talents
• Engaging with a loved pet
• Smiling and laughter particularly when shared
• Releasing your emotions  e.g. through crying

Chemical Messengers
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11. Polyvagal Theory

Polyvagal theory suggested by Stephen Porges describes ‘Protection and 
Connection’ as the two fundamental driving forces already neurologically 
wired in to us at birth.  

A baby is born ready to connect to love, able to signal his need for connection and 
protection.  Babies’ drive to protect themselves from danger and to connect with 
others socially is key to understanding how they develop a sense of themselves, 
others and the world. 

When we are in safe states we can access higher brain functions like social 
engagement but when we are in unsafe states those functions turn off and the 
more primitive fight flight responses take over. 

If that system doesn’t work the nervous system goes in to a physiological 
immobilization leading to dissociative states - flop

Although the autonomic nervous system acts largely unconsciously it is possible to 
consciously influence it to improve vagal tone, significantly helping to manage stress, 
achieve balance and reduce inflammation. 

Polyvagal Theory

STOP

SLOW
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12. People need People

Behaviour is language, it is telling us something important about how the 
child is in themselves, or about others or how they are experiencing the world 
around them.

We learn about ourselves through how others experience us. 

We are social creatures and we are wired to connect socially with others. Mirror 
neurons are a type of brain cell that respond equally when we perform an action 
and when we witness someone else perform the same action. Mirror neurons in our 
brain light up when we see others feeling or experiencing certain things.  Sometimes 
known as empathy neurons they help us to understand the intention of others and 
support our capacity to connect socially and learn from others. 

Human beings need relationships to thrive and relationships are key at FLM. We 
must ensure that children feel safe, valued and loved through our sessions as this 
will enable them to feel safe to  explore and engage and feel safe to learn. 

People need 
People
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1. Evolution and Genetics

Each of us is genetically unique.

Our chromosomes carry the genetic code which determines the characteristics of 
each living thing.  The genetic information passed down to us from our parents has 
been shaped by millions of years of evolution and drive us to protect ourselves from 
danger and connect socially with others

Genetic factors contribute to sensitivity and resilience when coping in 
different environments.  Factors like stress, nutrition and exposure to 
toxins all play a role in how genes are expressed.  

Humans are social species and babies and children require 
other humans to learn how to be human.

SECTION TITLE

Evolution & Genetics
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4. Executive Functions
Executive functions are cognitive processes that act as our brain’s management 
system that drives goal directed behaviours. They are the skills that help us get 
things done.

Executive capacity is a far better indicator of academic achievement that IQ. 
Difficulties with executive function are common across a range of diagnosis including 
developmental trauma, foetal alcohol, ADHD and autism.    

Executive function ability can be improved through engagement in activities such as 
games, sports, dance, art and music.

Excutive Functions
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7. Attachment

John Bowlby’s, attachment theory states that a strong emotional and physical 
attachment to at least one primary caregiver is critical to personal development. 
Human babies are entirely reliant on their caregivers for their survival and the strong 
drives to be protected from harm and connect socially drive their behaviour.

If the child is born in to a loving home and their needs are met consistently enough, 
a secure attachment develops, giving them an internal working of themselves, of 
others and of the world in general: 
Self. “I am good, wanted, worthwhile, competent, and lovable.” 
Caregivers. “They are appropriately responsive to my needs, sensitive, dependable, caring, 
trustworthy.” 
Life. “My world feels safe; life is worth living.” 

If however a child is born in to a hostile environment where for whatever reason their 
needs are not met consistently enough their attachment becomes compromised. 
Their sense of themselves, others and the world can be entirely different:
Self. “I am bad, unwanted, worthless, helpless, and unlovable.” 
Caregivers. “They are unresponsive to my needs, insensitive, hurtful, and untrustworthy.” 
Life. “My world feels unsafe; life is painful and burdensome.”

Attachment histories influence behaviours and how we perceive ourselves, those 
around us and how we engage with the world.

Attachment
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10. Chemical Messengers
The body uses chemical messengers to communicate between the brain and 
other body tissues. 
Cortisol Adrenaline & Noradrenaline:  managing stress. Cortisol, adrenaline and noradrenalin 
helps the body respond to stress increasing blood flow to the heart, lungs and muscles and 
depending on the threat, we may fight, take flight or freeze.

Under conditions of high unrelieved stress, cortisol levels can remain high in the bloodstream 
which over time can lead to chronic inflammation damaging cells and tissues, hence the 
long term impact of adverse childhood experiences.

Oxytocin:  Oxytocin controls key aspects of human behaviour, is sometimes known as the 
‘hug hormone’ and is associated with attachment building. Oxytocin eases stress, can 
improve social skills and help crystalize emotional memories.  The cultivation of oxytocin is 
essential for creating strong bonds and improved social interactions. 

Oxytocin can be released in response to; 
• close physical touch  •    hearing words of encouragement
• listening to words or music that we enjoy  •    Meditation and prayer
• Exercise •    Being grateful
• Giving to others •    Creativity and using your talents
• Engaging with a loved pet
• Smiling and laughter particularly when shared
• Releasing your emotions  e.g. through crying

Chemical Messengers
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2. Integrated Anatomy

Human bodies are complicated, integrated, interconnected systems. 

We are made up of multiple systems that work together

• Nervous System •   Circulatory system

• Digestive System •   Excretory System

• Respiratory System •   Endocrine System

• Immune System •   Reproductive system

• Muscular system •   Skeletal system

• Integumentary system (skin and hair)

All these systems are working together with the brain playing an overarching role in 
all of the systems.  Your brains nervous tissue is everywhere.

Keeping these integrated systems healthy means

• Minding our physical health – what we experience, eat and do

• Minding our emotional health – what we experience, eat and do

• Minding our mental health – what we experience, eat and do 

Integrated Anatomy
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5. Early Brain Development

Early experiences significantly shape our subsequent behaviour.

When a child is born their brain is not entirely connected even though all the brain 
cells are there – the first few years of life neural pathways connect at an incredibly 
fast rates; hours in infancy are vital. 

“Hours in infancy have more power to shape us than months in middle age.” Bruce 
Perry

‘Fire it to wire it’

“Children don’t need more things. The best toy a child can have is a parent who gets 
down on the floor and plays with them.” Bruce Perry

Early Brain
Development
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8. The Brain

Our brains develop from the bottom up and from the inside out. In order to 
understand our behaviour it helps to understand how our brains work.  Our brains 
are evolutionarily made up of three parts;

• Our brainstem (primitive brain) is responsible for survival behaviours; our 
automatic fight, flight, freeze responses that keep us protected from harm. 

• Our mid brain which is our limbic brain or emotional brain that  is responsible for 
emotional regulation

• Our cortical brain which is is responsible for reasoning rational thinking and 
abstract thought

In order to engage our rational problem solving cortex effectively our primitive and 
limbic brains need to be regulated. If children do not feel safe and valued it affects 
their ability to engage their rational brain. Our instincts and emotions can override 
our ability to think clearly. Survival always come first.

When children are dysregulated the order in which we can help them learn to 
regulate themselves is crucial. We must first help them feel safe and values then we 
can engage their logical problem solving brains. We can teach children about this 
using the hand model of the brain

Connect to Correct       Relate to Regulate

The Brain

NEOCROTEX
Cerebral Cortex
Human Brain  
- The Reason

Limbic System
Mammalian
Brain
- Emotions

Reptilian Brain
Instincts
(Fight, Flight)
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11. Polyvagal Theory

Polyvagal theory suggested by Stephen Porges describes ‘Protection and 
Connection’ as the two fundamental driving forces already neurologically 
wired in to us at birth.  

A baby is born ready to connect to love, able to signal his need for connection and 
protection.  Babies’ drive to protect themselves from danger and to connect with 
others socially is key to understanding how they develop a sense of themselves, 
others and the world. 

When we are in safe states we can access higher brain functions like social 
engagement but when we are in unsafe states those functions turn off and the 
more primitive fight flight responses take over. 

If that system doesn’t work the nervous system goes in to a physiological 
immobilization leading to dissociative states - flop

Although the autonomic nervous system acts largely unconsciously it is possible to 
consciously influence it to improve vagal tone, significantly helping to manage stress, 
achieve balance and reduce inflammation. 

Polyvagal Theory
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3. Sensory Inputs

Our Senses help us make sense of the world

Everyone has a unique perception of the world which is based upon how they are 
themselves, how they sense and process their relationships and the world around 
them.     

They are categorised as Visual, Olfactory, Taste, Vestibular, Auditory, Tactile, 
Proprioception and each child will experience everything uniquely.  

Most inputs are multi sensory, we rarely rely on a singular sense when experiencing 
something e.g. when a child is hugged or hit they each will record that event through 
what they see, they hear,  feel,  smell etc .  

Fresh Little Minds actively incorporates a multi sensory approach through the 
integration of modalities.     

Sensory Inputs
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6. Trauma Informed

Developmental Trauma is caused by prolonged neglect, deprivation, loss, abuse, 
violence, upheaval or any combination of these that the child has experienced 
in his or her early childhood, fundamentally affecting the development of brain, 
body and the relationship between them. 

Developmental trauma can lead to wide reaching and long-term impacts such 
as; sensory and somatic difficulties, compromised attachments, emotional and 
behavioural regulation difficulties, self-esteem issues, cognitive problems and 
dissociation.

Increased adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) increases long term negative health 
outcomes 

“Being able to feel safe with other people is probably the single most important aspect 
of mental health; safe connections are fundamental to meaningful and satisfying 
lives.” 

“Neuroscience research shows that the only way we can change the way we feel is 
by becoming aware of our inner experience and learning to befriend what is going on 
inside ourselves.” Bessel Van der Kolk 

Trauma Informed

DO NOT CUT HERE
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9. Maintaining Balance

The autonomic nervous system is the body’s control system that acts largely 
unconsciously to maintain homeostasis regulating bodily functions such as 
the heart rate, digestion, respiratory rate, pupillary response, urination, and 
sexual arousal.

The sympathetic and parasympathetic systems, which are regulated by the 
hypothalamus in the brain, have antagonistic (opposing) effects on the internal 
organs they innervate.

Sympathetic Parasympathetic

Fight Flight Freeze Rest and Digest

Emergency system Housekeeping System

Maintaining Balance
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12. People need People

Behaviour is language, it is telling us something important about how the 
child is in themselves, or about others or how they are experiencing the world 
around them.

We learn about ourselves through how others experience us. 

We are social creatures and we are wired to connect socially with others. Mirror 
neurons are a type of brain cell that respond equally when we perform an action 
and when we witness someone else perform the same action. Mirror neurons in our 
brain light up when we see others feeling or experiencing certain things.  Sometimes 
known as empathy neurons they help us to understand the intention of others and 
support our capacity to connect socially and learn from others. 

Human beings need relationships to thrive and relationships are key at FLM. We 
must ensure that children feel safe, valued and loved through our sessions as this 
will enable them to feel safe to  explore and engage and feel safe to learn. 

People need 
People
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Attune, Align, Connect & Care

Unblock, release stuck 
or excess energy

Somatic & intentional 

Emotional Literacy 3 - 30, 
Explore,  Express, Empathy
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M
OVERELEASE...

excess energy and
disempowering memories 
held in the physical body.

NURTURE...
connection with the body and a 
sense of aliveness.  Produce helpful 
endorphins and body chemistry that 
restores equilibrium.  

EXPRESS

RELEASE...
emotions, feelings and 

stories built up, repressed 
and depressed.

 
NURTURE... 

self awareness, self acceptance,  self 
efficacy and self expression.  Unlock 

unhelpful personal beliefs and cultivate 
the confidence to thrive. 

ANCHOR

BREATHE

RELAX

RELEASE... 
fear, judgement, criticism, 
distraction and loneliness. 

NURTURE... 
security and safety to learn, in relationship 

with another.   Nurture resilience.

 RELEASE...
tension, worry, 

anxiousness,fear, stress
and over stimulation.

Release toxic energy held 
in our minds and bodies.

 
 NURTURE...

calmness, relaxation, restorative rest and 
sleep and improved physiological and 

mental health benefits.

RELEASE...  
restlessness, negative thoughts, 
control and excess energy. 
Regulate chemicals and 
hormones responsible for toxic stress, 
poor mental, emotional & physical health.

NURTURE... 
mind wandering, grounding, being, 
restorative rest, and the immune boosting 
cycles of calm.   Reframe experiences and 
nourish a positive life outlook. Repair and 
improve mood,   produce enjoyment, reward 
and flourish.  Be here now. 

  AMBERThe

©
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The AMBER Approach Expanded 

ANCHOR We anchor ourselves first and once we have settled and 
grounded our own dysregulated energy we are in the right 
state for working with children.  We are free to attune to 
their needs, match their energy and begin to support them 
to regulate through co-regulation.   We foster positive 
relationships though showing warmth, empathy and through 
taking time to be present. 

AMBER REGULATION TECHNIQUES

MOVE
Movement and Stretching: A set of stretches and poses are 
playfully taught to help children to lengthen and stretch their 
bodies improving postural awareness, increasing flexibility, 
building strength and nurturing balance.  These exercises 
help release physical and emotional tension from children’s 
bodies through the movement which also encourages the 
development of core physical skills, improves coordination, 
boosts energy,  improves circulation and contributes to a 
healthier immune system whilst helping release feel good 
endorphins.

Games and Play.  A range of energetic and fun games that 
help children express themselves, move and ultimately 
relax.  Our play and games are drama inspired they provoke 
thought, encourage and promote social and communication 
skills,  help build confidence and develop concentration and 
focus. 

Singing and Sound: A series of  simple melodies, jingles, 
rhymes and rhythms that help embed our messages as well 
as promote the benefits of singing together as a group.  

Clapping & Tapping: Using our hands and finding ways of 
reducing anxiety, stress and physical symptoms through 
working with powerful acupressure points and positive self 
affirmation.   Clapping and Tapping offer children instant 
relief from excess energy running through the body and help 
restore physical equilibrium.

A

M
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Storytelling: Through stories, writing, making art and 
drama children get to explore their problems through the 
experience of others making the emotions that come along 
with stories much more manageable.   Our fun, interactive 
and inclusive workshops give young people the space to gain 
perspective, articulate and respond to emotions, consider 
the consequences of actions and formulate solutions. They 
will also have the opportunity to rehearse and practice 
responses to stressful situations.

Kindness Practice: We promote the benefits of 
performing kind acts which includes increasing 

happiness, peer acceptance, compassion and 
emotional intelligence. Though acts of kindness 
children connect with a sense of the world 
and being part of something greater than 
themselves. We also use kindness as an avenue 
to talk about some of the unkind actions children 

experience allowing emotions and feelings to be 
expressed.  

Affirmation Practice: Self Affirmation: Self affirmation 
incorporates a range of activities that enables children 

BREATHE Belly Breathing: Using creative props,  play and fun games  
children become conscious of how they are breathing and 
begin to take control of their diaphragms and actively engage 
the digest and rest response in the body. 

Nostril Breathing: Children learn how to work with the nostril 
to bring immediate sustainable relaxation into their bodies.  

They are also taught the science behind how it works which 
encourages them to practice their new techniques.  

Counting Breath: Using creative and fun props children 
get to play their way to feeling better.  They are taught 
exercises to help stimulate energy and uplift their moods 

and they are taught simple ways of relaxing their bodies 
and getting ready for restorative sleep. 

Laughter Breathing: An internal workout that helps 
children release a build up of energy, deepen their breath 
and increase oxygen throughout their body.  Laughter 
work builds group cohesion and provides light relief from 
the day to day worries of children.  

EXPRESS

B

E
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Mindfulness & Meditation:  Guided mediation incorporates 
mindfulness, body awareness, guided imagery and relaxation.  
These exercises help , increase somatic awareness, release 
physical and mental tension, lower blood pressure and give 
children tools to stress and self management tools.

Mindfulness helps children to develop interior resources that 
will help them navigate adolescence as it cultivates within 
children the capacity to pay attention, focus, concentrate, 
listen, learn, and be with oneself and others.

Visual Art / Making:  Visual Art / Making: Art activities 
generally support positivity and reduces stress.  They serve 
as a mood regulator and as  a distraction from negative 
affect both of which are important roles within  group work.   
A self-soothing, reward-driven art activity can be helpful to 
most any child who engages in the activities.   

Gratitude Practice: Developing a gratitude practice is 
one of the simplest ways to improve your satisfaction with 
life.  Teaching children to take time to express gratitude for 
the things they already have in life can improve children’s 
positive outlook, increase levels of happiness,  lower levels 
of stress and depression and contribute to stronger social 
relationships.  Expressions of gratitude serve as a  reminder 
that there is positivity and strengths in their lives.

Essential Oils:  Children  engage with and explore essential 
oils.   Working with the olfactory sense children develop  focus 
and concentration as well as benefiting from the calming 
effect that using essential oils has in a  learning environment.

Tickle Touch & Hugs: Platonic positive touch and hugs help 
healing happen and encourage respect and the 

development of empathy. Children  learn important 
emotional centres held in the body and learn new 
ways to release and move emotion out of the body 

boosting the immune system, calming the nervous 
system and lowering stress.  Learn through storytelling, 
games and through self massage and group massage.

RELAX
R

to overcome self limiting beliefs and express their truly held 
beliefs about themselves.  Self affirmation also empowers 
children to release emotional hurt and pain when combined 
with other AMBER techniques.    
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ANCHOR
Anchoring Grounding Settling Relationships

Anchor:  We anchor ourselves first and once we have 
settled and grounded our own dysregulated  energy 
we are in the right state for working with children.  
We are free to attune to their needs, match their 
energy and begin support them to regulate through 
co-regulation. We foster positive relationships though 
showing warmth, empathy and through taking time to 
be present.

A pilot who travels the same route each day cannot rely on autopilot, she must adjust 
each flight depending on the weather conditions, the flight path and make adjustments  
based on the number of passengers and weight of luggage on board.  Similarly a facilitator 
cannot operate on autopilot,  even if they have been working with the same group for 
months as Terry is not the same Terry every day.  

Anchoring oneself is the most essential first step in delivering a Fresh Little Minds 
Programme.  Stress Reduction and mindfulness helps everyone to be in the moment and 
when leaders are working in the moment they are able to fully receive the children in their 
care who will feel safe and secure with their leader. 

Stress transmits in every direction, from leader to child and child to leader.  Leaders 
therefore have to be socially and emotional competent.  Whilst, it is admirable that at 
times we do the best that we can, however, it is important that we acknowledge that 
there are consequences for dysregulated leaders, an unprepared leader can set up for a 
cascade of risk factors in the same way that a prepared leader can cascade and cultivate  
protective factors.

A leader is like an anchor which is defined as ‘something that is used to hold onto another 
thing securely’.  In the case of a leader it is their role to be able to hold space for a young 
person to be how they are, however they are and for the leader to help them feel secure 
enough to do that.  Leaders are fostering social safety & emotional safety and the children 
are wondering, do the adults have my back, am I safe?    Children do not want to feel 
embarrassed, they want to be able to take risks but need to feel safe to do so.  Leaders 
therefore need to think like a good coach, pushing but not overwhelming them.     

When a child feels safe and secure, when they feel welcome and when they feel like they 

AMBER
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belong then the child feels like part of a ‘we’, something that is really important and positively 
powerful.  When a child feels like an ‘other’ that is equally powerful but negatively so.  All 
children want to be part of  ‘a one’, ‘ a whole’ and connected.  

An important element of anchoring children is to attune yourself fully to the children in 
your environment.   Attunement is being in harmony with another person with whatever it 
is that they are brining e.g. we can attune to frustration, sadness, and anger just as easy 
as we can attune to  pleasant, joyful and uplifting emotions.    

When we notice that a young person has become dysregulated, we can help them rebalance 
themselves by tuning in to their emotions. Our body language similarly can match the 
child’s. If we match the effect of the emotion e.g. anger, without actually being angry the 
child sees our attempt to connect with them, they feel that you can hold and contain them 
securely.   Once attuned, we can gradually model a way out of that dysregulated state, 
starting to relax our bodies and scaling down our tone of voice. 

Through showing empathy, that capacity to actually understand and share the feelings 
of another; that attempt to get inside the skin of another and see something from their 
perspective we then get to develop the relationship further.   You need to be accepting,  
warm and  nurturing. You need to be aware of and empathetic to their thoughts and 
feelings. You need to let them know they are important to you through being mentally 
present. 

In order for a child to be able to take advantage of behavioural management strategies they 
must first have relationships which help them to regulate and encourage self reflection. 

Healthy relationships help children feel positive about learning, trying new things, taking 
on challenges, making mistakes and asking for help and improves academic results and 
achievements. 

 ‘Children don’t care how much 
you know until they know how 

much you care.’ 

Adapted from Theodore 
Roosevelt
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MOVE
The central role of working with our bodies (Somatic Experiencing)

After a Fight Flight or Freeze (FFF) experience animals shake, they tremble, they take deep 
spontaneous breaths and they settle and they do all of this to discharge the extra energy 
that has come from their FFF experience restoring equilibrium once again.   

Without knowing it animals are not only moving on the energy but moving on the energy of 
the memory of the event  held in their bodies (somatic experiencing).  As a result they can 
literally move on with their day.   Like us animals have many different memory systems and 
disempowering memories need to be layered with new empowering experiences creating 
new empowering memories.     Working with our stories is akin to working with our external 
or explicit memory system whereas working with our bodies somatically is connecting in 
with our implicit memory system.  

Similarly when animals are tired or sluggish or have been sleeping they wake up and give 
themselves a shake, naturally they know to move out the surplus energy  which has built 
up in their bodies. 

These life enriching sensations like shaking, trembling or deep breathing can feel very 
frightening  for children who don’t understand them, so like us they work really hard at 
suppressing the natural recovery response to protect themselves  from experiencing the 
sensations.  This helps explain why many children are left with a lot of build up energy that 
needs somewhere to go to help restore their equilibrium and get on with their day. 

We are working one memory system when we remember and relive trauma and events 
to become free of them but memories created from emotions, relationships, maladaptive 
behaviours and experiences also need freed from our physical body systems.    

Fresh Little Minds MOVE activities are all centred around body awareness.  When we 
enable children to play and we teach them to ground, centre, stretch,  and connect in 
with their bodies and physical self they literally connect with their aliveness in the present.  
Through engaging their bodies they being the process of shifting excess  energy, layer new 
physical memories and restore the physical conditions for health and wellbeing.  

Fresh Little Minds Programmes ensure that in every session there are multiple MOVE IT 
OUT activities.  We work with a range of modalities from yoga to singing to massage and 
making art.   Something for everyone.  

AMBER

MOVE IT OUT TECHNIQUES

Dance Clapping & Tapping
Play

Singing
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MOVEMENT & STRETCHING - Medicine Moves

A set of stretches and poses are playfully taught to help the participants to lengthen and 
stretch their bodies improving postural awareness, increasing flexibility, building strength 
and nurturing balance.  These exercises help release physical and emotional tension from 
children's bodies through the movement which also encourages the development of core 
physical skills, improves coordination, boosts energy,  improves circulation and contributes 
to a healthier immune system whilst helping release feel good endorphins.

There are various styles of movement which combine physical poses, stretching, breathing 
techniques and relaxation.   At Fresh Little Minds we use exercises in groups and include 
community exercises and pair work to encourage a sense of community, cooperation, 
peer support and union.   Some of the side benefits of incorporating movement including 
building  strength, flexibility  and nurturing balance in both mind and body.   

At Fresh Little Minds we introduce children to movement through teaching fun moves and 
poses. Facilitators, teachers and parents are perfect partners to bring the benefits of 
movement and stretching to children in their everyday lives.  

The benefits of yoga for children are:

‘It is not about 
touching your toes, it 
is what you learn on 

the way down.’ 

Jigar Gor

‘Movement creates children 
that are bright lights in 
this world, increasing 

their self-awareness and 
strengthening their bodies’ 

Shakta Khalsa
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PLAY  

Games and Play.  A range of energetic and fun games that 
help children express themselves, move and ultimately relax.  
Our play and games are drama inspired they provoke thought, 
encourage and promote social and communication skills,  help 
build confidence and develop concentration and focus. 

Have you ever heard a frustrated tired adult say to a child “just go out and play” - so how 
we set play space up is as important as is how we construct or instruct play opportunities.

There are many different types of play and each type of play is 
related to a different kind of learning.
Play is fun and leads to feelings of joy and delight and creates opportunites for smiles 
and laughter.  Play is linked to other needs and when a child is deprived of other needs like 
food, safety etc. then the quality of play diminishes.  Play depends on safety and security

Play helps produce chemicals that makes bodies feel better and enables physiological 
development and frowth and play also helps to preserve the plasticity of our brains by 
making the brain more sensitive and receptive to picking up on those chemicals later on 
in life.    Children who play when they are young maintain the ability to change even once 
they have grown up  - their brains are more plastic.  Play helps children learn to do many 
things in a more flexible and varied way.  Play allows children to explore and find new ways 
of doing things.  This allows them to challenge adults .

The importance of make believe: Pretending is really important for children and increasingly 
in wester cultures children are actively discouraged to pretend.  But children rebel and carry 
on pretending regardless.  But why practice thinking things that are not only aren’t true 
but never could be trut  is closely related to another distinctly human ability, hypothetical 
or counterfactual thinking - these are the abilities to consider alternative ways that the 
world might be.

Play is what happens when young animals exercise a useful skill even though it doesn’t 
immediately lead to a useful result.  Thinking counterfactually in this what is useful for 
human beings. It is what we mean when we talk about the power of imagination and 
creativity.  Counterfactual thinking is crucial for learning about the world.  In order to learn 
we need to believe that what we think now could be wrong, and to imagine how the world 
might be different.  It is crucial if we want to change the world.  In order to change the world 
we need to imagine that the world could be different and then actually set about making it 
that way.  Our world started out as a counterfactual imaginary vision in an ancestors mind.

One way of thinking about pretend play is that it gives children a 
safe space to practice higher - order mental skills.
REHEARSAL
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Importance of rehearsal - practice for when it does happen - strengthen neural pathways  
/ problem solving

Playful pretending was strongly associated with the ability to think about possibilities  
Pretending and thinking      getting children to pretend first makes them better at these 
counterfactual inferences later on.  .  Children who pretend more learn mores.  The most 
important problem for young children is figuring out what’s going on in other people’s 
minds, what are their desires, perception, emotions and beliefs.

Children who pretend more have a distinct advantage in understanding other people.    
Literary fiction lead to an immediate boost in solving theory of mind problems.  Pretend 
play helps children think about possibilities ad understand other people’s minds.

Play lets children randomly and variably try out a range of actions and ideas and then work 
out the consequences.  In pretend play the experimentation might be more interesting.  
The children or the grown up fiction readers are considering what would happen if the 
world were different.  The very stillness of play, the apparently random weirdness of it all 
is what makes it so effective.  The gift of play is the way it teaches us how to deal with the 
unexpected.

The best play is random, silly and is simply for the sake of it.  We must pursue the pleasure   
-  we don’t play because we think that eventually it will give us robust cognitive functions 
we play because it is just so much fun.  

Can Fresh Little Minds facilitators help children play better?

When we act like a teacher and demonstrate how to play 
with props we minimise the impact of playing.  When we let 
the child discover they grow and the will play more.

Guided play really helps children understand more deeply 
and understand the principles more completely.  We are 
there to build a scaffold and the scaffold helps the child 
to build knowledge herself.  There are many ways that we 
can contribute to play without telling children to play or 
trying to control how they play.  Play flourishes in a stable, 
safe environment.  Caregivers have a more important role 
than anyone else in finding the resources to create that 
environment.  Children play differently in different cultures 
- partly because of what they have access too.  Our job is to 
give children a chance to master the tools of their particular 
cultures.  We can join in.  If children are playing to help them 
understand and relate to the minds of theirs then actual 
minds or others are the best toys of all.  Play is a satisfying 
and good in itself - a source of joy, laughter and fun for all 
of us.  The sheer pleasure of play is justification enough for 
involving play.
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SINGING   

Singing:  A series of  simple melodies, jingles, rhymes and 
rhythms that help embed our messages as well as promote 

the benefits of singing together as a group.   

As the popularity of group singing grows, science has been 
hard at work trying to explain why it has such a calming and 
energizing effect on people.  Children and adults both respond 
to singing and researchers are beginning to discover  that 
singing both soothes the nervous system and elevates feel 

good feelings through releasing a powerful  endorphins which helps us feel pleasure and 
Oxytocin which alleviates anxiousness and stress and enhances bonding and a sense of 
feeling connected and contributes to quality of life.   Research is also showing us that 
singing reduces feelings of loneness and depression. 

Positive feelings and Making Memories: Singing has been shown to 
be a joyful and uplifting experience. It generates a sense of positive 
mood, happiness and enjoyment. Such positive feelings also 
counteract feelings of stress or anxiety and help to distract people 
from internal negative thoughts and feelings.  The experience of 
singing is remembered by the mind and body.

When Fresh Little Minds Facilitators sing with children the sound vibrations move through 
their bodies which alters the energy built up in their body and lowers their stress.   It also 
creates an opportunity to trigger some pretty positive feel good chemicals like endorphins 
and oxytocin which triggers feelings of pleasure and joy and creates positive implicit (body 
based) and explicit (cognitive based) memories.  

Group singing   been reported to be particularly beneficial.   It nurtures social living and 
as each voice gives a little of themselves to others and in return they are rewarded with 
the charge and sound of a cohesive chorus which also increases feelings of optimism and 
belonging.     Research is also indicating that heart rates sync up when people sing or play 
music together suggesting that singing has some of the benefits of meditation.     

Social belonging: Singing in a group offers the opportunity to build 
social capital, encourage social inclusion and raised status of the 
members, and creates an opportunity for communities to come 
together.
So it is no surprise that within Fresh Little Minds Programmes that we encourage 

‘He who sings 
frightens away 

his ills.’ 

Cervantes

1547 - 1616
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facilitators to sing with children regardless of their or your perceived ability, as It turns out, 
you don’t have to be a good singer to reap the rewards.  “Singing can produce satisfying 
and therapeutic sensations even when the sound produced by the vocal instrument is of 
mediocre quality.”  

Children grow in confidence through having their voice heard and feedback in the group 
sound and they gain a sense of belonging and feeling safe within their group. 

Confidence & Concentration: Singing can raise a sense of self-
esteem and confidence.  Confidence is brought about by the ability 
to repeat previously learned tasks or skills (including social skills), 
with a high degree of accuracy.   Learning new songs or harmonising 
parts of songs, can help concentration and focus, and stimulate 
learning and memory. Concentration can also provide a distraction 
from other concerns, leading to respite from them. 
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CLAPPING & TAPPING   

Clapping & Tapping:  Using our hands and finding ways of 
reducing anxiety, stress and physical symptoms through 
working with powerful acupressure points and positive self 
affirmation. Clapping and Tapping offer children instant 
relief from excess energy running through the body and help 
restore physical equilibrium.

The dictionary description of Clapping is “to strike the palms of (one’s 
hands) against one another resoundingly, and usually repeatedly”.  

Clapping is done as a sign on approval, in celebration, to increase energy and motivation.  
Within Fresh Little Minds Programmes we like to teach hand work to help support and 
build immunity as well as sooth emotions and pain. 

1. Acupressure Points:  Clapping works in many ways, firstly it stimulates the acupressure 
points in the hands (28 of them) and massages them directly.    Each pressure point is 
connected to an organ in the body and in the Fresh Little Minds Programme we playfully 
stimulate these points through clapping games and through more directive teaching of the 
5 main pressure points. Through enabling children to understand the links between their 
hands and their bodies they become empowered to help themselves relieve symptoms and 
pain.  Through stimulating acupressure points children can reduce headaches, tension, 
nausea, remove excess heat from their body, move emotions and reduce stress. 
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2. Tapping:    For many children stress and anxiety has become a way of life, it is the 
new norm in a very demanding world where children whose bodies are super sensitive to 
the energy around them are having to cope with hard working but stressed out parents, 
the demands of school work, competition, social pressures, overly scheduled lives.   Their 
bodies very easily become overloaded and overwhelmed children somatise their emotions 
which means that they hold them in their body and are not as likely to talk about what is 
going on for them. 

Eventually their bodies can no longer cope and the stresses of life show up camouflaged 
in many ways e.g. as a tummy ache, a headache, other pains and as anxiety, worry, panic, 
anger, sadness and feelings of not wanting to go to school. The trouble is that many children 
won’t know why they are feeling the way they are feeling as they are have no ‘reason’ no 
‘story’ to support their feelings.  This can make it more difficult for them to speak about 
what they are going through and it can make it more difficult for those who care about 
them to know how to help them.

It is because children are so sensitive and intuitive that working with something like tapping 
really works for them.   They naturally grasp what it is and how it works and they can easily 
apply it in their lives.  This tool can help children to connect with their bodies, and help 
them move energy and free themselves up so that they can thrive.  Tapping is a technique 
that is based on a blend between psychology and acupressure.    Put most simply tapping 
disrupts the body’s habitual stress response, decreasing cortisol from anything between 
24 - 50%.

In children tapping relieves stress and reduces anxiousness whilst cultivating calmness, 
stillness, restfulness.

Fresh Little Minds Programmes incorporates simple tapping techniques taught through 
stories, positive affirmation and in learning circles.   Children love to learn the techniques, 
use them and report back on how they have used them in interim weeks. 

REDUCES

INCREASESExcess Energy, Cortisol, Insomnia 
Stress, Anxiousness, Negative Natter 

Racing Thoughts, Stomach Aches & Pains

calmness, stillness, restfulness, relief  
focus & concentration, Relaxed Mind, 

Mindfulness, Restorative Sleep

RESULTING IN
Improved Physical & Emotional Wellbeing
Wellness &Healing
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3.  Clapping and Singing Game:    Fresh Little Minds Programmes like to include childhood 
songs that incorporate hand clapping.  Research has demonstrated how those simple 
sing-a-long and hand clapping games help a child’s motor and cognitive development.   
Children at an early-age children are attracted to hand-clapping-like songs.

 ‘The hand-clapping songs appear naturally 
in children’s lives around the age of seven, 

and  disappear around the age of 10. In this 
narrow window, these activities serve as a  

developmental platform to enhance children’s 
needs — emotional, sociological, physiological and 

cognitive. It’s a transition stage that leads them 
to the next phases of  growing up.’ 

Sulkin

Main Benefits to Hand Clapping and Tapping for 

Clapping stimulates 
blood circulation 

and oxytocin  

Tapping reduces 
cortisol 

Boosts the 
immune system 

Reduces tension, 
stressReduces pain 

and nausea

Removes excess 
energy, including heat 

from the body

Increases motor and 
cognitive development

Helps children express 
and sooth difficult 

emotions
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BREATHE
The central role of breath - our companion for life
The Dictionary describes breathing as “the passage of air into and out of the lungs to 
supply the body with oxygen.” We all breathe, all of the time but how we breathe can 
change how we feel.  Deep breathing is important as our cells constantly need a new 
supply of oxygen to be able to produce energy.  Every cell in our body is inhaling oxygen 
and exhales carbon dioxide, the deeper we breathe the more carbon dioxide we exhale 
and the more oxygen we inhale which is vital for cell function, preservation and renewal. 

In our lifetime we will breath in and out more than 600million times.  Breathing is our 
crucial link between mind and body and it is the only system in the body that woks both 
consciously and unconsciously.  It affects how all our other internal systems work like 
digestion, immune system, the heart, nerves, brain and more.  It reflects what our body is 
experiencing but it also determines how our bodies feel at the same time.  

Through breathing consciously we can reduce stress and relax more, lower blood pressure 
and heart rates and improve the function of our brains.   Breathing also affects how our 
genes express themselves.  

Controlled deep breathing has been shown to produce the body’s relaxation response 
which releases hormones into the body that calm our nerves, improves our immunity, 
slows down our heart and release our muscles.  

With better awareness off your breath you can more easily notice early signs of stress and 
induce the relaxation response to stop it from getting any words. 

At Fresh Little Minds we bring awareness to 
breathing through yogic breathing techniques 
referred to in Yoga as “Pranyama” a word 
which literally means “to extend the vital life 
force”.  There are many different breathing 
techniques and we use simple ones 
appropriate for children. We take long deep 
breaths focusing on moving the breath from 
our tummy’s  all the way up through our body.

Babies breathing tends to be very smooth, 
lengthened and from the belly.  However as 
children grow they stop breathing naturally and mimic adults breathing which tends 
to be increasingly shallow and tense. In Fresh Little Minds workshops we use breathing 
techniques to break a child’s unconscious breathing pattern, we aim to smooth out and 
lengthen each breath and encourage breathing from the belly.  

By teaching children to consciously breathe they are able to naturally calm their inner mind 

 ‘In as little as one minute of 
focused breathing its’s possible to 
completely clear the bloodstream 

of the stress hormone cortisol.’ 

Tony Schwartz
Harvard Business Review (2012)

AMBER
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and begin to take control and reduce the stress or anxiety they might be experiencing.    
Deep breathing can increase attention and focus and help children connect to a calm, 
quiet place within themselves which they can tap into as and when they feel they need to.

It helps children to relax their mind and body.
Lessons learned in the Fresh Little Minds room can be used throughout the child’s life at 
home with parents, calming anxiety before a test or exam, helping with sleep, going to 
hospital appointments and managing homework.    Children are encouraged to teach their 

parents what they are learning. 

 

Thich Nhat Hanh, Stepping 
into Freedom: Rules of Monastic 

Practice for Novices

‘Feelings 
come and go like clouds  

in a windy sky. Conscious 
breathing is my anchor.’

‘You are where you 
need to be. Just take a 

deep breath’ 

Lana Parrilla

BREATH IT OUT TECHNIQUES

Belly 
Breathing

 Laughter

Counting 
Breathing

Alternate 
Nostril
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BELLY BREATHING   

Using creative props,  play and fun games  children become 
conscious of how they are breathing and begin to take control 
of their diaphragms and actively engage the digest and rest 
response in the body. 

Watch a baby, it’s belly will naturally rise and fall, they are best breathers around, breathing 
as we are designed too.  Deep belly breathing has been proven to be of significant benefit 
to everyone from stressed out teens sitting exams, to high flying business managers, to 
pregnant mothers, to children with additional needs.   

Breathing from the belly you feel more centred and more in control of yourself.  It is 
diaphragmatic breathing and has a rhythmic element to it which is relaxing in itself.   Belly 
breathing increases focus and attention, improves pro-social behaviour, enhances daily 
happiness, and increases levels of calm while decreasing stress and anxiety. 

From a neurological or physiological perspective, deep belly breathing slows the heart 
rate, lowers blood pressure, and sharpens the minds ability to focus and learn by 
slowing down the amygdala and supporting the higher brain function taking place in 
the frontal lobes.

Children are able to breathe into their difficult emotions and this 
helps them relieve emotional pain, worry and anxiousness.  

They are empowered as belly breathing is something  
they can practice absolutely anywhere, it is easy  
to remember and it works.
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ALTERNATE NOSTRIL BREATHING   

Children learn how to work with the nostril to bring immediate 
sustainable relaxation into their bodies.  They are also taught the 
science behind how it works which encourages them to practice 
their new techniques. 

The nose is perfectly designed for breathing, the little hairs in 
the nostrils help filter out particles of dirt which might be in 
the air we breathe.  

We have a chamber behind out nose which cools and heats 
the air to within one degree of the body’s temperature, ensuring 
that the air is right temperature to suit the circumstance we are in. 
So we breath in through our nostrils but alternate nostril breathing 
has a whole set of additional benefits.    It helps children create a 
focused, calm  flow state by balancing their autonomic nervous 
system.   

Your right nostril is connected to your sympathetic response (Fight Flight and Freeze) and 
your left nostril is connected to your parasympathetic response which is rest and digest- 
the relaxation response.   We aim for 6 breath cycles per minute for three minutes to 
enable this technique to affect children’s physiology. 

COUNTING BREATHING   

Using creative and fun props children get to play their way 
to feeling better.  They are taught exercises to help stimulate 
energy and uplift their moods and they are taught simple ways 
of relaxing their bodies and getting ready for restorative sleep. 

 

Finger breathing is an example of a counting breath, this is where we breath out a little 
more than we breath in.  Exhaling is linked to the body’s relaxation responses it stimulates 
the parasympathetic autonomic nervous system.    It is common that children frequently 
experience stress so regular interjections of a counting breath can help restore balance 
and once we are in balance we go back to breathing in and out equally.  

We reverse this technique if we are feeling tired or sluggish and we need to uplift our 
energy levels, eg in the morning it is good to breath in more deeply than we breath out.   
Increasing the inhale increases the level of oxygen we make available to our bodies and 
reenergises our bodies. 
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LAUGHTER   

An internal workout that helps children release a build up of 
energy, deepen their breath and increase oxygen throughout 
their body.  Laughter work builds group cohesion and provides 
light relief from the day to day worries of children. 

The dictionary says laughter is: “the sounds and movements that our bodies make when 
we find something funny”.  We all laugh differently but one thing remains the same – when 
someone laughs and others hear it they want to know what is happening so they can join 
in.  Laughing can be very contagious and it bonds connections between people who laugh 
together.

Laughter is a really important part of our lives, it is the sound of happiness. No matter 
what language we speak or where we live - it is something we all understand and can all 
share.   But there is more to this heart work than meets the eye, laughter has many health 
benefits that go beyond the joy of its sound. 

Laughter yoga and laughter therapy was founded by Dr Madan Kataria in a park in Mumbai 
in 1995 and since then laughter work has been spreading throughout India, America and 
Europe.  It is used as a form of physical exercise, which can be referred to as “internal 
jogging”.    Like many health modalities there is increasing research to support the benefits 
of incorporating laughter work into our lives.                      
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In Fresh Little Minds Programmes facilitators incorporate the benefits of laughter into our 
work with children through games and exercises.  It’s really easy to lead, you don’t need to 
be genuinely laughing to offer the benefits to children but facilitators need to bring bags of 
enthusiasm and energy.  No jokes are required and neither is having a sense of humour, in 
fact there is no requirement to feel even remotely happy.   Your body can and knows how 
to laugh.  Regardless of what is going on in your mind you will be teaching the basics of 
“laughing for no reason” and faking laughter c a n 
result in a super charged real burst of 
laughter in the room. 

‘When anger rises in your soul 
- laugh and count to ten, self 
control should be your goal - 

laugh and count to ten’ 

Donald Duck

 ‘There’s nothing more contagious 
than the laughter of young children; 
it doesn’t even have to matter what 

they’re laughing about.’ 

Criss Jami, Killosophy

It might seem like fun, or silly or just a game but here is why 
you are choosing to teach this modality within Fresh Little 
Minds Programmes. 

• Laughter triggers the release of happy chemicals (NK cells, endorphins, 
serotonin,  growth hormone and interferon-gamma (IFN)) that boosts the 
immune responses, particularly components related to anti-viral and anti-
tumour defences and so we are better able to fight illness and disease. 

• Lowers stress hormone (cortisol) levels

• Brings balance to mood and emotions

• Creates positive feelings

• Helps to break down ego barriers  - self appreciation

• Increased energy, concentration and attention spans

• Encourages deeper breathing allowing more oxygen flowing through the 
body and brain

• Improves motor skills and communication skills 

• Brings more oxygen to the body and brain

• It relaxes the nervous system
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EXPRESS
The central role of self-expression & working with emotions
 
1. WORKING WITH EMOTIONS
Thoughts and feelings come together emotes or it 
expresses itself through emotions. Energy in motion 
that needs to be expressed and released to restore 
equilibrium.   

Emotions are feelings that are the result in physiological 
and psychological changes that influence our behaviour.  
In childhood our emotions guide our thoughts, our 
imagination, our behaviour and our moral judgments.   Many 
emotions feel positive, like feeling happy, loving, confident, 
inspired, cheerful, interested, grateful, or included.  

Other emotions can feel more negative, like feeling angry, resentful, afraid, ashamed, guilty, 
sad, or worried. However there are no good no bad no right no wrong emotions, all emotions 
are normal.   Emotions are the most effective way our body has for communicating with 
us that everything is going well or something is not right and needs adjusted or changed, 
the purpose of positive emotion is to help us see the big picture, to open up curiosity, 
playfulness, intelligence and resilience and the purpose of negative emotion is to drive us 
to action. 

We are culturally emotionally restricted, children don’t tend to communicate in terms of 
emotions, and it’s not because it’s not natural to them, it’s because we’ve trained them not 
to go there and not to let people in to that world.  

Children like to please their facilitator,  so it becomes 
really important that we don’t judge any emotions 
that are expressed within programmes when we 
are working with children but that we acknowledge 
and praise the courage taken to share an emotion.  

This can be a difficult practice particularly for 
those of us who were raised in a world of good 
and bad, right and wrong.  Fresh Little Minds 
facilitators lean towards talking about feel 
good emotions and tricky emotions.   We 
are able to sit with children as they express 
their emotions, we don’t rush to support 
tears, punish anger, isolate frustration 
etc instead we just allow them to be felt, 
witnessed and experienced.   We don’t choose 
to rush on with activities at the expense of 
working with the emotion that presents itself in 

E M O T I O N

E  - Motion

Energy - in - Motion 

AMBER
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the room.  We accept its awkwardness, its anger, its sadness, its irritation and we simple 
be with it and we model our capacity to be with it.   The limbic brain of the child needs 
us to listen to what s/he needs to say about how they are feeling and needs us to take a 
moment to attune to how they are feeling.  There is healing power in showing empathy 
and holding safe space whilst enabling young people to openly express their feelings in a 
group scenario.  

It is the providing of containment and ‘holding’ of the emotional charge in awareness that 
helps to digest excess energy of the body and mind.   It is by holding a dual awareness, of 
the past and the present that time collapses, thereby creating the possibility of integrating 
the nervous system leading to full healing. 

‘When you are willing to feel it you can  heal it’
Our Brain has a negativity bias (3:1) and this is something that we need to work with when 
working with emotions.  The problem with experiencing persistent negative emotions is that 
they narrow a child’s thinking and influence their reactions.  Fear can drive catastrophic 
thinking which can result in unhelpful behaviours.  Therefore, as well as holding tricky 
emotions Fresh Little Minds Facilitators are also very concerned with generating positive 
emotion and actively plan sessions with this in mind.  

2. CAN’T FIND THE WORDS
Interpreting emotions is a challenge as they rarely singular, they are more often  mixed. 
E.g. it’s common for excitement to accompany fear or sadness and happiness to sit side by 
side.   In fact children’s bodies can be so full of emotion that it is almost impossible for them 
to be expected to  identify with any clarity what it is that is that is being felt in the moment.     

When children feel the feelings they may not have the words to express how they are 
feeling and so they require help and support to find words which best describe what they 
feel.  They need to  ‘name it to tame it.’ 

We need to appreciate the significance of the emotion for the child expressing that 
emotion as when that doesn’t happen the child’s body literally triggers lock down.   Little 
bit by little bit they slowly  shut down, push down and repress feelings and expressing who 
they really are.   Unfortunately when feelings are locked into bodies children will go on to 
reliving these memories over  and over again without really realizing what it is that is going 
on.   A child who feels useless at 7yrs old will go out and prove it for the rest of their lives.  
Through self expression we get to hear the core beliefs held inside bodies and when these 
are expressed we can work with that through stories and exercises and affirmations that 
address and lay down more empowering narratives held about oneself. 

 When we work with children helping them to express themselves we are potentially 
preventing decades, and decades of social, environmental, mental and physical health 
problems eg it is possible that you will have diverted sabotaged relationships in their 20s or 
infertility in their 30s and heart or other health problems in their 40’s.  None of us realise or 
fully know how beneficial this type of work is, but it’s incredibly beneficial to receive a child’s 
emotions with the outmost softness and care and to help them to find ways to unwind, 
release and express energy and emotion as early as we can and on a regular basis.
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EXPRESSION TECHNIQUES

Storytelling

Kindness

Affirmation

STORYTELLING   

Through stories, writing, making art and drama children get 
to explore their problems through the experience of others 
making the emotions that come along with stories much more 
manageable.   Our fun, interactive and inclusive workshops give 
young people the space to gain perspective, articulate and 
respond to emotions, consider the consequences of actions 
and formulate solutions. They will also have the opportunity to 
rehearse and practice responses to stressful situations. 

The benefits of reading stories with children are plenty, and this interaction seems 
especially important in a distracted, smart-phone/device age in which one-quarter of 
American children don’t learn to read. 

Reading creates new white matter in the brain, which improves system-wide communication.   
White matter carries information between regions of grey matter, where any information is 
processed. Not only does reading increase white matter, it helps information be processed 
more efficiently. 

 In one of the most fascinating aspects of neuroscience, reading has been shown to affect 
regions of your brain involving the actions you are reading about.  For example, when you 
read “chocolate” and “apples,” the parts of your brain implicated in taste are activated.  

Reading is a great way to practice being human.   As you dive with children deeper into the 
emotion in stories you not only feel the characters pain and joy. You actually experience 
it.   Stories go beyond simulating reality to give readers an experience unavailable off the 
page: the opportunity to enter fully into other people’s thoughts and feelings and this has 
profound implications for how we interact with others.  
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Everyday language is not the natural language for children to use to speak about what 
they feel.  But when they are with a trusted adult they can usually show, enact, draw or 
play out their feelings really well.  Creative, imaginative and playful methodologies enable 
children to  explore their inner world creatively and express themselves. 

Children love to relate to stories and metaphors and stories can really easily get to the 
heart of the mater. A therapeutic story generally speaks of common emotional issues and 
problems  within the realm of the imagination.   Therapeutic stories are accompanied by 
expressive images which help children engage even more deeply.      A therapeutic story 
can be a really positive influence on children as the reader gets to learn how the character 
got through the situation, they are encouraged to explore new coping mechanisms.   There 
is renewed hope for the future.

Within stories children are transported into the world of the main character making the 
emotions that come along with stories much more manageable to process and feel.   Our 
fun, interactive and inclusive workshops give young people the space to gain perspective, 
articulate and respond to emotions, consider the consequences of actions and formulate 
new possibilities for the future. 

Children have the opportunity to rehearse and practice responses to stressful situations 
from the safety of their own imagination.  The child will be feeling fully as they listen and 
engage with a story, they therefore need a empathic adult who can enter into how they 
are seeing the story unfold to feel fully understood and heard.   It is really important to 
know that when  children talk about their feelings generated from stories that they are 
connecting with their inner world and experience and that this opening themselves up also 
leaves themselves emotionally vulnerable.  This is why it is so important that the facilitator 
ensures that there is ample time for stories to be explored, doesn’t rush, shows interest in 
children’s responses and respects all responses fully.     

Life is enriched as a result of storytelling and so are Fresh Little Minds Workshops.  Children 
and teachers have reported back that the shared story in circle time, 

under a blanket is one of the most pleasurable experiences within 
the programme and that they look forward to their weekly story 
time routine. 

PAGE 63
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ACTS OF KINDNESS   

We promote the benefits of performing kind acts which includes 
increasing happiness, peer acceptance, compassion and 
emotional intelligence.   Though acts of kindness children connect 
with a sense of the world and being part of something greater 
than themselves. We also use kindness as an avenue to talk 
about some of the unkind actions children experience allowing 
emotions and feelings to be expressed. 

The research behind the benefits of participating in acts of kindness is abundant and one 
of the known key factors to happiness is participating in acts of kindness. The benefits of 
performing acts of kindness are undeniable, kind acts cultivate shared happiness, builds 
relationships, and connects us to the larger world.  

Children who perform three acts of kindness a week are thought to happier and experienced 
greater levels of peer acceptance.  Performing acts of kindness also fosters a sense of 
empathy and compassion that is at the root of establishing basic emotional intelligence.   

The more a child practices acts of kindness, the more likely they are to recognize and act 
on situations when others are in need. In addition, they are also better able to recognize 
the impact of their actions on those around them. Looking at the brain science, practicing 
kindness also strengthens the neural pathways necessary for detecting emotions and 
releases dopamine, a feel good bio-chemical. 

Within Fresh Little Minds Workshops facilitators use taking about kindness as a way to 
talk about kind and unkind experiences children can have.  Facilitators are able to explore 
about what is ok and what is not ok for children to experience and create opportunities for 
children to learn about children’s rights and responsibilities. 
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SELF AFFIRMATION   

Self affirmation incorporates a range of activities that enables 
children to overcome self limiting beliefs and express their truly 
held beliefs about themselves.  Self affirmation also empowers 
children to release emotional hurt and pain when combined with 
other AMBER techniques. 

Self-affirmation is delivered through a range of activities that support children to let their 
greatness shine through.    

The work of self affirmation by itself is fairly discredited from an evidence base however 
self affirmation is shown to have an impact on inner core beliefs when it is combined with 
other modalities such as tapping, art work, movement etc.  This is a critical element of the 
use of self affirmation  in Fresh Little Minds Programmes where affirmations are usually 
combined with other modalities to help anchor the intention of the affirmation alongside 
working with the energy held within the body.  The affirmations are layered onto other 
activities, rehearsed and embedded.

When combined with working with energy and stories, (implicit and explicit memory 
systems) self affirmation can be used as to support children navigate their way through 
challenging experiences and difficult circumstances.  Self affirmations  are used as a 
tool in combination with other tools, to help children reframe to overcome self - imposed 
limitations, and negative core beliefs.  

Equally self affirmations help children reinforce positively held beliefs about themselves and 
their lives and regularly connecting with these positive messages helps children maintain 
a positive outlook on life as well as reinforcing messages on how to live a successful life.  

These enjoyable exercises include the use of self-affirmation writing activities and 
affirmation cards all of which aim to support participants get to know themselves 
strengthening their sense of self and benefiting from a greater self concept.    

It is never to early for children to know that they are magnificent unique and powerful and 
that they have everything that they need within themselves to create happy, successful 
lives and self affirmations can help children connect with these positive messages about 
themselves.  
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RELAX

The central role 
of being present and 
experiencing deep relaxation
Emotions always trigger some kind of physical response eg embarrassment triggers 
blushing, freezing, trembling, or goose bumps at fear; butterflies in the stomach or heart-
racing as a reaction to nervousness or excitement. Scientists can now identify quite 
precisely how, within in the brain/body system, these reactions occur.   Most of the time we 
cope very well with the responses in our bodies but there are times when we don’t cope 
as well.  

What can we do to trigger Supportive immune boosting cycles of calm?

• recognize that the biochemical states associated with these two frames of mind are 
totally different. 

• minimize and mitigate any unhealthy/toxic stresses 

• reframe them to handle them better 

• seek out opportunities to purposefully balance your system

Trying to digest, heal,  learn or sleep while you are totally stressed  is mission impossible, it 
makes about as much sense as trying to outrun a dinosaur while staying totally calm and 
relaxed.

Yoga, meditation, reflexology, aromatherapy and massage techniques can all calm children 
down while making the brain’s “positive affect” centers light up.  The immune system is 
boosted and children can more successfully  fend off colds and flu and will feel much 
better in their bodies emotionally. 

AMBER
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EVENT
NEGATIVE

RESPONSES

• constant state of low-level fear and anxiety
• harboring a great deal of unresolved anger
• mere sight or memory of something frightening
 – or even an abstract thought – and can also be 
triggered subliminally by sensory information that we 
don't even register as scary 
(In other words, we can be put into a physiological state of fear 
without being aware of it. eg a stressful day at in class, rushing 
around with activities, making friends etc)

Actual or perceived threat activates specific areas of the 
brain, including the amygdala which releases a 

neurotransmitter called corticotropin-releasing hormone 
(CRH), (a structure associated with fear and aggression)

Sympathetic nervous system, which governs
fight-or-flight stress responses, cranks out chemicals

Stimulates the sympathetic nervous system 
via the spinal cord, prompting the adrenal 
glands to release hormones and chemicals

SURVIVING

epinephrine and glucocorticoids
two hormones that act on the heart, lungs and muscles to 
prepare them for fight or flight. These same hormones 
effectively suppress or shut down nonessential functions 
such as digestion and growth. If stress becomes chronic, 
Sapolski explains, the constant supply of glucocorticoids 
eventually induces another tiny part of the brain (the locus 
coeruleous) to get involved. 

cortisol 
Too much cortisol can suppress the 
immune system, increase blood pressure 
and sugar, decrease libido, produce acne, 
contribute to obesity and more.

Norepinephrine
It releases norepinephrine that signals 
the amygdala to produce more CRH, 
thus reactivating the stress pathways 
all over again

Vicious biochemical cycles of stress
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Supportive immune boosting cycles of calm

EVENT
POSITIVE

 RESPONSES

• when our minds and emotions are 
 relaxed, occupied with pleasant, 
 contented, generous feelings.
• relaxation, massage, pleasant touch  
 and a variety of other positive stimuli.

the parasympathetic nervous system, 
cranks out chemicals

relaxation, social and sexual
bonding, healing, nourishment

and growth

Oxytocin levels rise

THRIVING

Flourish!
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Mindfulness & 
Meditation

Aromatherapy
Tickle Touch, 

Massage & Hugs

Visual Art
/Making

Gratitude 
Practice

MINDFULNESS & RELAXATION TECHNIQUES

MINDFULNESS & MEDITATION   

Guided mediation incorporates mindfulness, body awareness, 
guided imagery and relaxation.  These exercises help , increase 
somatic awareness, release physical and mental tension, 
lower blood pressure and give children tools to stress and self 
management tools.

Mindfulness helps children to develop interior resources that will 
help them navigate adolescence as it cultivates within children 
the capacity to pay attention, focus, concentrate, listen, learn, 
and be with oneself and others. 

Mindfulness in an innate ability that we all 
possess to connect within ourselves. It is 
cultivated through the practice of brining 
our attention towards our minds, bodies and 
hearts in the present moment.  Mindfulness 
helps children to develop interior resources 
that will help them navigate adolescence as it 
cultivates within children the capacity to pay 
attention, focus, concentrate, listen, learn, and 
be with oneself and others.  Neuroscience and medical 
science supports that a mindful practice can improve 
both physical and mental 

health, enhancing learning, emotional intelligence and health outcomes throughout life. 

There are many scientific reasons that support the use of mediation: A recent randomized, 

‘Mindfulness for kids meets a great 
need for parents and children alike 
to find physical and mental calm 
in these demanding times.  But 

calmness alone is not enough;  
awareness is also needed’ 

Eline 
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controlled study reported in the journal Psychosomatic Medicine (2003) evaluated brain 
and immune function in two groups of people. One group was enrolled in an eight-week 
mindfulness meditation program; the other was wait-listed and given no instruction.  
Both groups were given blood tests and their emotion-related brain activity was tested 
electrically. At the eight-week point, all subjects were also given flu shots in order to allow 
researchers to gauge the responsiveness of their immune systems.

At the end of eight weeks, the meditators had significant increases in left-side anterior 
brain activity (a pattern generally associated with “positive affect,” or feeling), while the 
non-meditators showed no change. Four months after the flu shots were administered, 
the meditators also showed a significantly stronger antibody immune response than non-
meditators. The magnitude of the increase in left-side anterior brain activation closely 
mirrored the magnitude of antibody response. In other words, the more responsive an 
individual’s brain was to the positive-affect impacts of meditation, the stronger his or her 
positive immune reaction.

Guided mediation incorporates mindfulness, body awareness, guided imagery and 
relaxation.  These exercises help , increase somatic awareness, release physical and mental 
tension, lower blood pressure and give children tools to stress and self management tools.  
Practiced regularly, meditation can help relieve fatigue and promote deeper sleep while 
improving anxiety.  Improved deep sleep and general relaxation will improve concentration, 
listening skills, and memory retention whilst expanding the participants imagination and 
creativity.

In a crazy doing world, children are given the opportunity just to ‘be’.   They bring qualities 
like patience, attention and acceptance to their inner world where they can begin to 
connect with their emotions and make sense of them.  Within a mindful or meditation 
practice children are given opportunities to creatively 
process and work with these difficult emotions and 
thoughts.  In mediations we work with metaphors 
which are a powerful tool for children to explore 
some very difficult social situations that they 
might experience throughout their 
childhood in a safe and 
contained way. 
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VISUAL ART / MAKING   

Art activities generally support positivity and reduces stress.  
They serve as a mood regulator and as  a distraction from 
negative affect both of which are important roles within  group 
work.   A self-soothing, reward-driven art activity can be helpful 
to most any child who engages in the activities. 

We are beginning to more fully understand and appreciate how various arts activities like 
coloring, doodling,  drawing , making and writing can impact mood and self-regulation 
and influence wellbeing.   

Art making in health and well-being is a process that integrates the complexities of 
the creative process to assist and support exploration of a range of topics that can be 
uncomfortable or challenging for groups.   Art activities work best when incorporated into 
broader emotional health programmes with children helping them recognise their personal 
resilience, achieve insight, instill hope and make meaning through creative expression. 

Art activities generally support positivity and reduces stress.  They serve as a mood 
regulator and as  a distraction from negative affect both of which are important roles 
within  group work.   A self-soothing, reward-driven art activity can be helpful to most any 
child who engages in the activities.   

Working with art helps repair mood, improve mood, creates ‘flow’ opportunities and 
produces enjoyment and reward.   Working with art also enables children to engage with 
emotions and their unconscious inner world more easily.  They can achieve insights from 
their process and make meaning of their experiences.   

Art works well when supported by guided mediation which is used in advance of creating 
art to help focus the mind on the sensory qualities of an event e.g. sight, sound, taste, smell 
and feelings.   Free drawing and coloring pre-drawn designs in particular promote mood 
improvement and non-artist participants find coloring  designs particularly rewarding.

Making art can increase blood flow in the brain’s prefrontal cortex and working with 
circles eg mandalas is proving to have t h e 
highest impact.   
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GRATITUDE PRACTICE   

Developing a gratitude practice is one of the simplest ways to 
improve your satisfaction with life.  Teaching children to take 
time to express gratitude for the things they already have in 
life can improve children’s positive outlook, increase levels of 
happiness,  lower levels of stress and depression and contribute 
to stronger social relationships.  Expressions of gratitude serve 
as a  reminder that there is positivity and strengths in their lives. 

If we bring any aspect of mindfulness into group work then 
introducing children to the concept of “Gratitude,” and finding 
opportunities to engage in gratitude daily, can be one of the 
most beneficial practices they will experience. 

The dictionary defines “Gratitude” as “a feeling 
of thankfulness or appreciation.”    

Realizing that other people are worse off than you is not 
gratitude, it is not about comparing.  Gratitude is about showing appreciation for the 
positive aspects of what you have or your situation.    

Fresh Little Minds believes that developing a gratitude practice is one of the simplest ways 
to improve your satisfaction with life.  Teaching children to take time to express gratitude 
for the things they already have in life can improve children’s positive outlook, increase 
levels of happiness,  lower levels of stress and depression and contribute to stronger social 
relationships.   The more gratitude, the less depression and the more gratitude, the better 
quality of sleep which has an indirect positive effect on anxiety.

Practicing gratitude increases activity in the hypothalamus, which controls a huge array 
of essential bodily functions, including eating, drinking and sleeping. It also has a huge 
influence on your metabolism and stress levels. A regular gratitude practice also increases 
dopamine, the neurotransmitter responsible for happiness, joy and taking action.   This is 

likely why people who regularly practice gratitude 
often report greater levels of happiness.

Brains like confirmation bias, which means 
that it looks for things that prove what it 
already believes to be true.  This means that 
once children begin a gratitude practice 

they start to see and seek more things to be 
grateful for.

 ‘Gratitude is not only 
the greatest of the 

virtues but the parent 
of all others’ 

Cicero

‘A small dose of daily gratitude 
can increase optimism, decrease 
negative feelings, enhance school 
connectedness, and improve over 
all attitudes towards school and 

learning’ 

Dr. Alex Korb
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Within Fresh Little Minds programmes a gratitude practice forms the part of every 
workshop.  Children are encouraged to identify their strengths and acknowledge them 
through gratitude.   These expressions of gratitude accumulate and serve as a visual 
reminder to the children that there is positivity and strengths in their lives, contributing to 
nurturing a positive outlook on life.   We encourage children to write down their gratitude 
contributions as we know that the act of writing it down is very powerful in increasing 
determination, attention, optimism, enthusiasm and energy.  Writing down what we are 
grateful for can even increase participation in exercise and reduce physical ailments, 
aches and pains.

 ‘Piglet noticed that even 
though he had a Very 

Small Heart, it could hold 
a rather large amount of 

Gratitude’ 

A.A. Milne, 
Winnie-the-Pooh

ESSENTIAL OILS     

Children  engage with and explore essential oils.   Working with 
the olfactory sense children develop  focus and concentration 
as well as benefiting from the calming effect that using essential 
oils has in a  learning environment. 

We find that children absolutely LOVE engaging with essential oils and we notice the 
difference in their ability to focus and concentrate when we use essential oils, as well as 
the calming effect that using essential oils has on learning environment. 

The memories that we associate with smells tend to be older and more emotional than 
those provoked by taste, sight or hearing.   Smell is our oldest and most primal sense.   
Our smell is the only sense that goes straight to the olfactory bulb which is placed right 
in the heart of the limbic system. It lives next to the hippocampus and the amygdala and 
it is strongly linked to memory processing and storage which is why scent memory is 
experienced more emotionally than all of the other senses.  When positive and negative 
experiences are anchored with scent our brain will recall both the implicit and explicit 
memories without our conscious effort.   When the memories are negative scent will recall 
traumatising memories and when memories are positive scent will trigger and recollect 
powerfully positive memories. 

We know that emotions influence how we feel physically, e.g.  fear triggers 1400 physical 
and chemical responses inside of the body and activates 30 known hormones and 
neurotransmitters to fire.  Although we have very little control over this we can control 
how long these emotions last in our bodies and we can control our reactions to what has 
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happened.  These are the two main areas that essential oils can support. 

Essential oils are used in many classroom environments throughout the world and teachers 
have reported children feeling less tired, more focused and alert, improved overall mood 
and improved memory and test results.  

At Fresh Little Minds we have found that doTERRA CIPD grade essential oils are safe 
and effective for working with children.  Essential oils vaporise easily into the air, where 
they are inhaled they interact with the olfactory cortex, which then triggers the calming 
and relaxation process through the parasympathetic nervous system.  Some oils calm 
and sooth the body easing the physiological responses the negative emotion may have 
brought on and other oils have uplifting and energising effects on the body.  

When we understand how different oils work with emotions, we can support children with 
their emotional responses to the discussions we are having in our sessions through the use 
of thoughtfully choosing our essential oils.  When we are able to know how essential oils 
influence emotions can use them to help their children have Healthy emotional responses.   
Children have positive experiences in Fresh Little Minds Programmes and when these 
positive experiences are anchored with essential oils we create powerful positive memory 
recall for the future.      
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TICKLE TOUCH & HUGS    

Platonic positive touch and hugs help healing happen and 
encourage respect and the development of empathy. Children  
learn important emotional centres held in the body and learn 
new ways to release and move emotion out of the body boosting 
the immune system, calming the nervous system and lowering 
stress.  Learn through storytelling, games and through self 
massage and group massage. 

Physical contact distinguishes humans from other animals 
and we need kind and gentle touch to develop socially, 
developmentally and to thrive.  

There has been lots of research looking at the positive benefits of light and kind 
touch ranging from a warm handshake, sympathetic or friendly hug,  an acknowledgement 
with a pat on the back, reflexology and massage and we are seeing, incredible emotional 
and physical health benefits that come from platonic touch.  Touch is truly fundamental to 
human communication, bonding, and health.

When I m feeling low, sad, angry or upset there is nothing like the power of a huge bear hug 
to help my body feel better, and it is a joy to give a hug to those in my life who sometimes 
need one too.  Hugs help heal, but it needs to be right type of hug for the right person and 
delivered at just the right  time. 

Fresh Little Minds Programmes include workshops on exploring a world of hugs, children 
absolutely love their hug workshops there are many wonderful scientific benefits of a 
warmly received hug.  Not only are they good for helping us feel better but as it turns out 
they are essential for our growth, they contribute to our happiness, they cultivate good 
physical health and they make us more resilient. 

HUGS HELP BRAINS AND BODIES GROW

Skin contact, or physical touch such as hugging, is one of the most important 
stimulation required to grow a healthy brain and a strong body.  Hugging 
produces oxytocin which produces several growth hormones. The nurturing 
touch of a hug can enhance a child’s growth and 
the absence of a hug results in failure-to-thrive.

HUGGING HELPS HEALING AND HEALTH 
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During distress, high level of cortisol is released through the body and can 
result in toxic stress which negatively affects a child’s immune system, and 
emotional health.   When a child cannot self regulate a hug from someone 
else they trust can help them regulate.     Hugs trigger the release of oxytocin 
which lowers the level of stress hormone and prevents and repairs negative 
and harmful effects. 

HUGS HELP HAPPINESS

Hugs boost optimism, self-esteem and confidence.  When hugged children 
feel loved which increases trust, reduces fear and improves relationships.  

Children are also taught the basic principles of reflexology which has long established the 
links with our hands and the different emotions that we experience.  Children are taught 
quick and easy techniques to sooth how they are feeling which can be very empowering for 
them in a fast paced and overwhelming world.

SOME SCIENCE  ON TOUCH

Physical touch activates the brain's orbitofrontal cortex, linked to feelings of reward and 
compassion through activating the body’s vagus nerve.  Studies show that a simple touch 
can trigger release of oxytocin  and our skin contains receptors that directly elicit emotional 
responses.   Touch helps to bond people together and is a powerful tool for building trust 
in group settings.  Basic warm touch calms cardiovascular stress  and there is evidence 
that shows that teams whose players touch each other more win more games.   Hugs or 
handshakes are likely to cause the release oxytocin, which increases the chances that a 
person will treat you with more kindness and acceptance. 
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Physical touch is also connected to improved health outcomes,  women who receive more 
hugs from their partners have lower heart rates and blood pressure: “Hugs strengthen the 
immune system...The gentle pressure on the sternum and the emotional charge this creates 
activates the Solar Plexus Chakra. This stimulates the thymus gland, which regulates and 
balances the body’s production of white blood cells, which keeps you healthy and disease 
free.”   Even something as simple as eye contact and a pat on the back or arm from the 
doctor has been linked to an increase in the survival rate of patients with complex diseases. 

Touch helps children engage and learn.   When teachers touch students platonically, it is 
reported to   make children three times more likely to speak up in class or feel more positive 
about the environment they are learning in.  

But in a tech-saturated, child protection aware world, there are fewer adults confident 
in interacting with children through kind, platonic, light touch.  It is becoming rarer and so 
within the Fresh Little Minds Programmes we actively incorporate appropriate light touch 
which we call ‘tickle touch and hugs’ into our workshops through storytelling, fun exercises, 
light group work and personal massage. 

BENEFITS of kind Platonic Light Touch at a glance
Decreased violence. Less touch a
a child leads to greater violence.   

Touch helps to bond groups, increases
cooperation and team performances   

Greater feelings of safety and
trust between individuals.     

Touch sooths the nervous system and pain   
Decreased disease and stronger immune system.        

Helps children feel more positive about 
their learning environments   

Supports comfort for emotions
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1hr AMBER workshop

  A Choose your favourite fun & connecting activities. e.g. Spare Chair

  M
Shake it out 
Move & rhythm activities e.g. Bongolo
FME Medicine Moves with or without Music

  B Laughter breathing exercises

  E
Using the FME emotion cards explore where we experience these emotions in our body 
Read the FME Express book

  R
Get comfortable with mats, cushions,blankets & essential oils, complement with FME Soulful Amber 
Album music and close with sharing, drawing or writing up where in your body you feel emotions and 
what you can do to help yourself feel better. 

Your group are ready for what is coming next.

AMBER in PRACTICE
Use AMBER to guide

Professional 
Practice

Workshop or 
Programme 

Event for 
Children  

or Families

Morning 
Practice 

Relaxation 
Routine 

Therapeutic 
Intervention 

Classroom 
Design

Conversations and 
Much More 

15min AMBER practice for adults - getting ready to face something difficult. 

  A
Notice how you are.  Think about what you need.  What can you do now and what needs attended too 
another time - when will you do that. 

  M

  B

3 minutes of mindful breathe and movement that encourages flow and repetition - try the FME 
medicine moves or some stretches that work for you.  Why not end with the power pose for 2minutes. 

  E Notice how you are feeling now and where, what’s coming up for you - write that down.

  R
Pick a trackthat you love - or equally choose one of our FME tracks.  Sit back and listen or why not get 
onto your rebounder and have a bounce while listening.

You are ready to lean into your day.
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15min Morning AMBER practice in the classroom with kids

  A Check in word how are we feeling today

  M Sing Strong Like a Mountain or play an animal stretches/moves game

  B Roller coaster breathing

  E Introduce the theme for today and read a short poem in relation to the theme

  R
Use roller balls with essential oils, write or draw your hope for yourself for today into your book and 
colour it in

Your class are ready to learn.

15min Evening AMBER practice at home with the kids

  A Choose a fun game that connects you all through shared laughter e.g. this is a pen this is not a pen

  M A move game that helps to quickly move out some energy built up from the day e.g. shake it out

  B

  E

  R

Combining these through one activity. 
Set up a relaxation with soft mats, essential oils, warm blankets and cosy cushions, tuck everyone 
in.   Begin by taking 3 belly breathes. Read an AMBER story about & compliment it by playing some 
soothing music from our Soulful Amber Album.  Come back to sitting and end by saying something to 
close. E.g. something that you are grateful for, your favourite bit, something you like about yourself, 
send love out to the someone or something in the world. 

You are ready to lean into your day.

15 min AMBER Conversation Parent & Child during a meltdown

  A
Show you understand how they are feeling:  e.g. reassure the child about how terrible they are      
feeling and that how awful that must be for them. 

  M
Give them a hug, lift them up, move them, jiggle, walk around, head to the trampoline together, punch 
a cushion, etc.

  B
Model deep belly breathing, talk about what you are doing e.g. I am breathing in and out.    Support 
them to mirror you.

  E
Help them tell you what happened again and reassure them that their feelings are totally  
understandable.

  R
Help them find a little of what they need - it will be different for each child e.g.  offer them something 
to suck e.g. ice pop, something crunchy to eat e.g. toast, another hug - choose a super power 2min hug 
e.g. tornado hug or a family hug have a game of tug of war or other resistance games, get upside down 
or have a hand or foot massage.  

Your child is ready to move on & you are feeling like you have super powers.
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THE ROLE OF THE FACILIATOR / COACH

Facilitate Creative Learning

Respond to what arises Prepare the 
groundSoften Practice The 

Golden Rule

Show Care Protect, Sheild 
Support

Listen and Hear
Fail and Learn

 Light hearted Play

Debriefing 
learning

Being-in-relationship

Notice individulas

Understand the 
impact of early 

childhood experiences

Balance Needs

Educate

Grow the Group

Show Kindness
Strengthen 

Character Qualities

Practice Skills

Foster 
Trust

Self Regulate Repair Relationships Quickly

Preparation for 
workshops

Set up 
clear 

rooms
 Marketing and Promotion

Sales and Budgets

Policies & Procedures

Web upkeep

Communications

Financial Management

Coordinating 
Programmes

Planning Programmes

Managing Stock    
Evaluation

Administration

Professional Development

Pre-planning with the 
organiser

FRESH LITTLE MINDS FACILIATOR JOB DESCRIPTION
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OUR ROLE: WHO WE ARE
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Each new human is given protectors at birth; these protectors are parents, aunties, uncles, 
grandparents and all caregivers who connect with this individual child throughout their life 
to ensure that this person will thrive in spite of their sheer vulnerability.

Each protector will play a part in guarding each child with the view of releasing them as 
adults, they will teach children to play, enabling them to work, they will pass on their ancestral 
traditions enabling children to inherit this wisdom, and they will impart generations of 
knowledge enabling new innovations to be discovered in the future.

Protectors act like a bridge between childhood and adulthood, on which a child is supported 
to connect to the past, nurtured in the present and released into a new future, one far 
beyond the adult’s imagination. Fresh Little Minds Facilitators are not the bridge, rather we 
are a part of the scaffolding of that bridge.  We play an important role in the life of each and 
every child we meet on our programmes and it could be argued that we play an even more 
important role for children whose bridges have become compromised.    

We respectfully stand shoulder to shoulder alongside the team of protectors supporting 
this child make this evolutionary journey from east to west, from north to south, from this 
way to that way, from inside to outside, from the past to the future, from dependence to 
independence, from the reliance of childhood to the autonomy of adulthood.

• Change children
• Shape their Destiny
• Show them the way
• Give them a destination

WE ARE NOT HERE TO

Give them sustenance for their journey ahead

WE ARE HERE TO

Give them what they need to thrive

Help them shape their own destiny

Help them find their own path

OUR ROLE: WHO WE ARE
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When babies are born they are entirely vulnerable and to survive they need a ‘good 
enough’ caregiver. In addition to the basics for life such as water, food and shelter children 
absolutely need a positive intersubjective (two way sharing) relationship.

At birth the child’s brain has all the neurons present but it is the early experiences which 
will determine how connected these become.

The relationship, with their primary caregiver, lays down the wiring in the child’s brain 
which will be the foundation influencing the child’s sense of themselves, others and the 
world around them.

Through these early interactions;

• They learn about themselves; they learn to regulate their own bodies, identify and 
manage their own emotions and value and understand their own capabilities.

• They learn about others; who they can trust, who is sensitive to their needs, how to 
converse and communicate with others

• They learn about the world, whether it is safe or predictable enough to explore and 
interact.

Children who have not learned to regulate their emotions can lack trust in others, find 
the world scary or too unpredictable and often struggle in many everyday situations.  
However there is much that can be done to support children who have had adversity 
in their early life and Fresh Little Minds facilitators use activities that acknowledges the 
child’s internal life, engaging them from the inside out, helping them to revise and practice 
their interactions in a safe and nurturing space. 

Each new child is entirely unprecedented 
and unique, the result of their genes, their 
culture, their experiences, their ancestors 
experiences and more. There is no way to 
know how that life will turn out - the likelihood 
is that turbulence will play a role and we are 
working to support them to navigate that 
turbulence.

PAST 

Back at the 
Beginning

‘Hours in infancy have more 
power to shape us than 
months in middle age’ 

Bruce Perry
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Fresh Little Minds Facilitators possess the qualities of a gardener 
tending to the wellbeing of their garden.  

Just as gardeners look after and tend to their vision for the whole garden, so do Fresh 
Little Minds Facilitators look after their whole group, playing a part in a bigger picture of 
changing the lives of children throughout a school, a community and a country.  Just like a 
Fresh Little Minds Facilitator tends to needs of individuals within, each group so does the 
gardener tend to their individual plants, recognising and valuing the richness that each 
element brings to the overall health and enjoyment of the space.  Gardeners recognise 
that the plants are all in relationship with one another and that the health of one plant can 
positively or negatively impact the health of its neighbouring plant, just as FLM facilitators 
know that people need people; that we are innately collective beings.

Gardens look different throughout the year. In the early part of the year, the blooms and 
foliage are just a hope. The potential for growth is there nonetheless; unseen, waiting, their 
energy and substance there, ready for the right conditions. With time, with patience and 
when the right circumstance arises, that potential stirs; slowly pushing through, working 
its way out. Once roots are confident, shoots aim high and spring forth almost suddenly. 

Once exposed, we can see their growth, rapid, hungrily feeding from the nutrients below, 
soaking in the energy they can. They are vulnerable now. They need the warmth, the light 
from above and sustenance and water from below. They have risked growth and they 
need supported, sheltered nourished, nurtured.    

‘Our job is provide a protected space of love, safety and stability in 
which children of many unpredictable kinds can flourish.  

Our job is not to shape our children minds, it’s to let those minds explore 
all the possibilities that the world allows.  Our job is not to tell children how 
to play, it’s to give them the toys and pick the toys up again after the kids 
are done.  

We can’t make children learn, but we can let them learn.’

PRESENT  

Qualities of 
a Fresh Little 
Minds Faciliator
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GARDENERS 

• know the specific needs of each  
 plant and plans for each one

• knows that each plant has 

 different strengths

• Takes risks

• Fail and learn

• Create a protective space

• Work can be exhausting - unseen 

 - below the ground

• Prepare their ground 

• Change plans and respond to external 

 forces of the weather

• Trusted person to take over if they 

 are absent or away

• Plant for tomorrow

• Receive random surprises 

• Work with weeds & pests. 

Different plants need different conditions 
to flourish. Some are hardy and can cope 
with exposed conditions and fluctuations in 
the weather whilst others require sheltered 
areas and supports for optimum growth.  
Likewise, children have their optimum 
conditions and it is the role of the FLM 
facilitator to get to know each child and 
create the best possible environment for 
them collectively and individually. 

Preparation is key to excellent 
facilitation. The groundwork for the 
sessions is carried out before walking 
through the door of the venue. There 
is a lot to do to ensure you are familiar 
with the material, have all the resources 
you need, ensure that the group knows 
what to expect and are ready for the 
programme. 

Sometimes things happen 
that will mean that our plans 
are disrupted. Expect that 
sometimes things will not go 
as planned and understand 
that being able to adapt to 
change is a quality required 
of a good facilitator. 

The relationship you develop with 
the children is the most important 
element of FLM and if for whatever 
reason you are unable to deliver 
a session it is important that you 
are able to let the children know in 
advance and be creative in helping 
them connect with the new person 
coming.  E.g. we have run sessions 
where we have sent children a little 
video link or we have written a letter. 

There is a lot of mud 
and dirt involved 
in growing things. 
Creativity and 
imagination springs 
from play. Don’t 
be afraid of mess 
or seeming chaos 
whilst recognising 
that this can be 
difficult for some 
children.Take care of the whole eco 

system, knowing that each 
part supports the other 
and deficiency in one area 
may need compensated for 
elsewhere or supported.
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Being a positive Fresh Little Minds role model can help create a 
generation that is robust, adaptable and resilient, more able to deal with 
the inevitable turbulence and unpredictability of the future and weather 
the storms of life. 

Cultivation of those ‘human’ skills and qualities  that distinguish us from machines is more 
important than ever.  We must reenergise our outlooks, break with pessimism and pursue 
qualities and strengths that enable children to;

• Feel optimistic

• Express gratefulness

• Exercise social and emotional intelligence 

• Act curiously 

• Exercise self-control

• Feel enthusiasm

• Cope with the unexpected 

• Persevere and have grit 

• Develop empathy 

• Express creativity

• Take initiative 

• Be able to work as a team and;

• Be comfortable in their own skin

At Fresh Little Minds we believe these skills and qualities can be 
learned, practiced and strengthened. 

FUTURE   

The Skills and 
Qualities We Aim 
to Cultivate

“It's not our job to 
toughen our children up 

to face a cruel and heartless 
world. It's our job to raise 
children who will make the 

world a little less cruel 
and heartless.”

L.R. Knost
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We believe that we can help children recognise and value these skills and qualities in 
themselves and in others around them. We encourage children to focus on the qualities 
and strengths they desire and that by doing so they become stronger developing into the 
best version themselves possible and impacting the world positively as a consequence.   

We support children to imagine a world with more compassion, more courage, more 
wisdom and more justice, where more people recognise our interconnectedness, and 
value our common humanity.

Mindset matters. We hold many beliefs about ourselves. Maybe you believe 
you’re a good friend, a slow runner, a critical thinker, and a mediocre cook. Recent research 
explores how our mindsets about our intelligence can influence real-life outcomes. e.g. the 
belief that you can increase your intellectual abilities through hard work and practice — may 
improve learning outcomes and academic performance. Believing an ability is ‘fixed’, may 
leave you unmotivated and easily demoralized by setbacks. In contrast, adopting a growth 
mindset can motivate you to put in more effort and overcome tough challenges. What we 
believe about ourselves isn’t just in our heads; it impacts our actions and accomplishments, 
how we face challenges and reach our goals.  

• Fixed Mindset: We are stuck with what we are born with

• Growth Mindset: I can change 

As Fresh Little Mind facilitators we aim to cultivate Growth Mindsets with our children.

“Character education 
is just as important to 
education as reading 
maths and science.”

Maria Montessori

‘Improve your character 
through mindful striving or 
let your character worsen 
through negligence and 

obliviousness. ’ 

‘Happiness comes from 
learning and practicing 

virtuous character 
strengths’.’ 
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HOW WE ROLL - HOW WE ARE

There are now over 7.6 billion people on Earth 
and whether we like it or not we are all connected. 
We are linked through the habitat we share, the 
ground on which we stand, the air we breathe, the 
resources we use.  

We connect daily through our interactions as individuals, families, cultures and communities, 
through business and governments. We may concentrate our engagement with only that 
which seems important to us, that seems to impact on us and those close to us, but in 
reality whatever we do has ripples. Our connections have connections and every action, 
every interaction has a consequence. 

How we interact with others and exist during our life time is dependent on not only upon 
the times in which we live and the mechanisms at our disposal, but on the choices we make.

Understanding our interconnections with each other and with the planet can be 
overwhelming. It can be confusing and indeed swamp our sense of responsibility.  Being 
overwhelmed can sometimes make us fear to get involved, avoid taking action, turn us off 
rather than risk getting it wrong. At Fresh Little Minds, we firmly believe that action based 
on compassion will always be the best response. That kindness cannot be wrong.

“We need to be gentle on ourselves, be kind to ourselves, be 
kind to others and kindness towards the planet too; it is our 
wonderful home. “ Stella Murray 

Our 7.6 billion people are more the same than they are different, we can all laugh and cry, 
we all feel fear and hope, we try and we fail.  

When we soften our egos we begin to open ourselves up to our similarities then we are 
better able to understand each other, better able to communicate and better able to 
connect. If we can help our children see that it is not what they’ve got but what they do 
with it that matters, that wealth and status is outweighed by the manner of our being; the 
way we use our abilities, talents, skills and time; how we act. Kindness is what it’s all about.

But kindness is learned and kindness takes practice. 
It seems like on the whole we are side-tracked and distracted.  We prepare our children 
and young people for the world of work. We go to great lengths to help them achieve 

THE GOLDEN RULE  
‘Kindness is 

always the right 
answer.’ 

L.R. Knost
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academically to seek the best opportunities and secure jobs. We spend money on resources 
to facilitate optimum learning in numeracy and literacy, in science and IT, we teach art and 
sports. We expose them to the wide and wondrous world around them through travel and 
adventure. We test them again and again, just to check they’ve got it. We dedicate time 
to teach them to look after their bodies to stay healthy; How to brush their teeth, how to 
avoid germs, to exercise their muscles and eat well. 

However, high suicide rates, increasing levels of self-harm, mental illness, stress related 
health issues, anxiety and dissatisfaction, poor education, health and life actions is telling 
us that we are doing that something isn’t working. 

Fresh Little Minds aims to nurture resilience, develop our ability to connect with ourselves, 
with each other and with the world. It does not see the mind as separate from the body. 
It integrates children’s mental health education with sensory approaches and nutrition, 
teaching children about how their brains work and how they can tune into themselves and 
be in a relationship with another. 

Fresh Little Minds aims to educate for kindness, enabling children to put compassion into 
action. It recognises the need to educate the whole child; mind and body. It is education 
for empowerment; developing children’s power to do the best they can with what they’ve 
got in the time they’re here. We want children to navigate the world with compassion, 
acceptance and tolerance. 

Fresh Little Minds Programmes include education about how we work 
as emotional beings that nurtures emotional intelligence, values 
empathy and respect and strides towards a happier, healthier and 
kinder society. 

Aristotle

‘Educating 
the mind without 

educating the heart is no 
education at all.’ 

Be gentle and soft
Be kind and soft

Soften with every breath
Open your heart softly
Quieten the ego softly
Softly come softly go
Create soft landings
Be with others softly

Softly be with yourself
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Sadly, there is no simple algorithm, no magic bullet, no one solution 
ensuring that each and every child has a reinforced and well protected 
bridge helping them make their evolutionary journey.  

However the more we learn, the more science is showing that it is the quality of the 
relationships that children have with their protectors that can make the difference between 
one child surviving and a another thriving.

THE REWARDS OF BEING IN RELATIONSHIP

“I give you my ears, my eyes, my undivided 
attention and my heart”

Ears
to hear

Mind
to think

Eyes
to see

Heart
to feel

Undivided 
attention

to focus

WHOLLY HEARING

The Chinese symbol for listening helps us begin to understand how we bring 
ourselves into relationship with another and attune to their need to be wholly 
heard.

The left side of the symbol represents an ear. The right side represents the qualities 
that you bring to listening.  

This symbol helps us understand that listening requires us to be present and open.  

We open our eyes and notice what it is that the person is telling us through their 
bodies.

We arrive present offering our undivided attention so that the person feels valued.

We open our heart so that the person can sense our compassion and empathy.

We open our ears and minds to hear and make sense of what we are being told 
and to help the person make sense of what it is that they are saying.
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Being in the lives of children as one of their 
protectors is 'being in relationship' and every 
relationship starts with a single connection 
and that requires the facilitator to attune to 
the children they are working with each day.  
This is practically achieved through valuing 
and respecting the individual and unique life 
of each child, we attune through being present 
and available for the children we work with, 
by giving them eye contact, by nurturing an 
appropriate and safe physical connection and 
by actively listening to and responding to them.

The rewards for a Fresh Little Minds facilitator 
will not be the wonderful stories of the 
outcomes that are passed onto you about 
how children are getting on, although that will feel really motivating, the reward for you, 
will come from the moment by moment physical and psychological joy of being with these 
particular children and each particular child and in experiencing and witnessing the 
children's' moment by moment joy in being with you.

Care Comes Before Love

The loving relationship between the protector 
and the child exits as a result of the caring.  The 
very act of showing care for a child leads to 
emotions and connections that in turn triggers 
the chemicals associated with love.

As a Fresh Little Minds Facilitator this helps to 
explain why we become close to and attached to 
the children in our care and this connection that 
we feel is really central to delivering successful 
workshops.  Facilitators, who are liked, connect 
with children; the result of that connection is that 
children are safe to learn.    It’s no surprise that 
evidence is beginning to show that when a child 
likes a teacher that they perform better in the 
subject. 

Facilitator Top Tip

Each day before the group 
arrives prepare yourself with 
setting a simple intention around 
fostering a healthy relationship.

“Today I open myself up to the 
joy I will feel from being with the 
children who will come today 
and they in turn will feel the joy 
of being with me”

“We don’t care for children 
because we love them; 

we love them because we 
care for them”

Alison Gopnik
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Fostering Trust 

Human children take longer than any other animals to reach maturity and independence. 
During this formative period of dependence they must rely on their adult caregiver to 
provide for their physical and emotional needs.  

The child learns to trust their adult if they reliably meet their needs on a regular basis. In 
order to survive and flourish in a world for adults, children need to be able to trust the 
adults around them. Children will have varying experiences with their primary caregivers 
and their trust levels develop accordingly. As a Fresh Little Mind facilitator you will aim to 
establish trusting relationships with all the children in your care recognising that for some 
this will be more difficult than for others. 

Children who have had chaotic, unpredictable or traumatic early experiences may mistrust 
adult’s intentions to care for them. Lack of trust or complete distrust not only creates a 
challenge in terms of forming relationships but can lead to difficulties managing everyday 
situations where believing in adults is required. 

Trust is built through reliability and predictability. It enables us to know whether or not 
we can be confident in someone or something. Fresh Little Mind facilitators aim to be 
predictable and reliable; establishing safe and secure environments where children’s 
confidence can grow and trust can develop. 

“It is these teachers 
who have created positive 

teacher student relationships 
that are more likely to have 

the above average effects on 
student achievement” 

John Hattie
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As facilitators of Fresh Little Minds Resilience Programmes you are now 
beginning to understand why we do what we do. In your delivery of the 
programme you are integrating all of this, balancing groups’ needs, 
individual and group learning, whilst facilitating creative activities.  

This can be quite a challenge.  Here we explore the Fresh Little Minds approach to discipline 
to help you manage your groups and the individual children who come to your sessions. 

Relationship and Discipline

A young child is entirely reliant on its adult 
care givers for survival and so from birth, 
relationships effect on the quality of his or her 
life. The quality of the child’s relationships not 
only informs the child’s sense of themselves, 
and of others but their perception of the world 
and the way they engage with it.  Children learn 
who they are from how other people experience 
them. Children learn what they live. So as Fresh 
Little Mind facilitators it is important that we 
prioritise our relationships with the children in our care, above any desire to 
‘get through the activities’. 

We want our children to have a positive learning experience during their time with us, so it 
is essential that they feel safe and valued, when they don’t they will learn something else, 
that we have not planned for!

Isn’t discipline needed?

The word ‘discipline’ comes from the Latin 
‘disciple’ which means ‘to learn’. Within any 
group learning setting, positive discipline really 
refers to, how we create the right environment 
for everyone to learn.  Boundaries, rules, 
standards and choices are essential to 
create an environment that helps support 
multiple learner needs.  Children appreciate 
boundaries although it may not feel that way.  
They push against them so that they feel you 
pushing back and then they get to feel held 
and contained.   When they push out and they 
don’t feel the boundary, they fall through and 
feel uncontained, unheld, unsafe and a lack 
trust affecting their relationship with you and 
others.  

THE CHALLENGE OF DISCIPLINE

‘You can’t teach children to 
behave better by making 

them feel worse. When 
children feel better they 

behave better.’ 

Pam Leo

Facilitator Top Tip

Setting out expectations from 
the beginning, about how the 
group will work, and planning 
for difficulties that may arise, 
can help children to know how 
to engage more positively and 
subsequently fix things when 
things don’t go so well.   Creating 
this environment will require 
your conscious attention and 
requires time to allow healthy 
and respectful relationships to 
develop and evolve.
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As a Fresh Little Minds facilitator we want our children to feel contained, protected and 
safe, able to learn in an environment which respects each of them, and all of them together.   
It is helpful to establish clear consistent boundaries at the start of your workshops and it is 
important to provide regular reminders of these as this helps children to understand what 
is expected of them and what they can expect from the group.  

Fresh Little Minds involves supporting children to learn about self-regulation and so as 
facilitators it is important to remember that if children behave in a way that is socially 
unacceptable or act outside of the ‘rules’ then it is our job to support them to learn from 
the experience rather than punish them for it. 

It is not about teaching them how to conform and more about personal development.  
Behaviour usually just happens so if the behaviour that ‘just happens’ is socially 
unacceptable it is about trying to understand the thoughts and emotions that led to 

it and help the child find new ways to deal with those.

It is not about letting children ‘get away’ with unacceptable 
behaviours but helping them to learn alternative ways of 

dealing with the difficult situations and accompanying 
thinking and feelings. We must correct socially 
unacceptable behaviours but we do this by 
connecting with the inner experience of the child.  
We must connect to correct. Tune in to their inner 

experience, attend to what they are attending to, 
then communicate with empathy and cooperate for a 

better outcome. 

By naming and acknowledging feelings we 
learn to translate the unique language of 
children’s behaviours and help them cope 
better with their strong feelings.If we recognise 
that emotions and experiences drive behaviour, then we have a better chance of working 
out what is going on for the child.

It can be exceptionally difficult to navigate exclusion when behaviour becomes very 
disruptive but it is worth keeping in mind that the most recent research is indicating that 
when a child is excluded that the children who witness the exclusion need to be supported 
as the witnessing of another’s exclusion is traumatising for them.    

At FLM we practice non exclusion

Facilitator Top Tip

Facilitate from the heart - 
intervene from the heart - the 
child knows.

L.R. Knost 

  ‘Children are 
not problems. They 

have problems. Focus on 
helping your child, not 

fixing your child.’ 
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It’s OK to 
feel like this 

at FLM
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THE DO'S AND DONT'S OF DISCIPLINE FOR A 

FRESH LITTLE MINDS FACILIATOR
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CHILDREN LEARN WHAT THEY LIVE Dorothy Law Nolte

If a child lives with criticism,
he learns to condemn.

If a child lives with hostility,
he learns to fight.

If a child lives with fear,
he learns to be apprehensive.

If a child lives with pity,
he learns to feel sorry for himself.

If a child lives with ridicule,
he learns to be shy.

If a child lives with jealousy,
he learns what envy is.

If a child lives with shame,
he learns to feel guilty.

If a child lives with encouragement,
he learns to be confident.

If a child lives with tolerance,
he learns to be patient.

If a child lives with praise,
he learns to be appreciative.

If a child liveswith acceptance,
he learns to love.

If a child lives with approval,
he learns to like himself.

If a child lives with recognition,
he learns that it is good to have a goal.

If a child lives with sharing,
he learns about generosity.

If a child lives with honesty and fairness,
he learns what truth and justice are.

If a child lives with security,
he learns to have faith in himself and in those about him.

If a child lives with friendliness,
he learns that the world is a nice place in which to live.

If you live with serenity,
your child will live with peace of mind.

With what is your child living?

Source: Canfield, J. & Wells, H. C. (1976). 100 ways to enhance self-concept in the classroom: 
A handbook for teachers and patents. Boston: Allyn & Bacon.
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Fresh Little Minds Training does not prepare you to work with complex 
needs, it is presumed that if you are choosing to work with groups with 
different needs that you are qualified and experienced to do so.  

That said, in any school or community group work setting you will have children with 
multiple needs so it is important to think about how to accommodate their participation.  

You will come across children with varying labels and different diagnoses. Assumptions are 
often made about the child’s capacity to engage or willingness to participate in learning 
based on these labels they have been given. 

Diagnosticians often have narrow ways of explaining children’s behaviour and 
characteristics. Many mental health diagnoses in children however, overlap significantly. 
Considering these are all connected to how our brains work this is not wholly surprising. 
But our understanding of how our brains work, though growing rapidly, is still limited and 
as new learning comes to the fore attitudes shift and diagnoses and expectations change. 

Although we recognise that certain conditions may predispose a child to certain behaviours 
or compromise particular capacities at Fresh Little Minds we believe in keeping an open 
mind and challenging some of ‘truths’ that are presented to us; recognising that the work 
that we do aims to supports brain health in general.

LABELS AND DIAGNOSES

‘I was asked to communicate with a child 
using a card system as the child had ‘speech 
difficulties’.  On one occasion the card system 
worked, but on another occasion the child 
was effectively able to communicate verbally 
in my workshop.’ 

FLM Facilitator

 ‘I was given some information on how 
to respond to a child on a waiting list 
for support for particular behaviours 
the presumption was ADHD or 
Autism.  My question was ‘What if 
this is the case and what if it isn’t?’    
I bring mindfulness to the situation. I 
listened to what I was told and then  
I responded to the needs of the child 
as an individual.’ 

FLM Facilitator

‘I cannot tell you how many times 
I’ve been told prior to a session that 
a particular child will love it, and as 
it turns out they don’t, and equally 
I have been told about the children 
who ‘just won’t get it’ or ‘won’t be 
able to participate’ and they get it, 
love it and participate fully.’

FLM Facilitator
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Leaning to reflect on our actions and learning from mistakes is to be 
promoted, as there is no better teacher.   

Children need to feel safe enough to risk making mistakes. We need them to know it is 
better to try and fail than never to try. Occasions when things don’t go according to plan 
provide great opportunities for problem solving together and should be welcomed by the 
facilitator.  Helping children to learn from their mistakes, overcome failures and find ways 
to repair relationship, teaches resilience, shows children that things can be fixed. 

Making mistakes is often seen as a weakness rather than as a natural part of our every-
day experience necessary for development. Fresh Little Minds facilitators need to model 
fixing and repair, demonstrating how to recover from slip ups, defeats, blunders or 
misjudgements and encourage and support children to do likewise. 

Help children to accept that things will go wrong, life is full 
of stressors. Resilience grows when we learn that bad 
things will happen but we can overcome that. They are 
not the end, they are not disastrous. Learning from our 
mistakes can be the best teacher. ‘Getting round’ and 
‘over’ and ‘through’ little challenges when we are young 
prepares us for the bigger difficulties we may face.

WHEN WE FAIL WE LEARN

Oscar Wilde

Experience 
is simply the name we 

give our mistakes’

‘Mistakes are 
the portal of 

discovery’ 

James Joyce
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As Fresh Little Mind facilitators we need to be robust and predictable 
and in order to do this we must be aware of our own emotional state, 
care for ourselves and be conscious of our own triggers.   

To improve our own predictability we must appreciate that our own varying emotional 
state will alter depending on how we may respond to varying stressors.  Our own self-
care is therefore key to managing ourselves. We need to be conscious of our own triggers, 
conscious of our own wellbeing, as just like the children we work with, we carry our own 
histories as ‘baggage’ around with us.   It is not that we should be devoid of emotion 
undertaking our work, but that we need to recognise the impact that this may have on the 
energy we bring to our children as they sense how we are.   

Our brains have the capacity to mirror the 
brains of others. We have in fact nerve cells 
called mirror neurons which are stimulated 
when we act and when we observe the same 
action performed by another. Mirror neurons 
automatically interpret the actions of others, 
enabling us to anticipate and understand 
their actions, intentions and emotions. They 
help us to empathise with others, gain from 
their experience learning new skills through 
imitation.  

This ability enables each new human to benefit 
from the skills and understanding of those 
present around them, without the lengthy 
evolutionary journey required by the species 
as a whole. We are hardwired to perceive the 
mind of another being.

Mirror neurons capacity to empathise, 
influence our self-perception. The internal 
state of the caregiver will therefore impact on 
the internal state of the child. 

Our brains are therefore connected, more 
than we often realise. So we must be 
cautious to avoid passing on our detrimental 
dysregulation or anxiety or pain through this connection. 
Whilst utilising it for modelling self-regulation (i.e. co-
regulation) or sharing joy or satisfaction. 

There will be situations when for whatever reason we do 
not respond in a way that we would have wished. When 
our stuff gets triggered we may say and do things that 
are not ideal and risk compromising the children’s trust in 
us. Quick repair can help overcome threatened damage 

SELF CARE

Facilitator Top Tip

Engage in rituals of self care which 
help us manage our energy and 
regulate our parasympathetic 
system.  The techniques that you 
teach on this programme can 
also be used as part of your own 
self care

E.g. It is useful to take a few 
moments just before the 
beginning of a workshop to 
breathe and become aware of 
your own state. This can help us 
regulate emotionally and help us 
bring into conscious awareness 
of the energies that we are 
carrying which might hinder 
our ability to engage freely 
with children in a balanced and 
receptive way.

‘When little people 
are overwhelmed with 

big emotions it’s our job 
to share our calm not 

join in their chaos.’ 

L. R. Knost
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to relationships. Modelling quick repair also shows children that when mistakes or bad 
things happen they can be overcome, that all is not lost. Learning to fix, builds resilience. 
So see mistakes, not as shameful but as a learning opportunity and help children to see 
that too.  

Self-reflection following a session also helps us to consider our own responsiveness and 
rethink any occasions where we could have done better. Sometimes we may feel like we 
could have handled situations better, taking time to reflect and learn from this, is a sign of 
a good facilitator.

Self-care is a state of mind. 
Self-care is not selfish, it is not a luxury. 
It is essential if we are to be robust carers 
and protectors. Without self-care we will be 
unable to support those who need our care.

Without self-care we 
become care - less

`It is important therefore to look  
after ourselves and follow the rule  
‘If you are travelling with a child’ put  
on your own oxygen mask first.’ 

 ‘Be Kind, Be patient. Be 
generous. Be accepting. Be all of 
these things to yourself. That is 

where it begins.’ 

Anon

‘If you get 
tired, learn 
to rest not 

to quit.’ 

Banksy

‘If your compassion 
does not include 

yourself – it is 
incomplete’ 

Jack Kornfield
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FRESH LITTLE MINDS GOLDEN RULES

What is it that we are trying to achieve on the Fresh Little Minds programme. 

Children’s emotional health and strengthening resilience is very important to the survival 
of children.  What the experience in these early years of their lives from you will have a 
lasting impact.  Your interaction with each child you connect with will show up in how they 
treat their children and how their children will treat their children.  

All children have different lives and whilst some children’s lives are fantastic, other 
children’s lives can feel tricky and difficult. Some children hear their parents fight a lot, 
some children are bullied, some children have illnesses, some children don’t get a lot of 
relaxation time, some children don’t feel liked or loved, some children are lonely, some 
children are stressed with tests and learning, some children don’t get to play or have a lot 
of fun and not all children feel safe.  

So at Fresh Little Minds we believe that when children are with us that it is our job to help 
children feel safe and free from their troubles.

We know that when we do this that children can light up, feel bright, trouble free and learn 
to love themselves and grow in confidence.

This is how we win their hearts and gain access to their minds :)

But to do this all of the leaders and adults in the room have to work really hard to help 
us help children feel safe and comfortable to take part.  That means that we have to be 
brave and do things that sometimes feel strange or unusual for us in our normal role, like 
play little games, read stories, sing and talk, listen to and help children and relax the usual 
rules a little.  

Children will look up to the leaders and if we feel weird or awkward then they will too, so 
even if we feel a little silly, we have to know that it’s okay to be a little silly, or its okay to sing 
or its okay to take part, because it’s our being brave and silly that will give children their 
permission to take part. 

When children join in, they use new amazing parts of their brains which are still growing 
super fast during their early development and when they do, they develop new skills and 
grow in confidence.

And this is why we do it.  We do it because when children play and feel 
safe with others they grow strong from the inside out.
Other Jobs you can help out with

1. You can help up set up at the beginning 

2. Help children feel calm during relaxations by spraying essential oils on their pillows and 
helping them feel cosy under blankets by tucking them in

3. Help them create their passports

4. If you can help us pack up at the end it really helps too
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It’s good to acknowledge 
mistakes. We all have 
our ‘L’ plates on.

Smile

Fun with you 
comes first.

Ask for help, show 
them the way.

Be patient with children. 
Don’t be too strict, 
use kind voices, 
encouraging words 
& support restlessness 
be moved out.

Get Involved 
where possible.

Include children 
even when we 
are tested.

Be kind to children, 
never shout at 
children, be gentle.

Support each other 
through our 
words and actions.

Help children join in, 
especially those who 
are struggling.

Join in on all the 
activities, even if 
it feels cheesy.

Take a breath before 
we start, leave our 
worries at the door.

A genuine smile creates a warm, happy, caring, safe and loving 
environment for children to be nurtured. AND YOU FEEL BETTER TOO!

When children are having fun with their trusted adult, learning becomes possible. 
When adults win children’s hearts, they gain access to children’s minds. Care for 
enjoyment as it builds a connection between child and adult, and this is the gateway to 
building resilience.

When we do children know that it is okay for them to ask for help. It is the adult’s 
responsibility to be a role model and show them the way.

When we make mistakes, we learn. When children see adults make mistakes and 
dealing with it positively, they learn it’s okay to get things wrong, reducing their worry 
and need for perfectionism. It is the adult’s responsibility to be a role model, making 
mistakes and normalising them.

Emotion is E (energy) that needs Motion. Energy is built up from both a lack of 
opportunitiy to regularly move and as a result of trauma, distress or big emotion that 
is trapped in the body. Children who are naturally restless need to move to survive, 
self-regulate and to get themselves into the right state to make friends and learn. 
Patient adults let children know that It’s okay in Fresh Little Minds to be restless and 
to move.

Children crave one to one time from adults, but adults are increasingly under more & more 
pressure, with more distractions reducing opportunities for that essential one to one time. 
It is more important than ever to take the time out to simply be with and nurture children.

Don’t punish children through excluding them because exclusion disempowers a child, 
reducing their ability to cope in difficult situations. Witnessing exclusion also impacts 
other children present who may now stop expressing themselves, fearful of the 
consequences. When children are scared, the part of their brain required to learn is not 
accessible, children need feel safe to express themselves fully.

When we shout or raise our voices to children their brain gets freaked out, activating a 
stress response and they struggle to take part. This happens on the inside of their 
bodies so we can’t see the reaction. Shouting hurts children’s confidence and takes 
away all the benefits that the programme can give.

Children need to see and sense adults treating each other with genuine kindness to 
feel safe. Children can only learn when they feel safe.

Many children find it difficult to take part although they would like to. It is easy for quiet, 
shy and children who like to please to get overlooked in a big group. Don’t force children 
to take part or do something that they don't want to do, in Fresh Little Minds its ok to 
wait until you feel safe to join in.

Because when we do children learn that it’s okay to be silly and it helps them to join in. 
When children do this, their brain and confidence grow, their bodies and minds feel 
better. Adults never ask children to do anything they won’t do themselves. Joining in 
improves children’s health and happiness.

Because when we do children can sense that you are there for them and when they do 
it helps them feel special and safe. It doesn’t matter what has happened before or 
what is going to happen after, for this time we are going to focus on creating a positive 
safe learning environment for children and it starts with being available for them.

AMBER
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Genetics

We are unique; the distinctive nature of our genes and nurture experience make us 
the individual that we are. 

We also very similar, we are all human and the physics and chemistry of how we function 
much in common from one person to the next. A basic understanding of genetics, physiology 
and insights into how our brains develop and function enables us to understand why we 
behave the way we do.  

Our genetics and physiology affect our physical bodies and our sense of who we are, and 
how we see and engage with other people and with the world.

Genetics 

Each of us has a unique DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) gained from our parents.  Short 
sections of DNA are known as genes and these are arranged in sequences on chromosomes. 
Chromosomes are long strings of DNA. DNA carries the genetic code that determines the 
characteristics of a living thing. Each person’s DNA is unique (except for identical twins). The 
sequence of DNA and how it is arranged into genes on our chromosomes determines the 
basic protein building blocks that create the cells that make up our tissues forming us as a 
complete organism. The inherited instructions carried by the DNA from both mother and 
father instruct the cell as it divides again and again eventually differentiating into the vast 
array of different cell types that make up our multicellular bodies. 

Every cell in our bodies has the same sequence of DNA but the function of particular cells and 
tissues e.g. whether that cell will become a skin cell, a brain cell  or a bone cell is determined 
by which genes are turned on or off. This determination of gene expression is known as 
epigenetics.

The age old debate as to whether a person’s development is defined more by their DNA- 
that is their nature, or by life experiences and environment, that is, how they were nurtured, is 
now better understood.  We are beginning to more fully understand that nurture shapes our 
nature.  Unlike the static conception of nature or nurture, epigenetic research demonstrates 
how genes and environments continuously interact to produce characteristics throughout 
a lifetime.

What matters most is not what genes you have so much as what your genes are doing. 
What genes do is influenced by the ever-changing environment they’re in. Factors 
like stress, nutrition, and exposure to toxins all play a role in how genes are expressed—
essentially which genes are turned on or off. E.g. Gene expression can be turned on or off as 
a result of the quality of the care received. Children who are stressed earlier in life express 
genes differently than those who are not. Genes and experiences interact. Genetic factors 
contribute to sensitivity and resilience when coping in different environments.
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The human brain is not fully developed at birth. We are a born with a life time supply of brain 
cells (neurones) which connect as we grow creating neural pathways. Neural connections 
develop from birth, with the proliferation of connections developing in the first three years 
of life reaching 80-90% of its adult size. 

‘Hours in infancy have more 
power to shape us than 
months in middle age’ 

Bruce Perry

Although the child may not have conscious memories from before the age of about 4 (as 
the hippocampus which is responsible for recall has not yet fully developed) the child is 
still laying down sensory memory. The experiences of early life greatly influence how brain 
pathways are laid down. 

‘Each human brain is made up of about 100 billion neurons and each neuron 
can have between 100 and 10,000 connections. Based on these calculations 
it is estimated that the possible permutations of brain activity exceeds the 
number of elementary particles in the universe.’ Vilayanur Ramachandran

Pathways are laid down quickly and effortlessly as young children explore and learn about 
the world around them. As we get older the brain connections become more efficient as 
neural pathways are reinforced (by a process called myelination) At certain periods in our 
development, pathways that are not used are pruned, getting rid of pathways that we 
don't need or don't use.  

As we get older the brain connections become more efficient as neural pathways are 
reinforced (by a process called myelination).  At certain periods in our development, 
pathways that  not used are pruned, this process is pronounced in our teens, erasing 
pathways that we don’t need or don’t use.  As we get older our brains are still connecting, 
the rate of connection is slower and more effort is required to create new pathways or 
alter existing ones.  This is known as neuroplasticity. 

Brain Development
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The Triune Brain theory proposed by Paul MacLean describes the brain as evolutionarily 
made up of three parts. 

• OUR REPTILIAN BRAIN, which is made up of the cerebellum and brain stem, is the 
evolutionary oldest part, that which we have in common with reptiles. It is our instincts 
our, ‘autopilot’ and is responsible for our fight, flight and freeze survival responses to 
threat. Amongst other things, it controls our body temperature, breathing, heart rate 
and balance, those autonomic functions which we have no conscious control over.

• OUR MAMMALIAN BRAIN is our limbic 
system or emotional brain and includes 
the amygdala and hippocampus. It is 
responsible for our emotions, habits 
and memories and helps us make 
decisions. 

• OUR HUMAN BRAIN is the neocortex, 
our smart brain responsible for 
consciousness and cognition, including 
high order activities such as language, 
abstract thought, imagination and 
creativity. The neocortex is responsible 
for reasoning and rationalising.

The hand model of the Triune Brain

Triune Brain 

NEOCROTEX
Cerebral Cortex
Human Brain  
- The Reason

Limbic System
Mammalian
Brain
- Emotions

Reptilian Brain
Instincts
(Fight, Flight)
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Executive functions are the brain’s management system and functions in the prefrontal 
cortex. They include cognitive abilities that control and regulate other abilities and 
behaviours. Executive functions are necessary for goal-directed behaviour. We are not 
born with executive functioning skills, they are capacities that we learn and can therefore 
be taught and made stronger over time. 

• Stay on task make plans set goals and carry them out successfully managing many 
things at once

• Impulse inhibition allows us to pause and think before we act, it helps us to resist 
impulses

• Set goals and carry them out 

• Working memory helps you hold information in mind. It enables us to remember and 
use important information access it when needed.

• Mental flexibility or flexible attention allows us to  keep things in mind, shift our attention 
as necessary and  switch from one thing to another

Executive function skills help us to manage many things at once. High executive function is 
a far better indicator of academic achievement than IQ alone. 

Those who struggle with executive functioning get frustrated easily and can be anxious. 
They may be disorganised, hyperactive, impulsive, hard to settle, hard to focus, and find 
transitions a challenge. They may have difficulty following rules, planning ahead, just 
getting started on a task or following through in an activity. Beginnings and endings can 
also be hard for them. 

Executive function skills develop early in 
life in stable environments with the 
support of attentive caregivers. 
Stress and chaotic environments, 
which depend on our reptilian-
survival brains, can compromise 
brain architecture and limit 
opportunities to learn and 
practice essential executive 
function skills. Executive 
function skills however can 
be developed and by keeping 
these skills in mind whilst 
preparing for and working 
with children Fresh Little 
Minds facilitators can help 
strengthen children’s capacity 
in this regard.  
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At birth human babies are entirely reliant on their 
adult caregiver and take longer than any other 
species to reach independence. Young children 
absolutely need their adult for survival. When the 
child has a need, it initially doesn’t even know itself 
what that need is, it just knows something isn’t 
right and ‘I need my adult now’. The baby cries to 
attract the attention of its’ adult. A human baby’s 
cry has evolved to be hard to ignore. A good enough 
carer will go to the child and work out what the baby’s need, 
whether it needs fed, changed, cuddled etc. They interact with 
the child, fulfil the childs needs and calm the child until such 
time as the next need arises. When the child’s needs are met 
consistently and this cycle is repeated a ‘secure attachment’ develops.  

With this secure attachment the child develops a sense of themselves as valued, lovable 
and worthy of care. They learn to trust their caregiver as one who is sensitive to their 
needs, as one whom they can depend on. Their world feels safe and open to exploration, 
their life valued and worth living. 

In addition, children learn to interpret their bodily needs. They learn for example that the 
uncomfortable feeling in their tummies was fixed by some milk so that was hunger, or 
the discomfort in their tummy after a feed was fixed by being burped so that was wind. 
They learn that difficulties can be overcome and that fixing is possible. The positive 
intersubjective two way interactions between child and their adult are early practice 
‘conversations’ which develop the child’s ability to understand and utilize the complicated 
fineries of human interaction and communication such as eye contact, tone of  voice, body 
language and personal space.   

Attachment is, “Any form of behaviour that results in a person attaining or 
maintaining proximity to another clearly identified individual… conceived of 
as better able to cope with the world. It is most obvious whenever the person 
is frightened, fatigued or sick, and is assuaged by comforting and caregiving”  
John  Bowlby

In a secure attachment the parent or primary caretaker provides the child with a secure 
base from which the child can venture out and explore independently but always return 
to a safe place. 

If for whatever reason the child is unable to form a secure attachment, their compromised 
attachment will affect how they think of themselves and others and how they engage with 
the world.  

If their adult is unavailable, unreliable, hard to predict, scary or even dangerous the child 
experiences an untenable situation where the person who they need the most is the one 
that scares them the most. The child becomes stuck in the dilemma of this ‘disorganised 
attachment’ and may disassociate from their selves detaching them from what is 
happening to them and blocking it from their consciousness. No organized strategy allows 
them to feel safe and get their needs met without fright and terror.

Baby
has a
need

Baby
Cries

Needs
Met by

Caregiver

Trust
Develops

Attachment
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Trauma is a psychological wound caused either by events that are life threatening or which 
you perceive to be life threatening.  Circumstances such as absence from their caregiver, 
unrelieved pain or illness, neglect, abuse, witnessing domestic violence, or lack of a positive 
intersubjective (shared two ways) relationship, in fact anything that can feel life-threatening, 
can impact the attachment building process leading to an insecure attachment forming. 
With insecure attachment the child’s sense of self is that they are unworthy of care, helpless, 
unloved.  They sense their caregivers as insensitive, untrustworthy and potentially hurtful. 
Their world feels unsafe and oppressive.

Children with secure and insecure attachments may look the same on the outside but their 
internal experiences differ enormously. Their interpretation of what is going on around 
them is based on how they have been wired, and not surprisingly, different children will 
respond differently to the same situation.  

For example; 

• You lift your hand quickly. One child waves back, another cowers awaiting to be hit. 

• You surprise the children with a treat. Most children respond with delight but one gets 
really angry. 

• You are busy helping one child. Most of the children get on with what they are doing but 
one child demands your attention.

 
Developmental Trauma is described by Bessel A. van der Kolk, MD 

‘Isolated traumatic incidents tend to produce discrete conditioned 
behavioural and biological responses to reminders of the trauma, such as 
are captured in the Post Traumatic Stress Disorder  diagnosis. In contrast, 
chronic maltreatment or inevitable repeated traumatization, such as occurs 
in children who are exposed to repeated medical or surgical procedures, 
have a pervasive effects on the development of mind and brain. Chronic 
trauma interferes with neurobiological development and the capacity to 
integrate sensory, emotional and cognitive information into a cohesive 
whole. Developmental trauma sets the stage for unfocused responses to 
subsequent stress’

Developmental trauma has a profound impact on many different areas of functioning

‘Hurt people hurt people. That’s how pain patterns get passed on, generation 
after generation after generation. Break the chain today. Meet anger with 
sympathy, contempt with compassion, cruelty with kindness. Greet grimaces 
with smiles. Forgive and forget about finding fault. Love is the weapon of the 
future.’ Yehuda Berg 

Trauma
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POSITIVE

TOXIC

Tolerable

Brief increase in
heart rate, mild 
elevations in stress
hormone levels

Serious, temporary
stress responses, 
buffered by supportive
relationships

Prolonged activation of
stress response systems
in the absence of
protective relationships

Throughout our lives we are exposed to stresses of all kinds; stressors are part of our 
everyday existence. 

• POSITIVE STRESS RESPONSE is a normal and essential part of healthy development, 
characterized by brief increases in heart rate and mild elevations in hormone levels 
such as rushing to catch a bus.

• TOLERABLE STRESS RESPONSE activates the body’s alert systems to a greater 
degree as a result of more severe, longer-lasting difficulties, such as the loss of a 
loved one or a frightening injury. The brain and other organs can recover from what 
might otherwise be damaging effects if supported by positive relationships within an 
allowable timeframe.

• TOXIC STRESS RESPONSE can occur when 
a child experiences strong, frequent, and/
or prolonged adversity, such as physical 
or emotional abuse, chronic neglect, 
caregiver substance abuse or mental 
illness, exposure to violence, without the 
support of a securely attached adult. This 
prolonged activation of the stress response 
systems disrupts the development of brain 
architecture and other organ systems, 
increasing the risk for stress-related 
disease and cognitive impairment, well into 
the adult years. This unrelieved toxic stress 
means high cortisol levels remain in the 
bloodstream which over time can lead to 
chronic inflammation damaging cells and 
tissues. So it is perhaps not surprising that 
research indicates those with increased 
adversity in childhood experience poorer 
health outcomes in later life.

Stress
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(ACE) study by Kaiser Permanente and the Center for Disease Control

An ACE score is a tally of different types of abuse, neglect, and other 
hallmarks of a difficult childhood. According to the Adverse Childhood 
Experiences study, the more difficult your childhood, the higher your 
score is likely to be and the higher your risk for later health problems. 

There is a highly significant relationship between adverse childhood experiences and 
depression, suicide attempts, alcoholism, drug abuse, sexual promiscuity, domestic 
violence, cigarette smoking, obesity, physical inactivity, and sexually transmitted 
diseases. The more adverse childhood experiences reported, the more likely a person 
was to develop heart disease, cancer, stroke, diabetes, skeletal fractures, and liver 
disease. This is not surprising perhaps when we consider that our bodily response to 
adversity is to raise the level of our stress hormone cortisol. 

Cortisol readies the body for fight or flight by raising blood sugar levels. Under 
stressful conditions blood flow is diverted from the gut and brain, towards muscles 
priming them for action. Under normal circumstances after the stress has passed 
cortisol return to normal but with repeated exposure to stress cortisol levels may 
remain high. Elevated cortisol over the long term consistently produces glucose, 
leading to increased blood sugar levels which can cause inflammation, potentially 
damaging to tissues. 

Fresh Little Minds Facilitators recognise that the course of a child’s life was set a long 
time ago and that they need building blocks to help support them to overcome hardship, 
manage emotions, feel connected and belonging to a place and feel safe with at least one 
caring adult. 

In Fresh Little Minds Programmes Facilitators move away from the “What’s wrong with 
you?” approach which is often experienced as blame or shame by a child, and move towards 
a curiosity of “What happened to you”, which demonstrates a willingness to understand 
the emotion behind the behaviour and the need driving the emotion.

Children are not naturally resilient.  Resilience is a quality that they develop and it is nurtured 
by their experiences.  When children become overwhelmed they need the strategies to help 
regulate that experience.  The Amber Approach© to Resilience is restorative and can help 
children with ACE’s in their lives achieve physiological, bio chemical as well as emotional 
and energetic  equilibrium.   Fresh Little Minds Programmes are built to ensure session 
upon session rehearsal and practice of these restorative techniques which embed new 
explicit and implicit memories contributing to setting children and young people towards 
a positive life trajectory. 

Adverse Childhood Experiences
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Using the Amber Approach© for resilience the facilitator  moves from having awareness of 
ACE’s to being able to make a difference for the young people and their families impacted 
by the ACE’s.   It is a protective and helpful intervention that supports adversity. 

The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child reminds us that Every child has a right to a 
good childhood.

Article 6 (Survival and development): Children have the right to live. Governments should 
ensure that children survive and develop healthily

Article 39 (Rehabilitation of child victims): Children who have been neglected, abused 
or exploited should receive special help to physically and psychologically recover and 
reintegrate into society. Particular attention should be paid to restoring the health, self-
respect and dignity of the child.
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For our survival, the autonomic nervous system is the part of the nervous system that 
acts largely unconsciously to regulate bodily functions such as the heart rate, digestion, 
respiratory rate, pupillary response, urination, and sexual arousal. The autonomic nervous 
system supplies the internal organs, including the blood vessels, stomach, intestine, liver, 
kidneys, bladder, genitals, lungs, pupils, heart, and sweat, salivary, and digestive glands.  
Depending on circumstances the autonomic nervous system enables us to be either safely 
engaged and connected, or respond to danger and if we can’t escape the danger to shut 
down.

The autonomic nervous system is made up of the sympathetic, parasympathetic and 
enteric systems which essentially keep the body’s internal environment (temperature, 
salt concentration, blood sugar, oxygen and carbon dioxide level in blood, etc) in proper 
balance, a condition called homeostasis.  The autonomic nervous system also plays a 
major part in emotional experience and expression. Which is why emotional responses 
are reflected in the body such as changes in blood pressure and heart rate, pupil dilation, 
mouth can become dry, stomach has “butterflies” in it.

The sympathetic and parasympathetic systems have antagonistic (opposing) effects on 
the internal organs they innervate.

The sympathetic nervous system is the ‘emergency system’ channelling information 
through our spinal cord and preparing us for action and protecting us from injury. It 
triggers the release of adrenaline that readies our heart, lungs and muscles for action. It 
shuts the gut down, speeds up the heart, increases blood pressure, dilates the pupils of 
the eyes, makes more glucose (blood sugar) available in the blood for energy. In response 
to perceived danger it readies the body to either ‘fight’ or take ‘flight’. (If we are able to take 
appropriate action to overcome the danger we can then return to a state of feeling safe 
and engaged. )

The parasympathetic nervous system controls the body’s ‘rest and digest or housekeeping’ 
system activating the gut for digestion, slowing heart rate, decreasing blood pressure, 
etc. It includes the Vagus nerve, a very large nerve originating at the base of the brain 
and travelling throughout the body branching down through our lungs, heart, diaphragm, 
and stomach and upwards connecting with nerves in our neck, throat, eyes, and ears. 
The parasympathetic system controls a vast range of functions throughout our organs, 
connecting the ‘core of the brain to the depths of the gut’. The vagus nerve is also responsible 
for emotional control and is involved in love, fulfilment and connection. 

Polyvagal theory suggested by Stephen Porges describes ‘Protection and Connection’ as 
the two fundamental driving forces already neurologically wired in to us at birth. A baby 
is born ready to connect to love, able to signal his need for connection and protection.  
Babies’ drive to protect themselves from danger and to connect with others socially are 
key to understanding how they develop a sense of themselves, others and the world. 

Polyvagal theory describes the functions two branches of the vagus nerve; 

Autonomic Nervous System
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• The evolutionary older dorsal vagal pathway responds to signs of extreme danger; 
disconnecting and immobilizing us into a protective state of collapse, making us feel, 
frozen, numb, or ‘not here’. It is that ancient reptilian freeze response.  We shut down to 
survive and it is more difficult to return to feeling safe and social.

• The evolutionary more recent ventral vagal pathway enables us to connect socially  
with others supports feeling calm and safe. 

If a baby feels safe she will want to connect to her caregiver. When the caregiver is good 
enough and the baby feels safe and connected, vagus nerve activity is strong and good 
vagal tone develops, reflected in the child’s ability to regulate themselves and recover 
from stressors. People with a stronger vagus response i.e. good vagal tone are more likely 
to recover more quickly after stress, injury, or illness.

If a baby feels danger she will naturally withdraw or retreat. If their primary caregiver does 
not appropriately and consistently meet their needs or if their caregiver is perceived as 
dangerous and threatening, the child’s desire to connect is compromised by their desire 
to protect. If the child is unable to connect the activity in the ventral vagal pathway is 
lessened, vagal tone is weak. These children often get dysregulated easily and find it hard 
to return to a balanced state. 

These two main drives are the filter of these early experiences and will influence how a 
child sees themselves, interact with others and engages with the world.   

Loving and protecting are nearly one in the same when a child is small 

e.g. ‘When you feed her you are protecting her’ 

Although the autonomic nervous system acts largely unconsciously it is possible to 
consciously influence it to improve vagal tone, significantly helping to manage stress, 
achieve balance and reduce inflammation.  

The simplest way of stimulating the vagus nerve is through intentional long and slow 
breathes. Belly breathing, which involves slow, rhythmic, diaphragmatic breathing, 
stimulates and tones the vagus nerve (rather than shallowly from the top of the lungs).

Humming, speaking, singing, washing your face with cold water, sucking, chewing, yoga, 
meditation, good nutrition which balances the gut microbiome and many other things can 
help develop vagal tone, support stress management and improve our sense of wellbeing. 

The Fresh Little Minds Programme offers an approach that helps cultivate strong vagal 
tone.  This vagal tone includes clearer thinking, more emotional balance improved focus 
and attention, and increased immunity. 
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Our brain and gut are connected by an extensive network of neurons, chemicals 
and hormones that constantly provide feedback about how hungry we are, 
whether or not we’re experiencing stress, or if we’ve ingested a disease-
causing microbe.

This information superhighway is called the brain-gut axis. Underlying sensations of having 
a ‘gut feeling’ or ‘butterflies in your stomach’ hint towards the often-overlooked network 
of neurons lining our guts. This network is so extensive some scientists have nicknamed 
it our ‘second brain’ containing some 100 million neurons, more than in either the spinal 
cord or the peripheral nervous system. This “brain in your gut” is revolutionizing medicine’s 
understanding of the links between digestion, mood, health, stress associated disease 
and even the way we think. 

Fresh Little Minds recognises this important connection, supports balanced nutrition and 
respect for our bodies emotional and physical energy requirements. Facilitators will be 
invited to attend a master class to explore this in depth throughout the year.

The Brain in our Gut
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Hormones and neurotransmitters are the chemical messengers acting throughout the 
body playing a major role in shaping everyday life and functions.

Hormones are the chemical messengers of the endocrine system and are transported 
from the glands where they are made by the blood to target cells or organs.

Neurotransmitters are  the chemical messengers of the nervous system which transmit 
signals across a chemical synapse, such as a neuromuscular junction, from one neuron 
(nerve cell) to another ‘target’ neuron, muscle cell, or gland cell. 

The action of neurotransmitters is extremely fast, up to few milliseconds. In contrast, the 
effect of hormones could last for a few seconds to a few days.

We have many chemical messengers in our bodies responsible for a vast range of functions 
but of particular interest to us in Fresh Little Minds are; cortisol and adrenaline and 
noradrenaline which are associated with our stress responses, and dopamine, serotonin, 
oxytocin and endorphins which help us feel good.

Cortisol is a steroid hormone produced in our adrenal glands which sit just above the 
kidneys. It helps maintain blood pressure and cardiovascular function; controls the 
body’s blood sugar levels thus regulating metabolism, acting as an anti-inflammatory, 
influencing memory formation, controlling salt and water balance. Blood levels of 
cortisol vary dramatically, but generally are high in the morning when we wake up, 
and then fall throughout the day. This is called a diurnal rhythm.  

It also has a very important role in helping the body respond to stress. Cortisol 
increases blood flow to the heart and muscles helping us respond to appropriately to 
stress. Depending on the threat, we may fight, take flight or freeze.

Under conditions of high unrelieved stress cortisol levels can remain high in the 
bloodstream which over time can lead to chronic inflammation damaging cells and 
tissues.

Adrenaline is a hormone also released from the adrenal glands and its major action, 
together with noradrenaline, is to prepare the body for fight or flight in times of stress, 
i.e. for vigorous and/or sudden action. They act to increase heart rate, blood pressure, 
expand the air passages of the lungs, enlarge the pupil in the eye, redistributing blood 
to the muscles and altering the body’s metabolism, so as to maximise blood glucose 
levels (primarily for the brain).  

Chemical Messengers
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Oxytocin controls key aspects of human behaviour, is sometimes known as the ‘hug 
hormone’ and is associated with attachment building. Oxytocin counters the effect 
of cortisol. Levels of the hormone tend to be higher during both stressful and socially 
bonding experiences. It creates feelings of calm and closeness and can induce sleep. 
It is the ‘tend and befriend’ hormone closely related to feelings of trust, commitment, 
and attachment. Oxytocin eases stress, can improve social skills and help crystalize 
emotional memories.

Oxytocin can be released in response to; 
•  Close physical touch  •  Hearing words of encouragement
•  Listening to words or music that we enjoy  •  Exercise
•  Meditation and prayer •  Being grateful
•  Releasing your emotions  e.g. through crying •  Giving to others 
•  Creativity and using your talents •  Engaging with a loved pet
•  Smiling & laughter particularly when shared 

The cultivation of oxytocin is essential for creating strong bonds and improved social 
interactions.

Dopamine is a neurotransmitter that acts on our brains motivating us to take action 
toward goals, desires, and needs, and gives a surge of reinforcing pleasure when 
achieving them. Procrastination, self-doubt, and lack of enthusiasm are linked with 
low levels of dopamine. Increased dopamine leads to more productivity. Dopamine is 
an addictive chemical but in a good way. 

Boost dopamine levels in your body by;
•  Discovering new things •  Listen to music you enjoy
•  Eat lots of probiotic foods**  •  Get enough sleep.
•  Avoid fatty and sugary foods  •  Exercise often
•  Create •  Meditate
•  Increase your protein (Tyrosine) in your diet*
•  Break down big jobs into smaller ones and celebrate your achievements

*High levels of tyrosine are found in almonds, avocados, bananas, beef, chicken, chocolate, coffee, 
eggs, green tea, milk, watermelon, yogurt. 
**mostly fermented foods like yogurt, kefir and kimchi.
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Serotonin acts mostly in the digestive system and brain and affects mood and social 
behaviour, appetite and digestion, sleep and memory. It is responsible for making you 
feel significant or important and maintains mood balance. A deficit of serotonin can 
lead to depression and a sense of loneliness. 

Boost serotonin levels by;
•  Reflecting on past significant achievements 
•  Practice gratitude exercises
•  Exposing yourself to the sun UV rays
•  Maintaining good exercise and balanced diet

Endorphins are released in response to pain and stress. They interact with the 
receptors in your brain that reduce your perception of pain. Endorphins also trigger 
a positive feeling in the body, similar to that of morphine and help to alleviate anxiety 
and depression. The surging “second wind” and euphoric “runners high” during and 
after a vigorous run are a result of endorphins. They also work to lower stress levels 
and support the immune system. 

Endorphin boosters include;
•  Regular exercise, 
•  Laughter 
•  Aromatherapies such as vanilla and lavender 
•  Dark chocolate and spicy food 
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YOU AND YOUR LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Learning is a social experience - its meant to be inspiring.
Children learn from their own and others experiences mainly through observing and talking. 
They are sensitive to information that they get from other people, especially those closest to 
them.  Being a protector who is a stable and reliable resource for learning is more valuable 
than explicitly teaching.  Children learn by being part of a kind, open, curious conversation.

Childhood a period of protected immaturity and it is an important time to encourage 
exploration developmentally through play.   We have witnessed the decline of unsupervised 
play, street play, the decline of public play spaces, even our neighbourhoods are becoming 
more built up with less available space for adventure, play and exploring.  Structured 
settings are the new norm, many children spend time in nursery’s instead of kitchens and in 
schools and afterschools instead of the streets between houses.

More than ever before we need to prepare children to be adaptable and flexible, to be able 
to adjust to new circumstances, and fostering an environment that promotes exploration is 
fundamental to achieving that.

When we provide a period of time where children’s needs for reliability, stability and 
unconditional acceptance are met we create space for exploration.

Imitation - Observing
Children are tuned into how you act - you probably will not even notice it. They learn much 
more from the unconscious details of what caregivers do than from any of the conscious 
manipulations of parenting.  They learn by watching and imitating the people around them 
and the learn by listening to what other people say.   We know that everything in the brain, 
particularly the tuning of neurons is shaped by experience.  Its really true that every time we 
learn something that we physically changes our brain.  We learn through trial and error - 
cause and effect. Children read your intention - they will figure out what it is that you were 
trying to do, even if you can’t quite do it.

Listening - Talking
Children learn by listening to many different kinds of people talking about many different 
kinds of things.  By the age of 4yrs and up children are up for learning as readily from you 
their facilitator as they are their mother. However, they know when you are and you are not 
confident about something that you are teaching - they sense it and they will use that as a 
reason to believe you or not. Children need to be given opportunities to ask questions and 
at the same time they are making judgements as to how credible and reliable you are, this 
relationship of trust is more important than the strategies you are imparting.  Children don’t 
simply reproduce what other people do or hear them say, they take in information in a really 
thoughtful way and readily will pick up on the essence of the things you are teaching them 
and seek that understanding as much as the literal/concrete understanding.  Talking and 
listening to children helps them thrive, it helps them create new tools, new stories and new 
explanations - which is part of their and our natural evolution.
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SENSORY INTEGRATION
We are able to engage with the world by processing the information inputted via our senses. 
Nerve endings in the skin, ears, eyes, muscles, joints, mouth and nose send information to 
the brain. 

We have seven senses; 

• Sight – Visual

• Sound – Auditory

• Touch - Tactile

• Smell – Olfactory

• Taste – Gustatory

• Balance and movement – Vestibular

• Body position and movement  
– Proprioception enables us to know  
where your body parts are without  
having to look at them

Olfactory and Gustatory senses are the chemical senses.

Vestibular and proprioception senses together are sometimes known as kinaesthetic 
(movement) sense. 

Sensory integration sight hearing smell taste and touch, balance and movement – 
vestibular system body position and movement 

Nerve endings in our skin, eyes, nose, ears, mouths and 

By integrating or combing all the information we get from our senses we can make sense 
of our world 

Most tasks require more than one of our senses working together. 

Think of the senses involved in brushing your teeth, playing a sport, getting dressed, 
crossing the road?

We all need to integrate our senses to be able to do everyday tasks. If children find 
everyday tasks frustrating it could be that they have difficulty processing and organising 
the information from all of their senses appropriately. Sensory processing difficulties 
can cause children be over and under reactive to different sensory experiences such as 
textures, sounds or movement. These children can appear clumsy, fidgety, or picky, look 
aggressive, get dysregulated easily or find it hard to sit still.  

Body Position
&  Movement 

Sight Sound
Touch

Smell Taste

Balance &
Movement
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They can benefit from a range of fun play opportunities enabling them to experience a 
variety of sensory inputs and develop their sensory integration. These develop muscles 
and help brains to better organise their sensory inputs to react and respond accordingly.  

FLM facilitators should watch out for children with sensory differences and attempt to 
appreciate the challenges they might be facing with even commonplace activities.

For children with sensory processing disorder the brain has trouble organizing information 
from the senses. Some can be hypersensitive to sights, sounds, textures, flavours, smells 
and other sensory input. Others can be hyposensitive to information they receive through 
the senses. This can lead to other problems. 

Hypersensitive (or over-sensitive) children may;
• have an extreme response to loud noises
• notice sounds that others don’t 
• dislike being touched, 
• be fearful in crowds, 
• be reluctant to play on playground equipment 
• worried about their safety (being bumped into or falling)

 Hyposensitive (or under-sensitive) children may;
• lack sensitivity to their surroundings
• have a high tolerance for or indifference to pain
• may be “sensory seeking,” meaning they have a constant need to touch people or 

things—even when it’s not appropriate.
• may also have trouble with personal space
• be clumsy and uncoordinated 
• be constantly on the move and take risks on the playground, 
• accidentally harm other kids when playing

It is possible for children to show signs of both hypersensitivity and hyposensitivity. 

Sensory processing issues can impact a child’s social skills e.g. 
• They may try to flee from stimulation. 
• have extreme responses to a changes in their environment, 
• resist change  
• have difficulty focusing 
• problems with motor skills 
• poor self-control
• may have trouble controlling their impulses

Look for behavioural patterns that can help you anticipate tough situations for the child. 
Provide safe and appropriate situations to help the child learn what things are comfortable 
for them supporting them to play alongside others appropriately. Problem-solve together 
with the child and develop a communication and exit strategy to help them let you know if 
things get difficult or if they need to get offside.

It is important that children understand their own bodies and how their senses work for 
them. Fresh Little Minds provides a range of sensory opportunities for children, including 
yoga, dance and movement, music, art and crafts, the use of visuals, aromatherapy, and a 
variety of tastes and textures. These will benefit all children however occupational therapy 
will provide a more comprehensive and tailored support for those with sensory processing 
difficulties. 
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Noise is all around us, it is odd for 
children to sit in the quiet of their home 
and not hear background television, 
car noise, device notifications, or the 
blur of conversations.   

Silence is so unusual it can feel shocking 
but it is a really under-rated productivity 
and relaxation tool.  

There can be a little bit of social conditioning too which suggests that if children are noisy 
that they are enjoying themselves and this is very often not the case.   It is important to 
keep in mind that many children are drained by noise, people and group work and to 
enable them to participate they need some quiet time.  

A little silence in every workshop enables those people who need silence to process 
their experience, to reflect on what they are learning and gives them time to recharge 
themselves enabling them to come back into the group renewed and energised.

Noise and Silence

All the unhappiness of men 
arises from one simple fact: 
that they cannot sit quietly 

in their chamber.

Blaise Pascal

THE PROBLEMS WITH NOISE 

• Distraction from general noise such as 
conversations or interruptions is detrimental 
to learning (even adults only average 
around eleven minutes concentration in-
between interruptions).

• Constant Interruptions reduces focus

• Noise during the day has been linked to 
sleep loss, heart disease, and tinnitus

• Living in consistently noisy places elevate 
stress hormones

• Constant Interruptions reduces focus

• Sensory overloading

• Reflective thinkers more often need quiet

• Introverts can become drained by people 
noise

• Noise becomes normal

THE BENEFITS OF SILENCE

• Naturally reduces the stress response in 
the body

• Supports healing and recovery

• Improve our ability to focus and concentrate

• Silence Gives the Brain a break, it is more 
powerful than relaxing music

• Complete silence allows the brain to return 
to its normal default state and continue its 
processing.

• Problem Solving is more effective, 
productivity increases and creativity flows 
in silence

• Silence means also spending time 
unplugged, disconnected from online and 
interactions with other people

• Silence enables people who need down 
time to recharge to participate
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When delivering  Fresh Little Minds Programmes can be asked to work in extremely noisy 
and chaotic environments which isn't ideal.  When we can its worth seeking silence in the 
facilitation space and incorporating a pocket of quiet time into each workshop for children 
to experience, savour.    

The important outlook of the facilitator will be how to find quiet in the chaos and noise, 
how to hunker in and how to help children find their quiet in what can be a noisy and 
chaotic world.  Finding silence for your group won’t just improve their health, it’ll help you 
do the best work you can with them and they will gain many more takeaways from the 
programme. 
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Delivering GROW to  
Nursery Schools/ Preschool (Age 4yrs)

The GROW programme can be delivered to Pre School children aged 4years. The sessions 
need to be shorter lasting 1 hr and Teachers and Play Group Leaders will complete the 
session later in the day for full benefit to be achieved.      Keep everything as simple as 
possible and use colours, icons and the Amber Anthem to introduce AMBER spending one 
week on each colour and each verse of the Amber Anthem.  Move through each activity 
swiftly and something like “Very good, very good, yea!” or a breath, between each section 
to knit your programme together.  

Begin each session have a simple image map of the session and go through each point so 
children know what to expect before the session starts. 

Anchor with Teachers

Set Up

 » Bring the nursery a few ideas how to build AMBER into their curriculum. 
If they have the budget to purchase a set of books in advance it will 
really support them lead a circle time when they can repeat the story. 

 » They will appreciate a suggested resource kit list

Each Week

 » And at the beginning of each session quickly run through your plan 
with teachers, the more you tell them the more they get on board. 

 » At the end of each session;

 » Brief teachers as to what is happening next week and what you require 
from them.  

 » Show them how to complete the passport that day 

 » You might consider preparing a little note for parents – what did you 
cover and what might they try at home.

 » We encourage you to create a few simple ideas for teachers showing 
them how they might continue the theme that week 

PRACTICALITIES

 » Reduce the level of content – have a key message for each week that 
you would like your group to take away

 » Repetition Repetition Repetition

 » Simplify: Use the Amber song,  colours and icons to teach the key 
messages
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Anchor with Children

 » It can really help to pop into school and  introduce Amber and yourself 
to children.  This helps the children be ready for you and helps you to 
gauge your groups

 » Meet Amber on arrival or at the end (depending on where it fits) – 
High five – Doggy kiss/lick – or a Hug 

 » In first week use Name and Action 

 » After this anchor students each week by asking them how they are, 
how their week has been and what they remember from the previous 
week.

 » Use Scarves and the icons using images and colours to help connect 
the themes.  Build the colours up over the weeks, either introducing the 
colour each week – final week AMBER can be wearing her full super 
hero scarf set.

 »  Anchor Person – use the boat as the metaphor, “when a boat goes 
out on a big journey it needs people to hold onto, that’s an anchor, 
who could Amber hold on too if Amber gets scared?” “ If Amber went 
for a walk in the forest and got scared, who would Amber get help 
from?  These are Anchor People Too”.

• FLM medicine move cards

• Strong as a mountain song

• Stretches, Flapping, Shaking, Jiggling, Crawling 

• The Amber Dance Singing and Dancing 

• Laughter
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• All of the breathes work really well but don’t use back to back or nostril 
breathing and resist the overuse of props

 » Windmill and flower

 » Sphere

 » Stretchy strings

 » Laughter

• Slowly reduce the use of props, pretend to have flowers and windmills, 
foster imagination, this helps children rehearse for life outside of 
preschool/nursery where props are not at hand. 

• Bucket Filler – need to make sure to use images and NOT words – Filler 
is a happy bucket / Smiley emoji – Dipper – sad emoji sign – Language 
sad, happy

• Emotions – Less is more – 4 tricky and 4 feel good emotions is enough. 
You can show all the cards “look at all of these feelings, and as you 
grow you will learn more, but here are the eight tricky and feel good 
ones we are looking at in nursery”. 

• Stories: Children really love the books and being read too however Cut 
down the story to suit the group, paraphrase, focus on the pictures.
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RELAXATION

• Little children will sleep during a relaxation as they are over tired – 
an honest conversation with school is needed about this.  We prefer 
power naps, and promote rest but an alternative is that the children 
can sit up and snuggle into the assistants.

• •Relax for 6minutes is an average – don’t rush the if they respond

• The use of blankets is optional

• Body Scan Tip: Remember to tighten their muscles first and then to 
stretch out (this is what relaxing is for a kid) 

• Bell works well to signal the start of quiet time – e.g. before the story 
and then again at the end again, before relaxation and at the end.   
Talk about the bell – did you hear that for a really short or a really long 
time, this type of question helps them to focus on the bell – listening 
meditation. 

PASSPORTS

• Teachers or play group leaders need to complete passports during 
their own quiet time or circle time.  

• It really supports children embed the curriculum when teachers carry 
on the theme throughout the week so we encourage you to create a 
few simple ideas for teachers showing them how they might continue 
the theme that week 

      GRATITUDE TREE

• Gratitude Tree – Needs time and it needs everyone to be really 
encouraging the child 

• The facilitator needs to provide guidance to the teachers each week 
eg which questions to ask to encourage more thoughtful responses.  
We recommend that you create weekly facilitation questions for the 
gratitude tree and that the teachers all help out. 

• A permanent tree – that stays up on the wall during the week aids 
the gratitude practice flow (less hassle) and also help the teacher and 
children connect with the theme through out the week.

• They can add to the tree for people time art. 

CELEBRATION WEEK 6

• Relax and then Presentation  / Scroll Certificates and sticker on their 
badge.  Encourage the school to take picture of each child.  This week 
could take 1hr 10mins. 
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Delivering GROW to  
Post Primary School

The GROW programme can be delivered to post primary children in year 8.  Introduce 
AMBER to students mentioning you are aware they are older but AMBER is soft and cuddly 
and if you ever want a cuddle she’s there, you’ll be surprised how well she gets used!

• In first week use Name and Action 

• This group need lots of extra encouragement to play and be a little 
bit silly

• After this anchor students each week by asking them how they are, 
how their week has been

• FLM medicine cards

• Strong as a mountain song

• Windmill and flower

• Sphere breathing

• Stretchy strings

• Blow pipes (work really well to win hearts)

 

• Create time for discussion, for reflection, sharing and listening

• Story – read it simply – no need to show pictures

• Use video for Brainzotic week

• Use Lego, art, clay to express themselves for that day and take time to 
go around each student  giving them your time to listen

• Longer relaxation including creative visualisation depending on group 
needs such as bringing perspective, self-image, reflection

• Passport

• Blessing/ intention
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Delivering GROW to  
Special Schools

The GROW programme can be delivered to special needs’ children over 10 – 12 weeks 
for shorter sessions lasting 30 minutes and in smaller groups of up to 12 children.  Keep 
everything as simple as possible and use colours to introduce AMBER spending two weeks 
on each colour.  Move through each activity swiftly and use “Very good, very good, yea!” 
between each section.

Begin each session have a simple image map of the session and go through each point so 
children know what to expect before the session starts. 

• To anchor children and to start an indirect relationship with facilitator 
take Amber around each child taking time to say hello and allow them 
to give Amber a cuddle or high five

• Go through session map

• Show children 2 different emoji cards each session

• Clap out verse of AMBER use rainbow actions for chorus

• Relaxation

• Simple words at the end I am calm, I am calm

• What colour to expect next week

• FLM medicine cards with words simplified 
Strong like a mountain
Deep like a river
Free like a bird
Soak up everything I need
My heart is open

• Strong Like a mountain song

• Windmill and flower

• Sphere breathing

• Stretchy strings
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INVOLVING PARENTS ON 
CHILDRENS PROGRAMMES

• Rules of Engagement – Golden Rules

• Watching from the edges – very uncomfortable 
for other children

• Inviting parents in at the end – connect with 
the child

• Watching out for kids whose parents don’t 
show up to events

• Don’t assume that they won’t play – encourage 
play

• Provide handouts, take-a-ways, thoughtful 
gifts help parents connect with the theme and 
embed learning.
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Amber Meets the Parents

WHEN PARENTS LEAVE...

They will know

• How brains develop over time and what can cause delays in development

• How brain development affects children’s behaviour, feelings, mood and resilience

• How to manage and relate to children in a way that supports loving relationships

• That parents are irreplaceable and special and trust themselves to be exactly who 
their child needs to grow strong minds, healthy minds, fresh little minds

They will learn

• To have fair expectations of themselves and their children leading to healthier, happier 
relationships

• To continue to show up for their children especially when they feel scared and vulnerable

• The importance of recognising the points of personal overwhelm and explore the need 
for  grounding and nurturing oneself in order to gift resilience to children

• A range of tools and techniques which will enable them to develop their relationship 
with their children and practice at home what has been taught within  the Fresh Little 
Minds GROW programme.

They will feel 

• Reassured as parents and connected with others

• Restored and hopeful about the future

• Eager to use what they have learned

• Playful and uplifted
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Amber Meets the Parents WORKSHOP TIPS

• Issue the parents poster in advance to parents

• Use the  Parenting Fresh Little Minds Overview for a one off workshop - adapt as 
necessary

• They will always change depending on the group, size, duration and what the school 
or community groups wants - everyone seems to want slightly different emphasis. 
e.g. some parents workshops are more about self care whilst others are more about 
learning about what we taught the children. 

• Use the background theory book as your guide - it’s really brilliant.  Pick a couple of 
pieces of theory to teach and combine that with taking the parents through some of 
the fun stuff we have been doing with the kids.  We like: upstairs, downstairs brain, Dan 
Seigal,  relationships and the power of connection AND make it okay to be human.

• Reinforce the messages around repair.   

• Leave plenty of space for parents to talk  about their children 

• Name each of their children - this helps them feel really super special and helps them 
get the message that we really cared for their individual children. 

• Some parents do not want the fun stuff so have a backup plan for them, videos are 
really helpful and can be combined with small group discussion and feedback. 

• End parent sessions with a relaxation of their own 

• Get them to make up essential oils or give them a gift of essential oil. 

• Bring lots of the resources with you and price lists.  If they are looking to purchase 
resources put them in contact with Jill or you can do it for them. 

• Always use the FME / FLM resources eg books, music, essential oils. AMBER cards etc 
- this helps guide parents to our resources and this helps us keep our business open. 

• Plan a mini AMBER programme eg I would start with an explanation of A and then into 
some A activities  M and then M activities etc 

• Use the AMBER Cards and ask them to plan an AMBER intervention/way of being. 

• Use the very simple workshop reflection handout to help parents reflect on how what 
they are learning might mean for them.

• Always evaluate - ask parents to complete the parenting evaluation  
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/PJS2QHD
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Parents Session Invitation

Dear Parent/ Guardian

Over the past few months your child has had the opportunity to 
develop their skills in building emotional resilience through the 
GROW programme with Fresh Little Minds.  This work has given 
children ideas, tools, techniques and experiences which allow them to appreciate how their 
minds and bodies work together and how to help their bodies feel better using the AMBER 
approach.

To allow this important work to be continued at home, Fresh Little Minds would like to invite 
you to an evening workshop for parents on 00 of June 2099 from 6.30pm in S--------- 
Primary School. The workshop will last approx 90 minutes. 

During this fun, interactive workshop you will learn

•  To have fair expectations of yourself and your child leading to happier, healthier 
relationships

•  A range of tools and techniques which will allow you to develop your relationship with 
your child and practice at  home what has been taught in the Fresh Little Minds GROW 
programme

• How children’s brains develop over time, and what can cause delays in development. 
How brain developments affect children’s behaviour, feelings, mood and resilience 

• That parents are irreplaceable and special, and can trust themselves to be exactly who 
their child needs to support them to grow strong and healthy Fresh  Little Minds

If you are available or not available for this workshop, could you please sign the reply slip 
and return to the class teacher. This will allow any free places to be reallocated, 

Yours sincerely

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name_______________________________________

q   I am available and would like to attend the Parenting  Fresh Little Minds evening 

q   I am not available to attend the workshop     

Please return by Friday 00th of June

Print on your headed paper  You may Insert the FLM Logo here too 

PLEASE MODIFY THIS TEMPLATE TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
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Reflection Handout

How is this relevant to parents /  
to children / to you?

What are your strengths as a parent?

What are your strengths as a parent?
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www.freshlittleminds.com

GROW  INSPIRE  RELAX

Amber Meets
the Parents
Amber Meets
the Parents

Learn about the science of Resilience
Explore what children were
learning in the programme
Discuss how the AMBER
approach benefits children
Tools and techniques to 
use the AMBER approach
with children at home
Fresh Little Minds
Resources to support
the AMBER approach

Learn about the science of Resilience
Explore what children were
learning in the programme
Discuss how the AMBER
approach benefits children
Tools and techniques to 
use the AMBER approach
with children at home
Fresh Little Minds
Resources to support
the AMBER approach

Parents Poster
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Amber Meets the Parents - Powerpoint

Creates hope for a  calmer, kinder, 
healthier, well world for children and 

families

Programmes are for children 
and young people. They are full of thoughtful, fun 

and stimulating activities. Using the AMBER©
approach, an evidence-based resilience and well 

being curriculum, we enable children to talk about 
how they are feeling, focus the mind, develop 

optimistic outlooks and express gratitude & 
kindness.

MISSION
We develop educational resources in the fields 

of resilience, mental health and suicide 
prevention and we support and train 

professionals and parents
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Improve confidence, self belief 
and self image

Regulate and calm brains and 
bodies

Positively express feelings
Self Soothe & cope with life's 
challenges

Boost the immune system
Improve physical and mental 
health

•GROW WEEK 1 – GET SET GROW!
•GROW WEEK 2 – BRAINZOTIC!
•GROW WEEK 3 – KINDSHIP!
•GROW WEEK 4 – ALL BOTTLED UP!
•GROW WEEK 5 – PEOPLE TIME!
•GROW WEEK 6 – WINNING WAYS!

Just knowing what to do when my 
daughter panics helps me feel that I am 
enough and keeps me going when times 
are tough"

Roisin McIlvar parent to four Fresh Little 
Minds

Amber Meets the 
Parents J
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What are your 
worries for our 
you concerns 
for children?

ANCHOR

MOVE

BREATHE

EXPRESS

RELAX

MOVE

STRONG LIKE A 
MOUNTAIN

ANCHOR

BREATHE

EXPRESS
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RELAX

In The Community…

Certified Training: Learn to Teach Fresh Little Minds

OUR SERVICE
• Build network of supported skilled trainers to cover a region
• Practical set of tools to be applied in variety of contexts that have 

proven impact
• Programme uses mixed modality to allow maximum engagement  
• Techniques, exercises and resources to be used as a programme or 

standalone with large groups and individuals 
• Quality resources for classroom and home use
• Consultancy 

Evaluation

Our Success…
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A Parent’s Guide to Growing 
Fresh Little MindsTM

 
@ Home

Fresh Parents
CONNECT 

In this session your child learned about the ‘A’ of AMBER which 
is Anchor!  Parents are children’s most important Anchor not 
devices or screens which contribute to worry, depression and 
language delay.  

Anchors are people who help keep children safe through the 
storms of life.  

“Children feel loved when you 
gift them time and attention; 
presence not presents”

Breathe in and 
swell your belly

Breathe out long 
and slow 

Help children talk about their session.  
Ask them…  Who is AMBER?
Tell me about your Anchor people?

Session 1  ANCHOR

Fresh Parents
MATTER  

Fresh Parents
BREATHE  

Fresh Parents
CHAT   

Fresh Parents
RELATE    

Try 10 minutes of one to one time to anchor with 
your child.  Chatting, walking, baking, biking.  Simple 
activities help children feel safe, seen and loved. 





 10
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eA Parent’s Guide to Growing 
Fresh Little MindsTM

 
@ Home

Fresh Parents
CONNECT 

In this session your child learned about the ‘M’ of AMBER which 
is Move!  Children and adults need to Move to help unblock stuck 
energy and calm excess hyper energy.  

Think movement first!   Parents and children who move every 
day have better mental health. 

“Calm your child’s body 
and you will engage their 
beautiful mind”

Blow your feather 
and keep it up in 
the air for as long 
as you can

Help children talk about their session.  
Ask them…  Teach me how to do a belly breath?
What is your animal brain?

Session 2  MOVE

Fresh Parents
MATTER  

Fresh Parents
BREATHE  

Fresh Parents
CHAT   

Fresh Parents
RELATE    

Try moving with your child to shift tricky feelings and 
bad moods.  It beats talking! 
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A Parent’s Guide to Growing 
Fresh Little MindsTM

 
@ Home

Fresh Parents
CONNECT 

In this session your child learned about the ‘B’ of AMBER which 
is Breathe!  Breathing can be used to help parents and children 
recover from worry and stress.   

Parents and children who breathe just three minutes twice a 
day boost their immunity and their mood.

“Master your breathing 
through practice and  they 
will master theirs”

Your fingers are a 
roller coaster.

Using your finger 
to trace the tracks 
inhale on the way 
up and exhale on 
the way down. 

Help children talk about their session.  
Ask them…  How can we fill our buckets of 
kindness at home?

Session 3  BREATHE

Fresh Parents
MATTER  

Fresh Parents
BREATHE  

Fresh Parents
CHAT   

Fresh Parents
RELATE    

Try breathing together to a calm piece of music just 
before sleep… notice how both feel.
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A Parent’s Guide to Growing 
Fresh Little MindsTM

 
@ Home

Fresh Parents
CONNECT 

In this session your child learned about the ‘E’ of AMBER which 
is Express!  

Parents and children who express their feelings safely can thrive.  
How you talk about your child is what they become.  So praise 
them and use positive language about them and around them.  
They are worth it!

“When children shout and scream 
and tantrum they mean to say, 
‘help me, see me, I’m stuck”

Smell the 
flower Blow 
the windmill

Help children talk about their session.  Ask them…  
Where do your tricky feelings live inside your body? 
What colour are they? What would help?

Session 4  EXPRESS

Fresh Parents
MATTER  

Fresh Parents
BREATHE  

Fresh Parents
CHAT   

Fresh Parents
RELATE    

Try to hit the pause button during a meltdown.  Instead 
of shouting, tell your child that you understand that 
they must be feeling angry / scared /frustrated / 
upset, right now.  Notice how that feels.
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Fresh Little MindsTM

 
@ Home

Fresh Parents
CONNECT 

In this session your child learned about the ‘R’ of AMBER which 
is Relax!  Did you know that sleep is when the brain and body 
heals.  

Parents can help improve childrens sleep by reducing sugar, 
emotional distress and devices at bed time.  

“Plug out of devices and 
plug into each other”

Inhale Count to 6

Exhale Count to 8

Repeat for 3 
minutes

Help children talk about their session.  Ask them…  
What do you like to do alone?
What do you like to do with other people?

Session 5  RELAX

Fresh Parents
MATTER  

Fresh Parents
BREATHE  

Fresh Parents
CHAT   

Fresh Parents
RELATE    

Try listening to their homework reading, then read the 
story back with them together. 
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A Parent’s Guide to Growing 
Fresh Little MindsTM

 
@ Home

Fresh Parents
CONNECT 

In this session your child celebrated their successful completion 
of the GROW programme!  An awesome Fresh Little Kid they 
can now teach you all about AMBER.   

Fresh Little Minds are Awesome!

“ Love and affection can 
change life’s direction”

Snuggle up with 
your Amber Breath 
Buddy and give 
them a ride on your 
breathing belly.  

Help children talk about their session.  
Ask them…  Where will stick up your poster?
How can practice AMBER at home?

Session 6  GRADUATE FROM GROW

Fresh Parents
MATTER  

Fresh Parents
BREATHE  

Fresh Parents
CHAT   

Fresh Parents
RELATE    

Try giving thanks with your family.  Share something 
about your children that you are grateful for.  Praise their 
personal qualities and tell them how they are special, 
unique, one of a kind! 

Fresh

Little Minds
ARE

AWESOME

Fresh

Little Minds
ARE

AWESOME
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Planning Checklist for Teachers

 TICK

Exchange best contact details (teacher and facilitator)  

Programme Content: 
• Overview Weekly Sessions 
• Teachers Overview (Impact / Outcomes) 
• Shared Education Doc: Outcomes for resilience and peace

Confirm Dates 

Confirm start time and finish time 

Class Background:  Any specific issues arising within class to be aware off 
or explored in sessions.  Any individual children who may needs specific 
requirements.  

Talk through Golden Rules – Rules for adults in the room during Fresh Little 
minds 

Agree Room Set Up  

Agree what help is realistic for room set up, tidy up at the end and during 
the session 

Baseline and Exit Evaluation for children – will teacher complete in advance 
or will it be included in the first and last FLM session  

Discuss passports (Especially if required by teachers to complete as is 
typical in shorter sessions)  

Discuss photos and videos: 
• What has been agreed by principal see consent form 
• What is appropriate recording e.g. read the group, some groups may 

not want to be recorded or photographed on week 1.  

Fresh Little Minds@home  – Parents weekly update and tips  

Expanding the themes in the classroom (optional) 
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Summary of FLM GROW

In this energising and fun 6 week programme Fresh Little Minds go on an adventure 
exploring different parts of themselves while exploring emotions and learning calming 
techniques that helps their bodies feel better. Within each session children will also 
complete a gratitude practice.

Learning Outcomes

• Know how the brain works

• Learning techniques for regulating the nervous system

• Cope with intense arousal in a way that counteracts destructive acting out

• Reduce stress and anxiousness

• Learning how to express emotions

• Being able to stay with a painful feeling rather than needing to get rid of it

• Spend less time on devices and more time with people

• Developing empathy

• Physical and cognitive activities that promote mutual understanding, care, 
cooperation and respect for others

• Developed gratitude practice

• GROW WEEK 1 – GET SET GROW!

• GROW WEEK 2 – BRAINZOTIC!

• GROW WEEK 3 – KINDSHIP!

• GROW WEEK 4 – ALL BOTTLED UP!

• GROW WEEK 5 – PEOPLE TIME!

• GROW WEEK 6 – WINNING WAYS!
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GROW WEEK 1
__________________________________________________________________

GET SET GROW!
__________________________________________________________________

Week one is all about anchoring the programme.   The facilitator meets the group and 
introduces themselves and AMBER, an acronym for the techniques that the children 
will experience and also the name of our delightful programme mascot that will come 
along to every session.     Facilitators will set the tone of the programme, injecting a 
little playfulness along side grounding children and helping them experience the core 
tools that will  be repeatedly used within each programme.  

The relationship between facilitator and children begins to grow and the leader has 
an opportunity to spend time with the group which will enable the leader to adjust the 
programme for future sessions.  
__________________________________________________________________

GROW WEEK 2
__________________________________________________________________

BRAINZOTIC!
__________________________________________________________________

Children know that they ‘Flip their Lids’, what they don’t know is why and how to help 
calm their brains and bodies calm down. In this workshop children learn about what 
is happening inside of their brain when they ‘Flip’ and how to give themselves a brain 
hug.

We focus on regulating the emotions of anger, excitement, fear, worry and anxiousness.   
__________________________________________________________________

GROW WEEK 3
__________________________________________________________________

KINDSHIP!
__________________________________________________________________

This session offers a simple pathway to happiness, emotional health and wellbeing 
through exploring kindness.   We promote the benefits of performing kind acts 
which include increasing happiness, peer acceptance, compassion and emotional 
intelligence.   

Children learn about the importance of being kind to themselves and others and they 
very quickly experience the pride and joy of filling themselves and others up with kind 
words and deeds.    Children learn that when you  care for and show kindness to 
others, they too will feel the benefits.   In the workshop children have opportunities to 
explore what an unkind actions is, allowing emotions and feelings to be expressed.   
__________________________________________________________________
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GROW WEEK 4
__________________________________________________________________

ALL BOTTLED UP!
__________________________________________________________________

Children face setbacks, disappointments and bullying and each time they put their 
feelings away, put on a brave face and try to get on with their lives.  The problem is 
that when they bottle up their feelings that they fill up just like a bottle that eventually 
overspills and might even result in hurting someone we care about.  ‘Hurt People, 
Hurt People’.

In this session children will learn how to express feelings and stand up for themselves. 
The exercises are creative, imaginative and playful and inspire children to express their 
feelings and tell their own stories.  They learn that although it is scary to talk about big 
feelings that it is not as bad as they thought, they learn that it is helpful to tell a trusted 
adult and they get to identify who the trusted adults are in their lives.  
__________________________________________________________________

GROW WEEK 5
__________________________________________________________________

PEOPLE TIME!
__________________________________________________________________

In this high energy session, children have a chance to learn about why people need 
people. They experience the huge joy and pleasure that can come from participating 
in a group. Together they consider the dilemma of, devices versus people and are 
encouraged to plug out from devices and to plug into people.

They enjoy physical and cognitive activities that also promotes mutual understanding, 
care, cooperation and respect for others. After the upbeat and energetic element of 
this workshop children also become aware of their need for ‘Me Time’ to withdraw 
and recharge their energy, reconnecting with and grounding themselves.   
__________________________________________________________________

GROW WEEK 6
__________________________________________________________________

WINNING WAYS!
__________________________________________________________________

In this final GROW session the children get to teach our Fresh Little Minds Mascot, 
Amber what they have learned over the four weeks and that way Amber can be sure 
that they have grasped the techniques.
This session ends with powerful relaxation to help regulate excited bodies after the 
high energy session.
__________________________________________________________________
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Fresh Little Minds GROW –  
Impact / Outcomes for Children

Increased Knowledge & Skills
• Children are aware that they can influence how they feel
• Children develop coping skills for anxiety, stress, fear, 

excitement and worry

Increased Self Awareness
• Children can name Anchors in their lives that they can turn to 

for support or reassurance increasing their confidence and 
self efficacy

Increased Wellbeing
• Uplifted Mood

Week 1

GET SET 
GROW!

Increased Knowledge & Skills
• Increased knowledge of the links between the brain and 

emotions
• Children can use strategies to calm emotions like anxiety, 

stress, fear, excitement and worry

Increased Self Awareness
• Children develop a new awareness and understanding of 

why their bodies experience tricky feelings
• Children are more aware of what it is that they can do to 

soothe themselves and when they need support from others

Increased Wellbeing
• Uplifted Mood
• Increased equilibrium and restoration of wellbeing

Week 2

BRAINZOTIC!

Increased Knowledge & Skills
• Develop empathy and compassion
• Ability to improve the lives of others

Increased Self Awareness
• Increased feelings of belonging within the world
• Ability to forgive self and others
• Ability to change the manner in which children make decisions 

about themselves and others

Week 3

KINDSHIP!
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Increased Wellbeing
• Improved relationships
• Improved optimistic outlook
• Cultivation of hope
• Reduction of unkind actions towards themselves and others
• Empowered outlook

Increased Knowledge & Skills
• Increased emotional literacy enables children to communicate 

how they are feeling and seek support more easily
• Children have identified who they can talk to about their 

difficult emotions

Increased Self Awareness
• Reassurance over physical symptoms and emotions

Increased Wellbeing
• Relief and release of built up emotions
• Uplifted Mood

Week 4

ALL BOTTLED 
UP!!

Increased Knowledge & Skills
• Increased knowledge will support children to spend more 

time with the types of people who make them feel good about 
themselves

• Improved acceptance of the difference between people

Increased Self Awareness
• Increases tolerance and understanding of their own and 

others needs to take time out

Increased Wellbeing
• Increased confidence
• Reset the nervous system
• Recharged energy
• Better social relationships

Week 5

PEOPLE  
TIME!
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Increased Knowledge & Skills
• Rehearsed strategies supporting the retention and future 

recall of learning
• Empowered to use the strategies in their lives

Increased Self Awareness
• Feelings of self worth as a result of participation in the 

programme

Increased Wellbeing
• Effort is praised and rewarded cultivating a growth mindset
• Uplifted mood
• Increased self worth 

Week 6

WINNING  
WAYS!
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Your Detailed Fresh Little Minds Programme

FRESH LITTLE MINDS IS GOOD 
FOR RESILIENCE

FRESH LITTLE MINDS IS GOOD 
FOR PEACE

Get Set 
Grow

Weekly mood boost and developing 
coping skills.

Children explore who the safe people 
are in their lives, that they can turn to 
for support and reassurance when in 
need.  Increases confidence, sense of 
belonging and feelings of safety.  

Weekly direct contact between children 
of different backgrounds helps build 
meaningful friendships.  Children feel 
a sense of belonging together and feel 
safe with one another and safer in their 
immediate community.  

Brainzotic Weekly mood boost and developing 
coping skills.

Children develop knowledge of why their 
body experiences tricky and difficult 
emotions. They learn that they can 
influence how they feel and that those 
around them also influence how they 
feel just as they influence how others 
feel. 

Children are introduced to the idea that 
they are impacted by lived experiences, 
the experiences of others, their history 
and the world around them.  Children 
learn about how big experiences can 
live in their body (like trauma) as energy 
and emotion and learn methods to help 
release tricky energy and emotions. 

Kindship Weekly mood boost and developing 
coping skills.

Children learn that kindness can be 
applied to self and others and they 
learn that when you care for and show 
kindness to others, they too will feel the 
benefits. 

Children develop an optimistic outlook 
and cultivate hope, essential to 
bouncing back from life’s difficult times.

Children explore the importance of 
showing kindness and forgiveness of 
oneself and others as part of forming 
and maintaining healthy friendships 
and relationships.  They are encouraged 
to reduce unkind actions towards 
themselves and others building a 
culture of good relations between one 
another. 

All 
Bottled 

Up

Weekly mood boost and developing 
coping skills.

Children learn that emotions can 
positively or negatively impact their 
mental and physical health.  They learn 
that emotions live in their bodies and they 
learn that it is okay to feel and express 
their emotions.   They gain reassurance 
about the physical symptoms that learn 
methods that can release emotion and 
bring physical, emotional and mental 
relief. 

As children increase their emotional 
literacy, they are enabled to more easily 
communicate how they are feeling and 
seek support.  

Children are helped to understand 
and express their social and emotional 
needs and in a shared learning space.  
Through circle coaching they gain 
understanding of the needs of others 
and develop compassion and empathy. 

Children overcome fears that they may 
hold around talking about big feelings, 
emotions and experiences.  

They are encouraged to find ways 
to explore the themes that are real 
for them, their families and their 
communities. 
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FRESH LITTLE MINDS IS GOOD 
FOR RESILIENCE

FRESH LITTLE MINDS IS GOOD 
FOR PEACE

Get Set 
Grow

Weekly mood boost and developing 
coping skills.

Children explore who the safe people 
are in their lives, that they can turn to 
for support and reassurance when in 
need.  Increases confidence, sense of 
belonging and feelings of safety.  

Weekly direct contact between children 
of different backgrounds helps build 
meaningful friendships.  Children feel 
a sense of belonging together and feel 
safe with one another and safer in their 
immediate community.  

Brainzotic Weekly mood boost and developing 
coping skills.

Children develop knowledge of why their 
body experiences tricky and difficult 
emotions. They learn that they can 
influence how they feel and that those 
around them also influence how they 
feel just as they influence how others 
feel. 

Children are introduced to the idea that 
they are impacted by lived experiences, 
the experiences of others, their history 
and the world around them.  Children 
learn about how big experiences can 
live in their body (like trauma) as energy 
and emotion and learn methods to help 
release tricky energy and emotions. 

Kindship Weekly mood boost and developing 
coping skills.

Children learn that kindness can be 
applied to self and others and they 
learn that when you care for and show 
kindness to others, they too will feel the 
benefits. 

Children develop an optimistic outlook 
and cultivate hope, essential to 
bouncing back from life’s difficult times.

Children explore the importance of 
showing kindness and forgiveness of 
oneself and others as part of forming 
and maintaining healthy friendships 
and relationships.  They are encouraged 
to reduce unkind actions towards 
themselves and others building a 
culture of good relations between one 
another. 

All 
Bottled 

Up

Weekly mood boost and developing 
coping skills.

Children learn that emotions can 
positively or negatively impact their 
mental and physical health.  They learn 
that emotions live in their bodies and they 
learn that it is okay to feel and express 
their emotions.   They gain reassurance 
about the physical symptoms that learn 
methods that can release emotion and 
bring physical, emotional and mental 
relief. 

As children increase their emotional 
literacy, they are enabled to more easily 
communicate how they are feeling and 
seek support.  

Children are helped to understand 
and express their social and emotional 
needs and in a shared learning space.  
Through circle coaching they gain 
understanding of the needs of others 
and develop compassion and empathy. 

Children overcome fears that they may 
hold around talking about big feelings, 
emotions and experiences.  

They are encouraged to find ways 
to explore the themes that are real 
for them, their families and their 
communities. 

People 
Time / Me 

Time

Weekly mood boost and developing 
coping skills.

Children experience the joy and pleasure 
of being in a team and participating as a 
group.  They also learn the need for me 
time to withdraw and recharge.  Children 
learn about themselves and their 
preferences for people time or me time, 
developing self-awareness empathy 
for those in their group or class who are 
different.   They get to know themselves 
better increasing self-acceptance but 
also creating opportunities for setting 
new personal challenge and goals.  

Children learn that people are different, 
they learn how to understand, get 
on with, make friends and respect 
differences in people.  

Children explore their own needs in a 
group and learn about the importance 
of teamwork and the importance of time 
alone.  This mutual understanding helps 
promote care, cooperation, respect for 
others and respect for differences. 
This increase understanding, 
tolerance and respect for difference 
which strengthens team bonds and 
friendships. 

Winning 
Ways Weekly mood boost and developing 

coping skills.

Children rehearse strategies learned 
throughout the programme supporting 
their retention and ability to recall them 
in the future when needed most. 

Children benefit from having developed 
a growth mindset, more able to solve 
their problems and see the world 
optimistically leading to increased self-
worth and resilience. 

Children are equipped with skills and 
attitudes that enable them to contribute 
more fully and positively within society.  
Children are brought together to share 
in a positive celebration with one 
another, anchoring a powerful and 
positive shared transformative memory 
of achievement.  
Children become increasingly 
empowered to participate more freely 
in their world as confidence grows and 
relationships deepen.  
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FLM GROW Baseline Evaluation for Children 

To be completed by children before or on week 1 with every 
GROW programme

Please consider creative ways to deliver this evaluation to 
ensure children engage with it like an activity.  We like sticky 
dots (voting) and group line up as a movement activity to 
illicit the responses. 

Measure the following - Using traffic lights

1: How confident do you feel?

Not confident

Sometimes confident

Very confident

3: Do you know how to relax?

No

Sometimes 

Yes

5: Do you know who to tell when you  
     have tricky feelings?

No

Sometimes 

Yes

2: Do you have worries?

No

Sometimes 

Yes

4: Do you know how to use breath to   
     calm your body?

No

Sometimes 

Yes

6: Name the things you know about  
     your brain?
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FLM GROW Exit Evaluation for Children 

To be completed by children on week 6 or after every 
GROW programme

Please consider creative ways to deliver this evaluation to 
ensure children engage with it like an activity. 

Measure the following - Using traffic lights

1: How confident do you feel?

Not confident

Sometimes confident

Very confident

3: Do you know how to relax?

No

Sometimes 

Yes

5: Do you know who to tell when you  
     have tricky feelings?

No

Sometimes 

Yes

2: Do you have worries?

No

Sometimes 

Yes

4: Do you know how to use breath to   
     calm your body?

No

Sometimes 

Yes

6: Name the things you know about  
     your brain?
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Please write or draw any other words that describe your feelings after  
Fresh Little Minds.

What words/pictures best describe your feelings about Fresh Little Minds?

Learning Calming Joyful

Difficult Stressful Belonging
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How to Complete Grow Passport

FRESH LITTLE MINDS

FLM DETAILS

Name: ..........................................................................................................................

Age: ..........................................................................

Likes:

Get Set Grow   

Brainzotic   
When my brain fl ips out so does my body

Then I need a brain hug

This is how I give myself a brain Hug...

Kindship   

Kindship
Challenge   

All Bottled Up   
WHO I CAN 

TELL

People Need People    
People Time Helps Me...

Me Time Helps Me...

Plug outof devices, plug into
people

Parents of Fresh Little Minds
We are so proud of your child who has completed

the Fresh Little Minds GROW programme.   

Questions you might like to ask:
Who is Amber?

What does AMBER mean?
What helps you feel better?

Can I see your poster?
Show me how to belly breathe...

What can we do together?
How do you like to plug out of devices

and plug into people?
What Me Time things do you like?

Come visit www.freshlittleminds.com
for more ideas for parenting fresh little minds.

Winning Ways - 

M
OVE

BREATH

ANCHOR

ANCHOR

  AMBER

EXPRESS

BREATH

RELAX

My profile
• Draw your self -portrait / print on your Thumb Print
• Fill in your name and age
• Choose from a selection of stickers to represent hobbies 

and things you like, which make you feel good 

Get Set Grow
•  Younger Children: Amber Puppy Sticker 
• Older Children: Write the meaning beside each ICON in AMBER & stick in 

your AMBER Puppy

Brainzotic  
• Stick in feather 
• Other optional stickers 

eg thank you/ I feel 
good sticker 

Kindship  
• Ask children to write their 

favourite kind words 
and/ or give them kind 
word stickers to stick in 
the blank squares. 

All bottled Up  
• Stick in ‘feelings are a part of me’ Sticker
• Name the Anchor People in your life - the person or people that you can tell 

if you are having tricky feelings, or whoever you can talk to , could even be a 
pet, or a favourite teddy

People Need People  
• Ask your group to draw or write in

A) Something they like to do with others and 
B) Something they like to do by themselves

Winning Ways  
• Older children: Look at the poster, what was your favourite thing? 

Write or draw it.in your passport
• Younger Children: Discuss each letter of AMBER - what does each one 

mean? Write or draw their favourite part of the programme and give 
them a stamp as a mark of achievement.

Back Cover 
• Ask children to take this home to their Mum, Dad, Grandparents or caregivers 

and be sure to show them the special bit on the back for them to read. 
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A Parent’s Guide to Growing 
Fresh Little Minds TM

 
@ Home

Fresh ParentsCONNECT 
In this session your child learned about the ‘B’ of AMBER which 

is Breathe!  Breathing can be used to help parents and children 

recover from worry and stress.   
Parents and children who breathe just three minutes twice a 

day boost their immunity and their mood.

“Master your breathing through practice and  

they will master theirs”

Your fingers are a roller coaster.Using your finger to trace the tracks inhale on the way up and exhale on the way down. 

Help children talk about their session.  

Ask them…  How can we fill our buckets of 

kindness at home?

Session 3  BREATHE

Fresh ParentsMATTER  

Fresh ParentsBREATHE  

Fresh ParentsCHAT   

Fresh ParentsRELATE    Try breathing together to a calm piece of music just 

before sleep… notice how both feel.

Offer water and whole foods instead of juice and junk 

foods. It will boost your child’s microbiome. Consuming 

more fruits, vegetables , wholegrains, legumes, nuts 

and water will reduce obesity, constipation and 

chronic disease.

Parents Poster
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@ Home

Fresh Parents

CONNECT 

In this session your child learned about the ‘A’ of AMBER which 

is Anchor!  Parents are children’s most important Anchor not 

devices or screens which contribute to worry, depression and 

language delay.  

Anchors are people who help keep children safe through the 

storms of life.  

“Children feel loved when you gift them time 

and attention; presence not presents”

Breathe in and 

swell your belly

Breathe out long 

and slow 

Help children talk about their session.  

Ask them…  Who is AMBER?

Tell me about your Anchor people?

Session 1  ANCHOR

Fresh Parents

MATTER  

Fresh Parents

BREATHE  

Fresh Parents

CHAT   

Fresh Parents

RELATE    
Try 10 minutes of one to one time to anchor with 

your child.  Chatting, walking, baking, biking.  Simple 

activities help children feel safe, seen and loved. 

Offer water and whole foods instead of juice and junk 

foods. It will boost your child’s microbiome. Consuming 

more fruits, vegetables , wholegrains, legumes, nuts 

and water will reduce obesity, constipation and 

chronic disease.
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@ Home

Fresh Parents
CONNECT 

In this session your child learned about the ‘M’ of AMBER which is Move!  Children and adults need to Move to help unblock stuck energy and calm excess hyper energy.  
Think movement first!   Parents and children who move every day have better mental health. 

“Calm your child’s body and you will engage their beautiful mind”

Blow your feather 
and keep it up in 
the air for as long 
as you can

Help children talk about their session.  
Ask them…  Teach me how to do a belly breath?What is your animal brain?

Session 2  MOVE

Fresh Parents
MATTER  

Fresh Parents
BREATHE  

Fresh Parents
CHAT   

Fresh Parents
RELATE    

Try moving with your child to shift tricky feelings and bad moods.  It beats talking! 

Offer water and whole foods instead of juice and junk foods. It will boost your child’s microbiome. Consuming more fruits, vegetables , wholegrains, legumes, nuts and water will reduce obesity, constipation and chronic disease.
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@ Home

Fresh Parents

CONNECT 

In this session your child learned about the ‘E’ of AMBER which 

is Express!  

Parents and children who express their feelings safely can thrive.  

How you talk about your child is what they become.  So praise 

them and use positive language about them and around them.  

They are worth it!

“When children shout and scream and tantrum 

they mean to say, ‘help me, see me, I’m stuck”

Smell the 
flower Blow 
the windmill

Help children talk about their session.  Ask them…  

Where do your tricky feelings live inside your body? 

What colour are they? What would help?

Session 4  EXPRESS

Fresh Parents

MATTER  

Fresh Parents

BREATHE  

Fresh Parents
CHAT   

Fresh Parents
RELATE    

Try to hit the pause button during a meltdown.  Instead 

of shouting, tell your child that you understand that 

they must be feeling angry / scared /frustrated / 

upset, right now.  Notice how that feels.

Offer water and whole foods instead of juice and junk 

foods. It will boost your child’s microbiome. Consuming 

more fruits, vegetables , wholegrains, legumes, nuts 

and water will reduce obesity, constipation and 

chronic disease.
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@ Home

Fresh Parents

CONNECT 

In this session your child learned about the ‘R’ of AMBER which 

is Relax!  Did you know that sleep is when the brain and body 

heals.  

Parents can help improve childrens sleep by reducing sugar, 

emotional distress and devices at bed time.  

“Plug out of devices and plug into each other”

Inhale Count to 6

Exhale Count to 8

Repeat for 3 

minutes

Help children talk about their session.  Ask them…  

What do you like to do alone?

What do you like to do with other people?

Session 5  RELAX

Fresh Parents

MATTER  

Fresh Parents

BREATHE  

Fresh Parents

CHAT   

Fresh Parents

RELATE    
Try listening to their homework reading, then read the 

story back with them together. 

Offer water and whole foods instead of juice and junk 

foods. It will boost your child’s microbiome. Consuming 

more fruits, vegetables , wholegrains, legumes, nuts 

and water will reduce obesity, constipation and 

chronic disease.
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@ Home

Fresh ParentsCONNECT 
In this session your child celebrated their successful completion 

of the GROW programme!  An awesome Fresh Little Kid they 

can now teach you all about AMBER.   Fresh Little Minds are Awesome!

“ Love and affection can change life’s direction”

Snuggle up with your Amber Breath 
Buddy and give them a ride on your 

breathing belly.  

Help children talk about their session.  

Ask them…  Where will stick up your poster?

How can practice AMBER at home?

Session 6  GRADUATE FROM GROW

Fresh ParentsMATTER  

Fresh ParentsBREATHE  

Fresh ParentsCHAT   

Fresh ParentsRELATE    Try giving thanks with your family.  Share something 

about your children that you are grateful for.  Praise their 

personal qualities and tell them how they are special, 

unique, one of a kind! 

Fresh
Little Minds

ARE
AWESOME

Fresh
Little Minds

ARE
AWESOME

Offer water and whole foods instead of juice and junk 

foods. It will boost your child’s microbiome. Consuming 

more fruits, vegetables , wholegrains, legumes, nuts 

and water will reduce obesity, constipation and 

chronic disease.
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Dear Beautiful Child,

I am super excited to tell you that you class has been specially 
selected and accepted onto the Fresh Little Minds programme.   We are going 
to be together every week for six whole weeks and it is going to be a lot of fun!

Together we are going to play games, listen to stories and learn about different 
ways that we can make our bodies feel better when we have tricky or yucky 
feelings stuck inside, because everyone gets yucky feelings but not everyone 
knows what to do with them!  We are going to supercharge your super powers, 
whack worries into infinity and help you feel really good, shiny, and positive 
inside and outside :)

There will be singing and stories and games and we will end our day getting 
cosy, tucked up under blanket, relaxing, chilling out and snoozes are totally 
acceptable!  What a better way to end the day after having all of that fun!

So that’s all for now, not too many sleeps until we meet and I can’t wait :)

See you soon 

Puppy Love 

  

AMBER

AMBER From Fresh Little Minds

AMBER Welcome Letter for Children
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TEACHERS PACK

Other items you will want to include in your teachers pack:

• Teachers expand the weekly theme pack

• Laughter Stickers

• Copy of the AMBER welcome letter for each child

• Fresh Minds are Awesome bookmarks – class pack

• Essential Oil for the classroom

• Amber Icon card set

• Amber Soul Songs Album

• Amber Intervention Cards

• Flower and Windmill

• Teachers self care gift

• A3 Grow Amber Poster

• Grow Certificate

• Grow Passport

• FLM Literature

Other items you will want to include 
in your teachers pack
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Fresh Little Minds Facilitator PathwayFresh Little Minds Facilitator Pathway

Check out www.freshlittleminds.com. You will
find FAQ and downloadable brochures.
Connect on Facebook (@freshmindseducation) -
like, follow and get notifications
Check you can agree to the financial
commitment
Check you meet the eligibility criteria

Eligibility Criteria
Qualified and to work with groups.
Excellent group facilitation skills
(small - up to 12 people and large -
up to 40 people)
Able to deliver the annual
requirements
Committed to attending professional
development in this field of work
after completion of L2T training

Visit
www.freshmindseducation.com/shop

to purchase your training place

Purchase your 
training place

Fresh Minds Education will review your application and
check your references and notify you of the outcome of
your application (successful, unsuccessful, or we need
more information)

Receive confirmation email 
with hyperlink to application

form. Complete application form.

Receive welcome letter. 
Complete your pre course baseline evaluation.

Attend the 4 day Learn to Teach GROW training
Experience the Fresh Little Minds GROW programme
Learn the AMBER approach and practice facilitation
Meet your Fresh Little Minds team and peer facilitators
Introduction to your Fresh Little Minds business

Post Learn to Teach Training
Complete Exit Evaluation
Receive congratulations letter - with link to downloadable certificate 
Receive Facilitators Licence Agreement and Brand Guidelines
Read, sign, return, purchase licence

Gain access to facilitator members areas
You will be given web site access to the facilitators area where you can download lots of free
resources
You will be added to the online official and approved facilitator list
Complete hand art & introduction text for introducing yourself on Facebook group (post to us)
You are now ready to be added to the Fresh Little Minds Teaching support group on
Facebook

Prepare to Teach
You must plan to deliver 2 programmes annually (from the date of your
Learn to Teach) to remain licensed.
If needed contract a mentor for additional support (co-
facilitation, shadowing, prep, debriefing, business support). 
Reach out on the Facebook teaching support  page for peer support
Email planned dates to jill@freshmindseducation.com 
Order participant packs and any other merchandise you might need
Arrange a planning meeting with your group/school

Deliver your
first GROW
Programme

Deliver 'AMBER meets the
parents' workshop

Submit evaluation reports to Fresh
Minds Education (Leaders/Teachers,
Parents, Facilitators Reports,
registration sheets, photos/videos)

Congratulations! You are now an approved, licenced Fresh Little
Minds facilitator and we will send you your relevant seals to
celebrate!

Ongoing annual requirements
Upload dates
You must deliver at least 2 programmes per year
Submit written reports (Leaders/Teachers, Parents, Facilitators Reports, registration sheets, photos/videos) no later than 2
weeks after each programme has been delivered.
REMEMBER - Always submit promotional material etc. for your events, in advance to ensure compliance
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Fresh Little Minds Facilitator Pathway

Check out www.freshlittleminds.com. You will
find FAQ and downloadable brochures.
Connect on Facebook (@freshmindseducation) -
like, follow and get notifications
Check you can agree to the financial
commitment
Check you meet the eligibility criteria

Eligibility Criteria
Qualified and to work with groups.
Excellent group facilitation skills
(small - up to 12 people and large -
up to 40 people)
Able to deliver the annual
requirements
Committed to attending professional
development in this field of work
after completion of L2T training

Visit
www.freshmindseducation.com/shop

to purchase your training place

Purchase your 
training place

Fresh Minds Education will review your application and
check your references and notify you of the outcome of
your application (successful, unsuccessful, or we need
more information)

Receive confirmation email 
with hyperlink to application

form. Complete application form.

Receive welcome letter. 
Complete your pre course baseline evaluation.

Attend the 4 day Learn to Teach GROW training
Experience the Fresh Little Minds GROW programme
Learn the AMBER approach and practice facilitation
Meet your Fresh Little Minds team and peer facilitators
Introduction to your Fresh Little Minds business

Post Learn to Teach Training
Complete Exit Evaluation
Receive congratulations letter - with link to downloadable certificate 
Receive Facilitators Licence Agreement and Brand Guidelines
Read, sign, return, purchase licence

Gain access to facilitator members areas
You will be given web site access to the facilitators area where you can download lots of free
resources
You will be added to the online official and approved facilitator list
Complete hand art & introduction text for introducing yourself on Facebook group (post to us)
You are now ready to be added to the Fresh Little Minds Teaching support group on
Facebook

Prepare to Teach
You must plan to deliver 2 programmes annually (from the date of your
Learn to Teach) to remain licensed.
If needed contract a mentor for additional support (co-
facilitation, shadowing, prep, debriefing, business support). 
Reach out on the Facebook teaching support  page for peer support
Email planned dates to jill@freshmindseducation.com 
Order participant packs and any other merchandise you might need
Arrange a planning meeting with your group/school

Deliver your
first GROW
Programme

Deliver 'AMBER meets the
parents' workshop

Submit evaluation reports to Fresh
Minds Education (Leaders/Teachers,
Parents, Facilitators Reports,
registration sheets, photos/videos)

Congratulations! You are now an approved, licenced Fresh Little
Minds facilitator and we will send you your relevant seals to
celebrate!

Ongoing annual requirements
Upload dates
You must deliver at least 2 programmes per year
Submit written reports (Leaders/Teachers, Parents, Facilitators Reports, registration sheets, photos/videos) no later than 2
weeks after each programme has been delivered.
REMEMBER - Always submit promotional material etc. for your events, in advance to ensure compliance
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Posting your FLM Training

We ask that every training—even if it’s closed to the public—be posted in the Fin website. 
Why is it so important to post your upcoming trainings to the Fresh Little Minds Website? 
Doing so helps you attract more participants, helps us support you, and helps build visibility 
of what you are doing in your area. Here’s how:

More participants

Visitors to the Fresh Little Minds website can see and sign up for your programme.

It’s easier for us to support you

When people call or email us asking about FLM programmes, we can see your posted 
programme and help connect them with you to register. 

Visibility in your area

Your posted programmes lets visitors know that there’s an active Fresh Little Minds trainer 
in the area so they can reach out to you to make a booking.

Register on www.freshmindseducation.com

• Click ‘My Account’ and ‘Register’

• You will be granted membership access and can then log on to the Fresh little Minds 
Facilitators Members area. (The link is in the purple bar across the bottom of the screen)

• Here you can access all downloadable documents you will require.

Post your dates:

• You can submit your dates using the online form available



GDPR Registration Sheet

Please complete this registration form by filling in your name. 
We require this for certification. 

If you are aged 16+ and wish to stay in touch with us please include your email address. We 
will always treat your personal details with the utmost care and we will never pass them 
on to anyone else. By providing us with your name and email address, you are agreeing to 
be added to our mailing list and we will send you our monthly newsletter.

Name of course: .........................................................................................................................................................................  Date of Course: ............................................

Venue: .................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Facilitator: ...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Name Email Address

f Find us on Facebook: Search for ‘Fresh Minds Education’
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Tips for navigating the FLM  
L plates for new facilitators

• FLM Facilitators Facilitate: Everyone here is on a journey, wear your L plates with pride, 
you have the tools but you now need the experience and the confidence will come.

• FLM Facilitators have strengths: Each facilitator has her/his own unique strengths, 
acknowledge your own strengths, and seek to acknowledge and learn from the 
strengths of others.  

• FLM Facilitators are in the right state for leading:  It starts with us, we have to be 
happy if we are to support children to feel happy - the facilitator needs to fuel and 'plug 
in' to their own reservoir of joy first.  Prioritise your joy and the rest will come.

• FLM Facilitators Plan Wisely:  How to give a 5min presentation, - give a four minute 
presentation and take your time.  The alternative is to try to give a six or seven minute 
long talk in five minutes.  To rush, to get flustered.  To go over your time.  To act in a 
way that belies your professional nature.  Nope,  better to stick with the four minute 
approach.  The thing is, you'll never have enough time to deliver every single activity 
enough detail.  It would take you years.  Portion control is your friend.  Figure out how 
big the plate is and serve just the right amount. 

• FLM facilitators give time over to what children like: Children tell us they love their 
passports and their tree - create proper time for these elements.  Too often facilitators 
can get caught in the trap of giving children what they would have liked themselves as 
a child, in that moment children are not being served.  Children have to be happy to 
learn.   We have to win their hearts to gain access to their minds .  Stand back every so 
often, look at the children, sense the energy and respond. 

• FLM Facilitators Go Back to Go Forward:  It is common to have to revisit, regroup, 
rekindle,  just do it regardless of the plan.   

• FLM Facilitators stick to the programme activities and resources:  Whilst your early 
experiences in delivering FLM GROW will inform what you do, please remember that 
because something didn't work for you today does not mean that it doesn't work.   
Everything in your manual has been tried and tested with hundreds of different children.   
Expect things like days of the week, time of the day, temperament of the teacher or 
leader, type of room you are in to make a difference, don't assume it's the activity. 

• FLM Facilitators Invest: In their own practice, their profession and in their business.  
Get experience, reflect, learn, implement changes, share, grow.
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FME Facilitator Communication

FME Website – 

www.freshmindseducation.com

• Upload your FLM programme dates

• Download useful resources

• Sign up for FME e-news

FLM Website - 

www.freshlittleminds.com

• Keep up to date contact details

• Shop for FLM resources 

• Signpost others 

FME Enews   

• Make us a safe contact

• Share it through email

• Share it through  
social media

FME Facebook ‘Fresh Minds Education’

• Marketing and promoting FLM

• Comment and share

Instagram – ‘Fresh Minds Education’

Follow us on Instagram to see more of 
our lovely ‘Fresh Little Things’

Twitter - @minds_fresh

Teacher Support Page  

• You must be friends 
with Jill and/or Aine on 
Facebook to be invited 
to join this as it is a 
secret group

• Peer Support & 
Connection

• Shared Learning

• Support for one 
another

• Zoom call links

• Notifications and 
Updates from Fresh 
Minds Education

c 

f

d
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Connect with the Office

• Please don’t PM, text or Whatsapp 
Aine, Jill or FLM contact us this way

• Phone 07921 861 104

Mon 9.30 – 5pm
Tue 9.30 – 12.30pm
Wed 9.30 – 12.30pm

• General Support – ask your peer 
support group first

• Do you need a mentor?  
Contact a mentor

• Logistics, stock orders, 
programme help: Email  jill@
freshmindseducation.com

• Arranging appointments:  
E: jill@freshmindseducation.com

• Growing FLM – big picture, quotes, 
funding, partnerships, marketing, 
conferences:  
E: aine@freshmindseducation.com

Zoom Calls

• Problem solving and 
connection calls

• Email your questions/
problems in advance

• Receive Support

• Connect with peers

Master Classes

• Continued Professional 
Development

• Refresh skills, Up skill and Learn 
New Skills

• Connect with peers

Annual Meet Up

• Keep Registered

• Updates & new 
learning

• FLM progress

• Connect with peers
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Upload Dates

Register on  
www.freshmindseducation.com

• •Click ‘My Account’ and 
‘Register’

• You will be granted 
membership access and 
can then log on to the Fresh 
little Minds Facilitators 
Members area. (The link is 
in the purple bar across the 
bottom of the screen)

• Here you can access all 
downloadable documents 
you will require.

Post your dates:

• You can submit your dates 
using the online form 
available

Submit Reports

Reports must be submitted 
using the most up to date Survey 
Monkey links

Survey Monkey Link to:

TO BE FILLED IN BY 
FACILITATOR:

• Facilitators Report:  
https://www.surveymonkey.
co.uk/r/F6L6X8S 

• FLM Parenting Programme 
Report: 
https://www.surveymonkey.
co.uk/r/HC2G2NZ 

• AMBER meets the parents 
Report: 
https://www.surveymonkey.
co.uk/r/PJS2QHD 

• FLM Residency Report: 
https://www.surveymonkey.
co.uk/r/CLPLBTG

TO BE FILLED IN BY TEACHERS/
LEADERS:

• Teachers/Leaders Report 
(Facilitator to give this link to 
teacher/leader from school/
organisation to fill in):  
https://www.surveymonkey.
co.uk/r/67PTFQP 

TO BE FILLED IN BY PARENTS:

• Parents of Fresh Little 
Minds Feedback Form (for 
parents of children who have 
completed Fresh Little Minds): 
https://www.surveymonkey.
co.uk/r/HC8P5P8 
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HELP US HELP YOU 

SUPPORT US SO THAT WE CAN SUPPORT YOU  -   SHARE WITH US SO WE CAN SHARE 
WITH YOU   -    EMPOWER US SO WE CAN EMPOWER YOU   -    BE WITH US SO WE 
CAN BE WITH YOU   -   GROW WITH US SO THAT WE CAN GROW YOU   - TALK TO US 
SO THAT WE CAN TELL OTHERS ABOUT YOU.  

Things that help 

• Let us promote you.  Tell us how.  Write an article, share it, make a video, share it!

• Don't tell us simply what to do, help us do it, 

• Share your resources with one another e.g. need a template and it doesn't exist, create 
one forward it to Jill who will upload it.

• Run into a problem - tell us how you solved it so that we can tell others

• Tell us what you would find helpful - we can't provide everything that everyone wants 
or needs but do tell us as we may not have thought of it and we might be easily able to 
provide it.

• Help us help you - is there something you could do for us eg frustrated at something 
- could you solve it easily - would you be willing to give up a few hours to help us with 
that.

• Help us - info stands, hand out FLM fliers, encourage others to take part, send in your 
ideas.  Swap/trade talents, help us with our back office - don't assume we know stuff, if 
you find out about funding opportunities let us know.  Be active on the teachers forum 
- ask questions there, share useful resources there.  

• Is there a master class you could offer for our network - speak to us let us schedule it in.

• Invite us to come speak at events, offer to speak on our behalf at events - we will give 
you anything you need.

• If you like the programme and the work nominate it, put its name forward, nominate 
your schools or your young people.   

• Deliver programmes, purchase stock, encourage schools and parents to purchase 
stock, avail of training etc  

• Tell us if you hear of funding opportunities and we will share it. 

• Send me in your CV if you would like to deliver for FME - its infrequent but its good to 
know we can ask you if you are available.

• Introduce us to people, online, at meetings, help connect us up 

• Keep connected with one another - come to the zoom calls.

• Come to our annual meet up - take part, offer help, share your talents.

KNOW YOU ARE WELCOME &  
KNOW THAT WE KNOW THAT WE CANNOT DO IT ALONE :)
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AMBER MODALITIES  NAME: _______________________________________   

MODALITY
COMPETENCY

(Knowledge, Skills & Confidence)
 (low) 1 - 10 (high)

K S C ACTION REQUIRED

PLAY K/ I have developed a good 
understanding of the role 
of games and play in FLM 
programmes.  I know that  they 
we play with intention and 
purpose and that play enables 
us to teach AMBER as well 
as supporting the group to 
engage with themes.

S / I have the relevant skills 
to incorporate play into the 
delivery of FLM programmes.

C/ I feel confident to 
incorporate play into the 
delivery of FLM programmes.

STORIES 
& AMBER 
PUPPET

K/ I am familiar with the main 
stories we work with in FLM 
GROW and I know that stories 
and the puppet help children 
relate to themes that might be 
difficult for them otherwise.

S/ I can read stories in an 
interesting way to children and 
be heard and I can operate the 
AMBER puppet.

C/ I am at ease reading stories 
and using the puppet.

BREATH 
WORK

K /I understand the role of  
breath-work in FLM and when 
to apply different types of 
breaths to achieve different 
outcomes within the body.

S / I can integrate a number 
of breath-work activities into 
workshops. (belly breathing, 
nostril breathing, counting 
breathing & laughter 
breathing).

C/ I can lead breath work 
exercises.
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LAUGHTER 
BREATH

K/ I understand how different 
types of laughter exercises 
can be used to teach breath 
work and help the group move 
energy. 

S/ I can facilitate a range of 
laughter exercises.

C/ I feel confident to 
incorporate a range of laughter 
exercises into workshops.

MOVEMENT

don’t forget to 
take advantage 
of your invite to 
sign up to the 
professional 
development 
workshop with 
Siobhan

K/ I know of the benefits of 
incorporating a range of FLM 
Move activities into FLM progs. 

S/ I know a range of movement 
activities that enable me to 
incorporate stretches and 
mindful movement. 

C/ I can use FLM Mindful Move 
Cards in sessions and deliver 
mindful movement poses in 
sessions without prompts.

CLAPPING K/ I know the main benefits of 
stimulating the nervous system 
through clapping.  

S/ I can facilitate a range of 
clapping based activities in 
workshops.

C/ I can easily lead clapping 
exercises.

ACTS OF 
KINDNESS

K/  I understand the role of 
kindness in helping to foster 
resilience for children.  I am 
familiar with the activities & 
workshops which specifically 
support children to engage 
with acts of kindness.

S/ I can facilitate the kindship 
activities.

C/ I am confident in facilitating 
the kindship workshop 
exercises.
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SELF 
AFFIRMATION

K/ I am familiar with the 
use of self affirmation, their 
limitations and their benefits. 

S/ I am able to create and 
incorporate self affirmations 
within a workshop using FLM 
Mindful Movement Cards. 

C/ I am confident in my ability 
to create and integrate self 
affirmations into workshops.

MINDFULNESS K/  I understand that 
mindfulness isn't a separate 
activity and I integrate 
a mindfulness approach 
throughout activities. 

S/ I teach children mindfulness 
through sound, visual aids, 
art work, movement, finding 
stillness in chaos or noise, 
taking time to explore small 
things like colouring in and 
sticking.  

C/ I am at ease supporting a 
group to incrementally slow 
down and develop mindful 
awareness. 

VISUAL 
ART 
MAKING

K/ I understand the purpose 
and benefits of incorporating 
art work into groups and I'm 
familiar with the therapeutic 
use of circles and patterns 
in art work.  I appreciate that 
art work has strengths when 
engaged with individually and 
as a group. 

S/ I know how to create group 
pieces of art and I know which 
materials help children engage. 

C/ I am confident leading FLM 
art activities.
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GRATITUDE K/ I am aware of the role of 
gratitude and  the benefits 
of implementing a regular 
gratitude practice. 

S/ I have the skills required to 
integrate a regular gratitude 
practice into FLM programmes 
and the skills to facilitate 
gratitude workshops.  

C/ I am confident in my skills to 
implement gratitude practices 
and workshops. 

PHYSICAL 
CONTACT

K/ I know the main theory why 
physical contact produces 
benefits. 

S/   I  am familiar with a range 
of activities that encourage 
physical touch which can 
be incorporated into FLM 
workshops.

C/ I am at ease incorporating 
activities that encourage 
physical contact into FLM 
GROW workshops with 
children.

ESSENTIAL 
OILS

K/  I understand how essential 
oils can enhance the learning 
environment for some and can 
be difficult of others. 

S/  I can dilute essential oils for 
workshops and know how to 
offer them to children. 

C/ I can use essential oils with 
ease. 
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SINGING K/ I know why group singing 
enhances the confidence 
and improves the wellbeing 
of children. I understand 
how important it is to include 
singing to assist children to 
retain and recall their learning. 
I understand the importance 
of role modelling when leading 
voice work activity.

S/ I am able to use my voice 
and the recordings to introduce 
children to the benefits of 
singing. 

C/ I am at ease leading singing 
activities. 

DELIVERING 
MEDITATIONS

K/  I know the rationale and 
benefits of incorporating 
meditation into FLM 
programmes.  I am aware 
of the different types of 
mediation (guided, visual, 
silent, body scan) and I know 
when to integrate them. 

S/ I know how to construct/
build meditations for different 
age groups, durations and 
to support different learning 
themes. I can adapt my voice, 
use tonal bells and background 
music during meditation with 
ease and grace. 

C/ I am confident in my 
ability to deliver a successful 
meditation. 




